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MEXICO STATE RECORD
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

23, 1921

I AMOUNT

ASSESSORS AGREE GN SCHEDULE

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

OF VALUATIONS FOR LIVE STOCK
FOR

I

THREE SIGN UP

1922-TWE- NTY

In lieu of the former law which authorized the state tax commission to
fix the value of live stock each year, the assessors, who are now vested with
that authority, in order to make the assessments uniform throughout the
several counies, have adopted the following schedule for the different coun- -'

tics:

We the undersigned Assessors, of the respective counties of the State
of New Mexico, in confernce assembled, after listening to the testimony and
k
organizations and individuals,
fcrguments presented by the various
k
o
f.gree to follow the schedule shown below in placing valuations on
for the year 1922) for the purposes of taxation, insofar as the same may be ' '
nist and equitable; both to the State and the
m each particular
live-stoc-

J J

live-stoc-

Tax-paye- r,

rase:

DISTRICT NO.

Chaves, Colfax, Curry, De Baca, Eddy,
velt, Rio Arriba, San Miguel,
Com. range Graded range
& Pasture
&
asture
Calves or coming
$12
$14
yearling heifers
Calver or coming
12
14
yearling steers
Heifers over 1 yr
20
k under 2 years 18
.leers over 1 yr
& under 2 years
18
20
5teers over 2 yrs. 26
28
Heifers & Cows
r ver 2 years
22
23

f

40
24

23

Unclassified Herds

20

Sheep
.'beep over
Hicep under

j'ams

1

1

yr.
yr.

$20

$20

$23

20

12

10

30

23

30

30
30

18

13
22

26

48
50

30
23

60
50

36

36

50

Common
$.1.50

2.50

Improved
$450
3.25

8.00

Thorobred
Jo.SO
4.25
12.00

G. C. HANNA

J. FELIPE Hl'BBELL,
Secretary.

Chairman of Assessors' Assembly

ZJiseo Ortega, Taos
.'. T. Hunter, Luna
Thos. McGrath, Mora
Edward W. Tamony, McKinley
,7. E. Edgington,
Otero Co.
D. C. Howell, Torrance
ieo. Roach, Curry
S. M. Smith, Lea
A. L. Lucero, Sandoval
.'oe Johns, Eddy
,'ose Jaramilto, Chairman, Valencia

J. S. Garcia, Dona Ana
J. 1). Jordan, Hidalgo
If. D. Johnson, De Baca
M. A. Ortiz, Santa Fe
I. P. Littrell, Colfax
J. A. Pipkin, Roosevelt
John E. Miles, Quay
John E. Harris, San Juan
Harry V. Lamb, Grant
W. H. Scarlott, Union

DISBURSED BY HIGHWAY

(lFPiRTMFNT FfIR PAST YFAP. WAS
NEARLY THREE MILLION DOLLARS

An "office statement" made at the close of the ninth fiscal year by Chief
Clerk A. J. Fischer for submission to State Highway Engineer Gillett and
the Highway Commission carries some very interestng statistics in regard to
the amount of office work handled by that department and shows exacly
the amount of money disbursed by the state for all roads and road funds
under its control.
The distinguishing features are that the state expended an average of
lover $200,000 per month for the year, that this disbursement required the
issue of nearly 17rH) warrants, that nearly $900,000 in bonds and debentures
wore paid off.
j
The statement follows:

On another page will be found the Christmas Greetings of the President of the United States. We join with President Harding in believing that
Our Country should regard itself as peculiarly fortunate at this time, both in
its own great resources and in its opportunity to be of assistance to the peoples

of other nations, less fortunate than ours.

Let us in every way strive for advancement, both personally and nationally, but at the same time let us not neglect to do all in our power toward the continued rehabilitation of those nations more sorely affected by the late war than
ourselves, not forgetting that "It is more blessed to give than to receive."

Statement of the Work of the Accounting Department of the State High.
way Engineer's Office for the Ninth Fiscal Year
State Road Fund
Nuumher of vouchers checked and passed for payment on
State Koad fund, Dec. 1st, 1920 to Nov. 30th, 1921, incl
8,822
'N'umber of warrants issued on State Road Fund, same period
15,115
Amount disbursed on above vouchers from State Rnad Fund
Dec. 1st, 193) to N'ov. 30th, 1921, uicL
$2,659,205.74
Transfers from State Road Fund to pay Highway Bonds,
Debentures and Iuterste
.
876,796 00
Farmington, Bernalillo, Albuquerque Road Fund
Number of vouchers checked and passed for payment,

t;
1
2
4

Dec. 1st, 1920 to Nov. 30th, 1921, incl

94

Number of warrants issued on F. H. A. Koad Fund, same period
..487
Amount disbursed on above vouchers from F. B. A. Road Fund
Dec. 1st, 1920 to Nov. 30th, 1921, incl
$23,812.01
Grant, State Roads Not. 26, 48 and 42 Fund
X Number of vouchers checked and passed for payment,
Dec. 1st, 1920 to Nov. 30th, 1921, incl
254
Number of warrants issued on Grant, State Roads Nos. 26, 48 and 42
Z
801
Fund, same period
Amount disbifVsed on above vouchers from above fund, same
54
o
X
Sierra, State Roads Nos. 26, 48 and 42 Fund
.uiiiher of vouchers checked and passed for payment,
Dec. 1st, 1920 to Nov. 30th, 1921 incl
77
Number of warrants issued on Sierra, State Roads Nos. 26, 48 and 42
.
Fund, same period
220
.
.
Amount disbursed on above vouchers from above fund, same period $10,007 .OJ
Socorro, State Highway No. S Fund
Number of vouchers checked and passed for payment,
to .Nov. 30th. 1921. mcl.
Uvc. 1st,
130
IJ
Number of warrants issued on Socorro, State Highway No. 5
,
321
Fund, .same period
Amount disbursed on above vouchers from above fund, same period. .$18,894 90
X
Summary
Number of vouchers checked and passed, all funds
9,379
Number of warrants issued, all funds
16,944
X! Amount disbursed, all funds
2,738,.Vi6 2i
Transfers from State Koad fund for period
K7'i.7o9 ()

:j

We present to you herewith the first of two Special Editions. You
will find in this edition a number of articles and features apropos of the Christmas Season. Also you will find herein the business messages of a number of
the leading merchants and firms of Santa Fe and Albuquerque.

!

Attest

THE NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD extends to the people of New
Mexico its Hearty Best Wishes at this happy time of the year. We trust that
this Holiday Season will hold for all of you a bounteous share of Good Cheer
and Happiness, and that the New Year may bring to you all the many good
things of life.

ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING
THIS EDITION AND THE NEXT

Goat
oinmoii Low Grade High Grade Thorobred Mixed Bucks Grade Bucks Thoro
Angora
Angora
bred Angora
Angora
Angora
Angora
fl.50
$2.00
Si 25
t7m
.tils)
turn
?fl
Upon motion duly carried the valuations for District No. 2, comprised of
vie counties of Bernalillo, Lincoln, Otero, Sandoval, McKinley, Santa- "e. Sierra and Socorro, were placed at $1.00 less per head for cattle and 10
-- nts
per head for sheep, than District No. 1.
Upon a further motion duly carried the valuations for District No. 3, ' '
'iiiim lairu
ui me iuuiiucs oi uoua Ana, urani, niuaigo, i.una, :an m
juan and Valencia, were placed at $2.00 less per head for cattle and 13 cents
mt head for sheep, than that of District No. 1.
iZ
:

II

1

Guadalupe, Lea, Mora, Quay, RooseTaos, Torrance and Union.
Thorobred Com. Milk Improved Milch X
or Kegs d or Dairy or Dairy

377

NUMBER

I

period-$2,,44-

There' is hardly anyone who does not, through necessity or oversight,
off
until
the last day or two, some of their Christmas buying, and many
put
times it happens that it is the most important present that is left until last.
You are having difficulty to make up your mind as to just what that present or
presents shall be. Any of the merchants whose advertisements appear in this
paper, will be glad to make suggestions that will help you to solve the problem.

I'J-'-

1

We take pleasure in recommending these merchants and firms to your
consideration at this time. They are all reliable business firms whose reputation for honesty and square dealing is unquestioned. Read their advertisements
carefully; then call upon them in person for your final Christmas needs.

i
j

EDUCATIONAL BODIES
cars. Bombproof shelters of iron have
been used lor a variety of purposes,
FORMED BY CITIZENS
WILLING TO PAY '" son,r instances, as in Arizona, for
example, as culverts.
Be on the lookout for the State Record's big New Years Annual and
.
The material thus turned over to
Dec. 20- .-( C a p 1 a .! lUv
Washmgon
states ,us ;,, most insUncej been
News Service).- -! he springing up
Valley Edition which will be ready for distribution the last of next week.
ofjllsM, , ro;1j construction n,ade p01.
state educational associations over the'
,
,,,.,i, ,i,
,i,,i :,i i,
country for the avowed purpose of ,ssi,ting ,lie stat;. in fiIllncing r0-- d
This big edition will contain many Special Feature Articles of great in' promoting the cause of education and t,;i,i;
;
:.
.1....
t
'...:....
j I'UiMiinfe.
aviiug uj ii niui me money is idiscur
terest. It will be sent to all of our regular subscribers and will also be distributwith which to carry on such cam-- !
A
nnnras
iivt-were substantially higher, by comparis having a most decided ei- ed with the compliments of the State Record, to each home in the city of Santa
ij) isSKSSOHS
OTIIFR
ison with market values. In answer
!fect in arousing sentiment faforable!
3 MONDAY
to a question he said he did not know
to steps which will tend to wipe outj
Fe, the southern part of Santa Fe County, and the whole of Torrance CoiHity,
of a Xew Mexico livestock man who
There will also be
besides a liberal distribution in the city of Albuquerque.
"Following constant urging of this
bad made expenses during the last
izeu ai apananiiuru; ine i iiizens ed
Commission and others that knew the
three years.
Caroucational
Association
of
South
East
advertise
to
this part of New Mexico.
several thousand copies sent
lin;
Costs to Hiah
The following militant slogan situation, the Legislature passed a law
for traveling
Gov.
Merritt C. Mechem spoke
was
adopted by the association allowing compensation
of as5so" to the extent
South
Carolina
wants
the
there
best
urietiy but very much to the point
fail
should
to
receive
chance
If by any.
your copy, please let us
you
is. and can Day for it."
at the opening session. He declared
i.f'" ler annum, uic expenai- .f
nflP:A.1a
f,wi;..
of this $1,200 to be approved by
s
educational costs are now much
as it is our desire and intention that no one shall be overlooked.
Practical steps such as memorial- - 'ture
know,
v
me
I ney nave
From Nearly All Counties ,,1iKher nrmtha" a ,1,ea. ani,ate i" fford, U..and I
r.zmg the legislature to authorize a..No count ,.,,commissioners.
ad(litioa, com.
of the state to find out its
survey
, f,
rv,v
t, J.
With State Tax Commis- - iness principle must be materially re
true educational status have been tak- ,;,
Commission
,l0,jo( of
that
duced. This statement was received
,
en.
,th the information provided
FOUR BIG CONTRACTS
HOPE FOR PUBLISHERS
baiuit
for ldditionaI depufy
sion Hears Many Kicks on with enthusiasm. He said further SANT a
such
a
at
THE
ARE
AWARDED
BY
hand,
,
through
survey
the,vice
be
ON
not
IN
WORKING
BUSILY
us.d
shoul,,
FORESTS OF ALASKA
that he was strongly in favor of
association can act intelligently m ;one ma for a full year. The
HIGHWAY ENCINEER
Present Taxes.
PLAN
REORGANIZATION
having the legislature first ascertain
Other
are
states
"
problems.
!
1rt
,u UMit
i
firn,.v
l'Jiiii(i,,ii
accurately the amount of revenue
Three contract, for the bu.ld.ng of
,
proceeding vigorously along thu or
d
camnaitrn of BCttinlt
Service).-T- he
The livestock industry in New Mex- - available and then making the ap- - Directors and officers of the San- Department of similar lines to remedy conditions
forl
nd
.!.dcral ,"'d r.?d
the property on the rolls, which is
Agriculture, in the annual
io is tottering on the brink of bank- - propnations to fit the revenue, rath- - ta Fc bank, of this city, are work- which have long called for remedy all
a
aid
ilUePreVtim;
were:, he .Secr,aryi carrje,
-required between January 1 and
uptcy and imperatively needs relief .er than first making the appropria-lin- g
on reorganization
plans which awarded on Tuesday by Leslie A. Gil
ing.
May 1, extra deputies should be em
n substantial tax reductions, was the nons ana tnen
siory relative to paper making in AI
to raise the
believed to be practicable, it is left, state highway engineer.
in
trying
the
election
November
In other words, that this
Kentucky
ployed.
k'ist of testimony given under oath by venue.
State The New Mexico Construction com- aska, one which doubtless will ap voted
aid upon reliable authority.
favorably on two constitutional extra deputy service Should all be
peal particularly to the newinaoer
.t number of livestock men with exBank Examiner
Merely Not Optimiatie
Read, who took pany, incorporated, of Albuquerque, a nttlilith-school
the
amendments
under
which
rt
th
rt
employed in the first four months of
M,lnl.,. n
Chairman Saint read a telegram charge of the institution on Mon-fro- new bidder, was awarded the contract
pensive holdings, at the annual conic iny uc
vear during which time tne sche- lununiuni i mc
in part
the
report
sunject
V. Ray Morley, of Magdalena.
says
ference of city and county tax ofof
account
week
on
last
of
'
for building the two concrete boule;day
'"ge, and dules must be made out. This is a
Worthy of special mention' is the',roved- The
ficials with the state tax commission.
who has been heavily inter- - Ipleted reserves," made his report on vards. One is in Bernalillo county.
ronlered by the matter open for discussion during this
authority
which has been made in call-iu- n
The sessions of the conference were ested in the livestock business for the condition of the bank on
between Albuquerque and Pajarito, on progress
accoraiug 10 iie oiu- - conference.
and
ing the attention of capitalists
leld here, lasting from Monday, un-been
Albuoueraile-Isletyears, wired:
a
t,av afternoon. ...This report has
.
..
.
Ken
The
the
hishwav.
anH
eilnraliimal
i
.
..
'The last I.etrislattirc renealed
. "
.
.
lit n in mi iiianuiaciurcn
...
in in inpn. rrr .
... within
j
Wednesday afternoon.
sncep, grazing lanos and
(.
treated as rontidential nv Dotn Keaninmierl
in Irnuili fhe , . o
nun
auie,
Pro8rcs
ucky
materially
(Chapter 113. Laws of 1919. which
fered
the
two
by
Reduction Not Accepted
ranch property have depreciated
and the directors.
contract price $125,371.08 The otherlgr,.4t piKirunities
like
next
to place
Kentucky,
in Alaska forl'.he
quired the . ..tax commission
fT l 'c?r'ort
Ila,jolla
The net result was that the assoin two years.
60 to 70
. , I,
Unless
S... , ....
:
.
I irnl.n
I
I . .
is in Dona Ana county.
1...
clat. , inc
...., , . ma lAiilhr'rn
Surety Manager Here
iiiv on KiaAinic idniis l iirin(ijii i
f 5ta,,jnm.nt of
....s,..
ciation of county assessors agreed
imporfan,
tax values are cut accordingly,
PasoEl
on
nd
oer,no
the
a
in
soutn
Anthony,
is
uie
there
the
it was
law.
m tI)at
state,
Chanter
toaay
lailtrv
ths
bank
When
the
liner
Thc
suspended,
Ton(
,ui
scale
uniform
authorized
a
and
stockmen
cannot pay their taxes.
.
rt.lii'nn
t
.ipon
l .I tils..m.,... .... f.ss .v. t'nA II?
mr .iax commission ciassmea
n... .1..
carriuK some $667,000 in deposits,
inc
n'Ky- - inc ienK.n is xat,()I,a Forest, situated in the
f valuations that is in effect a reEducational and highway agencies
.lout where the fault lies as to educa-- i state into eight districts according
miles, the contract price $112.- - ra,,,.rn part f,f t)le
which over $330,000 was in state funds 6809
duction of 3Cfr from the valuations
must stop wild orgy of spending
hi,
534.40.
10
were
bids
There
trou-the
in
itmnal
and
the
,
L,aM(J
rainfall
Evmoisture
remedy
Jc
and
also
and
of
pnxess
office.
the
thc
state
from
treasurer's
,ha
yof,
for this year. The livestock repreand practice same economy taxthe highest being J157,- - f,.,.t of timber within
Utter
commission undertook under this law
its area 'of
ery dollar that the state had on de- 000. project,
sentatives were asking for a 40Ti re
.
payers have to practice or desCom-In the annual report of the
,, i.rtvi non
to liecin a system nf classification
is amply protected by the sureduction, as absolutely necessary to, truction will follow.
It is up to positliond
-, j, oMmatH
and uumner,
ha t under plansn"',s,0"cr ot tducation of thc l rit- of grazing lands other than rainfill
furnished by the bank, and
. ...
,
ty
save the industry trom destruction.
your commission to stop extrav.
nuua
wmana.
wi.i
aid roaa,:now
.,,,..
i, ,.,, arq TiiDisiurr TaKing inio account i.i"
...w,,,,
w . n.,jon , (
C .m mues in samatne i sia.e
bv State Treasurer Charles
,vrk.d ,
The livestock men are far from satagance and save the livestock ine roumy. oe- - st, in
-looking to the curing of evils attend- - proportion of bad land to good lanl
f
AUfkl
Strong's surety bond of $2,097,000. C.
isfied with the reductions authorized,
condustry."
and
Madrid.
Cerrillos
The
school
Present day
systems, jn the various tracts, especially the
15. Tavlor, assistant
coH, of pllpwooH annually. ""'"P011
manager of the!,,,,,n
and strongly intimate that they will
Government Helping
17'-- e
of the lar.e areas lying within the boundaries
'amounting to an equivalent of one-- !
',
.
'mPha'";Knosethewnovalue
The federal government is taking Denver branch of the V. S. Fidelity trri5 Pr.lce,
carry their case into the courts. Their
nave
siiuu- - ,,t the oM
'
"
V
1
Balti-1 ,,,,r'1 "f
rno' .
ur present consumption. The
,.anis'i grants and like- and Guarantee company, of
"k m
"""J
J "V
'
contention is that they are, and have otticial notice of the precarious
- wt-Prol
areas acquired iy cattle
nc
inc
uiMitii. in
is here studying the situation.
forest
'
of
'Vmore.
administration
in
problems
large
lu
100
a
on
dition
return.
the
livestock
a
of
been, paying
industry,
. "
!
mil,'"n Alaska are inseparably linked nvith verting that public economics should and sheep companies from te public
while other returns are made upon is waiving some business nrincinll".He represents the company which the Carlsbad-Ivmeloh.ghway. The vinir
in the not lie at tne expense ot the schools, domain, stite purchase land. etc.
... u : wrote the entire amount of Strong's contract
a much smaller nercentaire.
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price
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FigM on Grazing Lands
bond.
The company, however, rein
...
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Ti e am nipt at classification mad'
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risk.
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based on 327 commodities, Btood nt 141) the period of the naval holiday con tbe Danish Parliament, intending to use
the forces of assault that S"iue of their viewpoint of everything that Is going powers also take some definite step toIt as a sleeping place. The plans were
in November, compared with lfiO for templated In tlie limitation agreement
70
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retire from tlie held years.
compel them
plan
was evident that the Japanese would
ried copies of a resolution addressed
no
was
noted
foodstuffs.
in
change
fola
on
Manhattan
with the object unachieved for which
island, went
1 lie life of this man lias heen an Insquatter
trating proposed construction, as
pot stand alone in opposing the abroto the American minister, lr. J. B.
:
lilack-i nine together.
tlie
Home
to
for
the
lows
the re- teresting one. He owns mid publish, gation proposal.
Aged on
they
Prince, threatening reprisals for the
Get
Cutters
ell's island for the winter. The old
sult has heen in reverse.
Wage Slash.
The vari- es a paper In London called The News
Year. Capital Ship Tonnage.
conviction of murder In Massachusetts
ous delegates. Including the American of the World. It Is unlike other newsIloston. Approximately 10,000 gran 101:0104,1 KM) (all old dreadnoughts.)
of the Italians, Sn ceo and Vanzettl.
Hang University President in Effigy. man said he had walked from California to Denver In an effort to get back ite cutters nnd quarry men east of the 1931200,000 (two new und six old
hate been papers in n good many respects, for
delegation,
apparently
Vermillion, S. 1 1. At the opening of
strctichoned In their desire for real It does not content itself with giving classes at the University of South Da- money lost through a real estate deal. Mississippi river are affected by wuge
dreadnoughts.)
New Thrift Bonds.
he continued his journey in ruts of from 20 to 2.r per cent which 1930233,000 (one old and seven new
Achievement hy the attempts to weaken the news of the world of tislay only, kota an
effigy of Dr. Robert L. Sta- Failing,
Formal announcement
Washington.
become effective Jun. 1, It. D. Swift
their Mistion Mini t undermine the hut sets forth the accumulated news ple, president of the university, was search of a Job.
dreadnaughts.)
was made hy tbe Treasury Department
I leal
V hi' ll
lilid brought them to- of a good many days In brief and cr- - discovered hanging from a
of Woluston, secretary-treasure- r
of the 1941 3,"i0,0(i0 (ten new dreadnaughts.)
flag pole in
of the Issuance of a new form of govInternational
Monumental
Granite
Two Killed on Olympie.
linelit milliner. The success of this front of the administration hall. The
gether.
An analysis. It wus explained, would ernment
security to tie known aa treasIt prohahly lias t.s-rather
show that the French nary after ten
Southampton. It Is reported that Producers' Association, aald.
pa"T may Is- Judged hy the fact that hanging In effigy of the president Is
The certifiury snvlnps certificates.
happy thing for the good of the cause it has a circulation for each edition thought to have been the result of a two third-clas- s
passengers were killed
yeurs would figure about 200,000 tona cates, also known ss "thrift bonds,"
Bandit Holds Up Theater.
that the suhstantlHl lenient of the of !l.."iisi.iss sples.
clash President Single had with the on board the steamer Olympic and
of capital ships. Including two new have been
placed on sale In unlimited
America ii population have urged limThis Itritlsh newsiaNr proprietor, student body over the present system Hint much damage was done the vessel
Xew York. Three bandits entered dreadnaughts, and that this would be
amounts. Secretary of the Treasury
itation of armament
instead of ac- like (ins'iie. the historian of the Eng- of censorship of the student paper, the during a storm described as tlie worst the Capitol theater building, held up only CO.OOO tons, representing approxiMellon expressed the hope that annual
every day "learn- Volatile. A sweeping investigation of ever experienced by the Olympic, the auditor, Louis Faulkner, and three mately the tonnage of tbe two new
tual disarmament, there! y llfTetvtitint-- J lish people.
would
ther elements, ing." He Is interested in everything the affair has been ordered by the fac- which arrived from Xew York nearly other theater employes, and escaped ships over the allotment made to sales of these certificates
liar themselves from
amount to $500,000,000.
a day late.
luckily weaker ones, which have Iwi-t- i pertaining to his profession, and of ulty hoard.
down a fire escape with f 10,000.
France under the American plan.
for course Is Interested In other matter
urging complete disarmament
Msxieana Bar American Funeral.
i
making
America, nr. matter what the t of Just ns much. He has
Ship Rams Destroyer.
Old G. O. P. Leader Dead.
Postman Found Murdered.
Jail Breaker Captured.
Ala. Permission to bury
Mobile,
a study of Aiucrh-aithe world might do.
journalistic methNew Y'ork. Six iiicnilsrs
of the
San Bernardino, Calif. R. S. Hick,
Grass Valley, Calif. The body of
Boston. Harry Bcrwln, who es- the body of an American seaman on
ods.
Harding's Association Plan.
crew of the United Slates destroyer Peter Cadden, scalped and bearing a aged 93 years, who campaigned with
from the state prison In a pack- Mexican soil was denied officers of
Lord Iliddcll liegan his career withctHsiL-Everjliody In this town
Jrahnm were Injured in a collision stab wound in the neck, was found Abraham Lincoln and was one of the caped
In Newton tbe Cnited States shipping board tanking case, was captured
out a siiiiy in his pocket. He came with the
to take interest In anything Is
Panama
passenger
consteamship
a
few
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of
fellow
here
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surviving delegates
by party
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while trying to break Into a house. er Halway by Mexican officials at Fort
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s
the future of President
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a
search
1854, After Berw in or a confederate had Lobez, Mexico, when the vessel docked
employes
Springfield, III,
organized
ne all Ids life.
association nf nations plan, for bored In one
1(17 passengers on board.
The Isiw of for Cadden after the local police had when the Republican party organizaplaced a change of clothing Inside there recently, according to George
j the Panama
plan It mot rertaliilj i.
cut Into the atarnoard failed to locate him. Cadden, a letter tion was started, la dead here. Mr. with
the underwear which tbe case Bryant, chief of fleer of the tanker. The
r
..
A few days liave g' ne liy since It
.1,1.. r ,.
,.i.i
had heen missing several days. Hick was born at Floyd, N. Y, in 182. was supposed to contain, Berwln dead man was John Lee, a pump man,
Many of the fruits and vegetables x
known that deflnltene
of
, draw ,n(! vps carrier,
m
m,de
In
a small build- He was elected to the Legislature of slipped In, screwed down the cover who was suffocated while In the hold
Tlie body was found
found lodgment In the now eaten were almost unknown to our eels apart before the arrival of wreckrurj""eof had
ing Cadden had rented and apparently Illinois in 1858 from Livingstone, and was taken across the city In a of the vessel repairing a manhole. No
Xot until Henry VIII's
the executive. Tliere are forefathers.
mind
and other craft, dispatched had Intended to furnish and sub-retugs
ing
LaSalle and
He truck. Arriving at his destination the reason wss given by the Mexican aucounties.
Wilson men here whe say It means time were ra (Tries, strawberries or from the navy yard in answer to wire Xo motive could be discovered for the later served asGrundy
Mat senator In Kan- driver found In the box a convict's thorities for their attitude.
a league of nations and there are cherries grown In England.
less calls for assistance.
crime.
sas from Pottawatomie county.
uniform, a screw driver and pliers.
Girl Held an Murder Charge.
HIS EXPLANATION
Love Suit For 1100,000,
Bandit Sheets Two Men.
SQUARE FOOT AND FOOT SQUARE
Hunts Christian With Lantern,
Bankers Held In Irregularity.
Iowa. Accused by a forDavenport,
New Tork. Through the arrest of
Atlanta, Ga. An unidentified banTombstone, Arle. S. B. Brown,
Washington. Crbain Ledonx, the mer friend of slaying Jack Meyers,
A sins II hoy was given a dime by
is bo difference In area r
John C Oldmixon, a lawyer, on a former president, and J. C. Reld, Jr dit killed one man and possibly fatalMr. Zero of the recent unemploy whose
body was recovered from tbe
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WORLD BUSINESS

Carrying On With the
American Legion

DENIES

LATEST MARKET

IS IMPROVING

QUOTATIONS

An army kitchen and 1,000 cots have
been placed In former barracks at

Cleveland to care for Jobless
men.

Copy

SuppIUd hf
Letrlon News Service. )

for This Department

th America

GOES TO PRISON

FOR BUDDY

Harry W. Haley, Canadian Soldier,
Serve Tim to Save No Man'
Land Comrade.
A story of personal sacrifice, unique
In annuls of the World war, la that

of

V.
Harry
Hales-- , who served

A S per cent discount on all purchases has been accorded members of
the American Legion by the majority
of merchants in Arcadia, Fla.

There Is a Polish post among the
posts of various nationalities of the
American Legion. Argonne is its name
and it is located at Toledo, O.
Motion pictures are shown three
nights a week at the American Legion
theater, which has just been established by a post In Alta Vista, Kan.

In

Leavenworth
prison to repay

Agents of the I hlcago American Legion post which has undertaken the
buddy reconstruction of
for his life. Haley Plcardy, have gotten the
project under
has written the way.
American Legion
the first account
Harold Wells, Petersburg, Va., blindof his action.
ed In the war, was loaned (1,000 by the
and American Legion post there. He esWounded
left in no man' tablished a tobacco shop and has paid
land, Haley, a back the debt.
Canadian soldier,
was slowly dying
This country Is well rid of Grover
from loss of blood when be was picked O.
Bergdoll, slacker, according to an
an
G.
Private
Thomas
Jones,
Op by
Illinois American Legion post, which
American. After taking his buddy to recommends that the War
department
Back in
safety, Jones disappeared.
the case.
the Hues again, Haley was captured by drop
the Gennans and lost all trace of bis
The few remaining Confederate vetrescuer.
erans of Tennessee were able to attend
On May 20, 1021, Haley arrived at the annual
of their association
the home of his sweetheart in Canada. because of meeting
the efforts of 20 American
His wedding was to occur at 8 o'clock
Legionnaires of Nashville.
and the guests were assembled.
Then Private Jones reappeared. He
Employees of the elevated railways
had deserted Che army at Fort Slocum, of
Chicago have formed a post of the
N. Y., because, he said, they were going American
Legion and have dedicated a
t send him back to Germany. He was bronze plate
to the memory of eight
suffering from mustard gas burns and "L" men killed In the war.
bad a wife and two children dependent
upon him.
Four leading concert companies are
Haley acted quickly. Telling Jones to appear in Christopher, 111., this winto return to his wife and keep quiet, ter because of the American Legion
he Informed bis fiancee of his intention, post there, which has succeeded In InShe declined to wait while he served
augurating a lyceum course.
the term Jones would have to spend
In prison. At the hour of the wedding
The state of Michigan has bought
Haley took a train for St. Paul, Minn. the community house at Camp Custer,
He gave himself to the first police
the place and turned It over
officer he encountered, declaring he Improved
to the American Legion posts to be
was Private Thomas G. Jones, wanted
used as a hospital for veterans,
for desertion.
war-tim- e

-

e

Tried by
at Fort Crook,
Neb., Haley was sentenced to dishonorable discharge and six months In
prison. He had served all hut 18 days
of his sentence when authorities, by
checking fingerprints and identification learned of the substitution. The
Legion Is petitioning President Harding
to purge the dishonorable discharge
from Haley's record.
court-marti-

NOTED

LEGION

GUEST

While Cincinnati wns discussing

the

need of cleaning the William Henry
Harrison stutue there, the Rentley
American Legion post, armed with
brushes, buckets and soap, did it.
An American flag has been given the
Hellenic post, Minneapolis, of the
American Legion, by the Greek citizens
there. The post Is composed of Grecian born veterans of the A. E. F.

BUSY

Marshal Foch Nearlng End of Tour
of Forty-Tw8tate and Jaunt
That Totals 16,000 Miles.
o

men acted
Five hundred
as "supers" In the filming of a motion
picture at Mamaroneck, N. T. They
were sent to enact a "battle" by a New

Tork American Legion employment buWhen Marshal Foch sails for Paris reau.
and much needed rest, he will have
Twelve overseas veterans refused to
traveled a total
face death again In fumigating Immiof 16,000 miles on
grant ships. The American Legion
his tour of 42
employment bureau in New Tork had
states as guest of
received the call from the Immigration
the American Leofficers.
gion. More than
towns and
200
Due to the propaganda of the Amertitles will have
ican Legion In Birmingham, Ala., the
been visited by
hundreds of former service men have
the allied generbeen placed In positions ranging bealissimo, In each
tween that of short order cooks to conof which the local
struction foremen.
Legion post and
everybody In the
Work has been supplied every applicommunity
put
forward their best to entertain the cant at the Wichita (Kan.) American
French hero.
Legion post employment agency, acThe Legion tour takes Marshal Foch cording to the Department of Labor.
from coast to coast and from New Or- Seven states have been surveyed and
leans to Minneapolis.
Despite his that city heads the list.
seventy years, the eating of artisticalBy means of entertainments given
ly gotten up banquets which are more
or less digestible, and almost as many by the school children of Minnesota,
speeches each day as there are hours, the American Legion Auxiliary of that
the marshal will go hack to France state will be enabled to erect a buildfeeling fine." He likewise withstood ing to care for destitute veterans on
the administration of the degree of their discharge from hospitals.
LL.P. conferred upon him by 17 universities and colleges.
Unemployed service men of MinneOne of the marshal's last photo- apolis have been organized by the
graphs, taken In an unguarded mo- American Legion posts there and are
ment, depicts his "fighting face," ac- campaigning the city, selling handcording to his aide's. American Legion bags, automobile booster plates and
members of the Foch party, however, similar articles bearing Legion sancdeclare it moreover shows the effects tion.
of the long strain on the allied leader.
Jerked from his floor-beby a rush
60 proffered positions, a Kansas City
of
Above the Draft Age.
former soldier has been able to supJohn Sylvester Myers, one hundred
himself, his wife and five chiland two years old, walked from his port
dren. He had registered the previous
borne at Lime Ridge to Bloomsburg,
day at the American Legion employPa to address a meeting of the ment
office.
LeAmerican
of
the
Bloomsburg post
to
tried
how
he
get
told
gion. Myers
Oscar E. Carlstrom, Aledo, 111., new
Into service during the World war, but commander of the United
Spanish War
was
"above
he
because
was rejected,
Veterans, was one of the committee of
told
centenarian
the draft age. The
fifty A. E. F. men which started the
an Interesting story of his life. He American
Legion In Paris In 1919. He
CH11
and
had served In the Mexican
Is an adopted member of the G. A. R.
wars, and was rejected from service of Illinois.
war beduring the
cause of his age. He has also served
Feeling against Grover C. Bergdoll,
He has been married
In the navy.
was so high at the Missouri
slacker,
three times, his last marriage being state convention of the American Le.
"I feel Just
at the age of ninety-twothat when It was announced that
as good as I ever did," declared the gion
motion was to be read about him It
veteran.
was passed by popular acclamation before even reading it.
He I Not Dead but 8leepeth.
"So the saloons are dead," mourned
Adjusted compensation will not be
the overseas veteran, returning to the squandered by former service men,
land of the free, for the first time according to a Toledo (O.) newspaper.
since 1917.
According to figures from a campaign,
"Yes," answered bis friend cheerily, 176 want home aid, 88 want cash, 40
"but you can communicate with their chose the certificate plan and 5 per
cent want vocational training.
spirits." American Legion Weekly.

'A

j

d

Spanish-America-

n

Several Little Bracer.
The American Legion of Ohio bas
8eth had been advised by his phy- charge of the $125,000 raised for the
sician to cure himself of the liquor care of disabled and Jobless soldiers of
habit by taking something to eat In- that state. Interest from this amount
stead of something to drink whenever as well as the principal, are to be used
be felt the craving coming on. One In particularly needy cases.
day be came rushing down from his
hotel room to the dining room and
Guns were cleaned for a leopard
hunt by the American Legion post In
yelled at the astonished waiter.
The man In the next Parsons, Mo, when It was learned
"My God
mom has Just killed himself. I just that the escaped animal was headed
heard the shot. For heaven's sake, for their town. But the $50 bonus
double order of ham and for "capture alive" deferred the hunt
bring me
eggs and a piece of lemon pie right A Texas ranger of the outfit set out
to rope the leopard. He has not yet.
way P American Legion Weekly.
1

Furnished by

SLOW BUT SURE RECOVERY TO
BE EXPECTED IN GENERAL

U.S.

BUREAU OF MARKETS

Wuhinttoi

READJUSTMENT.

S3

D.C.

(Wsusra Nesisisa lotos Nasi Sank.)

NEW GROWTH ABROAD

liar.

Th hay market situation has weakened during the peat week because of
Increased receipts end a Hunt holiday
demand.
Prices lower in several marof hay arriving Is of poor
ket. Much
and
sella slowly. No. 1 timothy,
tuallty
N.w York. fiH: 1'hiladelphla.
I2il:

CORPORATION
FINANCE
BRINGS RELIEF TO FARMERS
121: ChiPittsburgh, 111.60: Cincinnati.
Atlanta. S0. No. 1 alfalfa.
cago,
AND 8TOCKMEN.
Omaha, IU.50; Atlanta. 131.
No. 1
prairie, Omaha. U'; Chicago, 111.
Live Stock and Meats.
tWsrlsrs NMH'tWvr Vnion Sums Senior J
Chlcao hoar prices advanced lie to
35c per 100 Iba. Cattle prices allowed
mixed
movements, t.ood steers ranged
Continued improve
Washington.
25u lower to 10c u'.sher; medium
ment In business conditions both lu from
ateera from 35c lower to 5c higher
this country and abroad is now fore- and butcher cowa and heifer a from 10c
to 60c higher. Veal calvea adseen by treasury offlrluls. Discussing lower
vanced 75c to $1.25; feeder ateera up
the world's business outlook, they de generally 40c higher. With exception
fat ewes, which were steady to 26c
clared marked Improvement could be of
lower, the price of aheep and lam be adseen and tliut although uo immediate vanced somewhat.
Fat Iambi ranged
ateady to 25c higher, while feedbusiness boom could be forecast, a fromlamba
and
ing
weie 60c to 75c
yearlings
slow but sure recovery In condi- higher per 100 lba. Chicago
prlcea:
lioga. top, IT. 60; bulk of aalea. b.80f
tions was to be expected.
medium and good beef ateera, 11.65
taken 7.25;
Buch improvement as has
10.00; butcher cowa and helfera. 11.115
021.71; feeder ateera.
6&7; light and
place, officials declared, has been due medium
veal ralvea, $7,000
to natural causes aud In th continued 10.29; fat weight
lamba. llO.OOfel 1.10; feeding
operation of natural readjustment a lamba, 18.71 10.26; yearlinga. 7.2S4
fat ewea. II.2I&I.76.
general betterment would be experi- 10.00;
Eastern wholeaale freah meat prices
enced.
continued on their upward trend, pork
leading with an advanc of 12 to
Improvement In foreign exchange, lolna
Id.
advanced $2 to i; mutton,
2 to
2 to $3 per
4, and beef and veal,
particularly the rise lu th pound ster
14 prlcea.
Im00
lba.
Dec.
of
as
an
was
cited
good Krada
example
ling,
meats:
Beef.
O
lk; veal, 120 22;
provement abroad, and It was said lamb. I25USO; (15
mutton, 112b 20; light
In
situation
ft
the
while
$21
27;
lolna,
many
pork
heavy loina, lit
that,
European countries was serious, it U24.
1'rnlta aad Vegetable.
could not now be considered as des8ine potato marketa ahow an improved tone. Haulinga light. Maine,
perate.
and Colorado oountry price
In this country, ufflcluls asserted, Minnesota
higher. Weetern New York and Wisclamor for assistance In the cotton consin ateady. litilk Green Mountains
moxtly 11.41 f. o. b. per 00 lba. Steady
sections bad reused while efforts of In
New York
at 12.104 2 20; aacked
the War Finance corporation were be atock up 5c City
l tOfll.00.
In Buaton at
f. o. b. Michigan
backed
round
whitea
condilieved to be materially relieving
Mlnneaota.
11.601.11;
tl.Sto
points,
tions In the agricultural aud live stock I. 40. Orowera received It In Wisconand Sor'ult In Colorado and Idaho.
Industry. At th same time, It was sin
Ked River Ohlos u 10c f. o. b. Minnepointed out, federal reserve rediscount sota, at 11.26 A 1.10. aacked. per 100 lbs.
rates tnd comuiereiul rates had Cincinnati up 10c to 2oc, at 11.16; 2.10;
St. Louie,
11.48 tf 1.76.
Carlot sales
dropped, evidencing a better feeling In northern
round whitea up 6o In Chithe money market.
Thousand bags
cago, at ll.5tfl.S0.
potatoes arrived New Vork. JobReadjustment In price and wage !anth
11.0002.21 per HI lba., aacked.
natural bing
were given as some of th
lanlah type cabbage atronger in
causes lending to Improvement, but, It Rocheater. at 111641; market dull. New
and llaltlmore firm at ISO II.
was asserted because of falling prices, York
Northern atock down 6 In Chicago, at
the purchasing power of the farming 130, aacked. per ton. delivered. Ht.
Louis lost previous gains, closing $5j,
element had been greatly reduced.
bulk, per ton.
Uutll this purchasing power recov
Apple ntarketa Inactive: prices nearly
Maine No. 1 Baldwins, Ik 0 T
ers, there will, In the opinion of off! steady.
barrel in most markets; fancy
per
reninrkable
or
no
Immediate
be
7.80 In Cincinnati.
atock.
17.26
New
dais,
business recovery, but it was asserted Yorka A24 fair quality. 17NewIn
and
York
the gradual improvement lu conditions Kalwina,City.IT.flOtiMichigan
7.60 on Chicago market;
could be exacted to work Itself out Ithmle Inland Oreenlnea down 60c, at
11001.60. Extra fancy Northwestern
without the Intervention of any unnat Jonsthans
atronger In Chlrsgo, at
ural agencies fur stimulation.
I2.6ti o per box. Other markets unchanged.
Girala.
Weakness prevailed In the grain
Deported Armenians Maitaered.
aome
hut
advances were made,
maiketa.
Washington. The murder at Con- aa result of active export bwelnees.
lioth the drouth sltustlon and a destantlnople in September of seventeeu crease
th Vistula supply were IgArmenian wonitn and children who nored. inClosing
prices In Chicago cash
came to the United Slates seeking market: No. 2 red winter wheat, 11.19:
No. 2 hard winter whaat,
was
were
who
but
deported,
$!.; No. 2
safety,
mixed corn, 41c; No.
yellow oorn,
com
house
to
the
No.
immigration
I
white oats, 14c, Average
4He;
reported
to farmers In central Iowa for
mlttee by C. V. Knightly, counsel for price
No. ! mixed corn, about 22c; to farma welfare organization at Boston. ers in
central North Dakota for No. 1
These were deported as being In ex- dark northern wheat, l O0V;No. to farmIn central Ksnsas for
I hard
cess of the quota allowed from their ers
winter wheat, 10c. For the week Chioloalng
country. IVtulls of the killing wer cago May wheat declined
Hc,
s,
at 11.11; Chicago May corn down
obtained, Mr. Knightly sulci, from an closing
at 62'te; Minneapolis May
Kansas City
American student ut Huberts college, wheat unchanged at It.
II;
w heat
unchanged, at 1 U2 V :
Constantinople, lu a letter to an Ar- May
May wheat down lSc, at
whose Winnipeg
menian student at Boston,
II. 02',.
Hairy Prsdueta.
mother and sister were among those
Ituttnr markets unsettled
killed. From the best Information ob- week and prices have shownthroughout
consider-sbl- e
Storage butter movetalnahle, he declared the women and ment fluctuation.
Tone
of
markets
heavier.
children were first outraged by Turks weak. Closing prices 12 score:at close
New
and then murdered because there was Vork 4.1c: 1'hllndelphla, 41c; Boston,
3VC.
46c;
Chicago,
DO means for their upkeep, and "thy
were considered In the way.'
i.ivk ii'otK.
lih:i:it 4 attle.
continued
good and active
Tiading
on the cattle loaiket here and dealers
Nitroglycerin Explosion Kills One,
Oil City, Pa. Charles Kirk wood, an were reporting a satisfactory turnover
of stock from the opening of the
oil well shooter, wns blown to pieces,
Conditions In general were
riom the preceding aesslon and
two other persons were seriously In
In
most sales values appeared fully
Jured and two houses damaged by an steady.
lleirera sold for ( 4. AO and 14.75 and
explosion of nitroglycerin. 'J lie explofew small bunches of atti active cows
slvo was discharged when Klrkwood's asold
for 4. $4.Z.'i Slid 14.60. Home fancy
automobile dropcd Into a deep rut on
heifcis were bought for
stocker
purposes at 15.25. This string
here.
near
a road
will be held here and exhibited In the
stock show in January by the purchasBandits Rob Santa Claus.
ing firm.
Country buyers and outsiders were
Chicago. Two bandits robbed an competing
keenly for possession of the
of feeder csttla and
emissary of Simla Clans of $4St0 de better
were readily effected, llest
signed to aid poor families. P. H. clearances
sold
from $ to 14 6o,
steers
feeding
Moytilhan, member of the Illinois Com- while medium grades sold from 15.25
Home Fhorthorn ralvea were
merce commission, motoring home aft to 15.76. 64.26.
and feeder rows brought
for
er taking up a collection at public sold
head of
f 3.)i tn one aale. Hcventy-sl- x
steers from the Del Norte counmeetings to buy fuel and food for th goodsold
IK.tlS.
for
poor of the South Chicago mill dis try
Megs.
A slow draggy trad
with prices
trict, was held up. "lou don t want
16 cents lower. Prices were
this money," h argued. "It's for San- generally
did
but
the
all
reduced
around,
ta Claus to take car of the poor not eppear to most tradersdecline
to be as
kids." "W dou't bellev In Santa bsd as they had anticipated.
was If. 60 and bulk ranged front
Claus," the robbers Jeered as they took 14 Top
40. lilds on th material un25 tn
sold wets being placed from 4.1l to
th money.
14.40, and it waa not thought likely
by traders that any of the remaining
Plead For Tariff en Sugar.
stock rould bring anything higher than
the
top of 11.60.
Extended
argument!
Washington.
Sheet.
for and against retention of the presSheep receipts were quite liberal
a here, and with a broad demand being
ent temporary duty of 1.6 cent
made for all claeaee of etock a good
pound on Cuban raw sugar have been trade reaulted at fully ateady figures
offering waa well divided between
presented to senate tariff framer. The fat
and feeder kinda, but there were
th
Spokesmen for American sugar com- few ewes.
Interest mas centered on the fat
panies operating in Cuba declared that
end with pecker buyers In the
the rate would prevent rehabilitation stock
field In full force, a keen
of the Industry there, while represen- developed emong th local competition
killere. A
top for the week was established
tatives of the beet sugar Industry In new
of pea and
carloads
of
three
In
sale
the
this country asserted a return to th harley-fe- d
lambs to peckers for 676.
of exceptionally fin
Underwood rate of 1 cent a pound These lambs were
wer declered by dealers
end
would prevent development of that In- quality
tn be the nest thst have been seen here
for eome time. The lamba averaged 76
dustry.
pounds. Parkers also took two loads
lambs from the Wyoming
of
Monument for Dog.
Feeding Conipsny for d 19.60I a and one
in he for
New York. A monument to perpetu- loa of
9 25.
Most of the fet stock offered
ate the memory of messenger dog that wss
of en ettrartlve quality that readserved on th battlefields of Franc ily brought the steady figures.
A good Inquiry waa apparent In the
and Belgium Is to be erected In the cafeeder section and trading waa active
near after
nto cemetery at Hariwlale,
the fat sort had been disposed of.
White Plains, N. T. The memorial. It
Two loads of common feeder lambs,
wss announced by plot holders, will averaging 4 pounds, were asold for
lt.il. Best feeder, carrying fat end
coat 12,500. Designed by a
are quoted up to II 75.
monument
to
Is
of
consist
the
sculptor,
WKTAI. WARKKTa.
war dog of heroic size, with helmet
and canteen of bronze. The Hartsdale
Colorado settlement . prlcea:
cemetery is said to be the only animal riar silver American) .1
.ti
Par etlver (foreign)....
burial gronnd In the United States.
WAR

New-Yor-
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FAIRIES WERE MYTHS

Britiah Professor Introducea Arguments to Show That They Wer
in Common With Mankind.
In an address delivered before the
anthropological section of the British association an attempt was made
to reconstruct the anatomy of fairies
and to show that these lively, delightful and beautiful beings are not the
creations of the Imagination of centuries of story tellers but were once
a real race of people.
The true key
of the Idea Is found in the fact that
although fairy women are generally
represented as lovely, some of the
tribes of men fairies are described
as ugly, and fairy children when left
as changelings are Invariably pictured
as repulsive urchins of a sallow complexion and most deformed about the
feet and legs.
the fairy
When one approaches
question In this way, the professor
pointed out, one Is forced, it strikes
hint, to conclude that fairies as a real
people consisted of a short, stumpy,
swarthy race, which made Its habitations underground or otherwise cunningly concenlcd.
They were hunters, probubly, and
fishermen; at any rate they were not
tillers of the ground or eaters of
bread. Most likely they had some of
the domestic anlmuls and lived mainly on milk and the produce of the
chase, together with what they got by
stealing.
They seem to have pructlced the art
of spinning, although they do not appear to have thought much of cloth-luThey appear to have had a language of their own, which would Imply a time when they knew no other,
and explain why when they cunie to
town to do their marketing they luid
down the exact money without uttering a syllable to anybody by way of
burgttliiing for their purchases. They
counted by fives and dealt only lu
the simplest of numbers.
They were Inordinately fond of
music nnd dancing. They had a
quick sense of hearing aud
were consummate thieves; but their
thievery was not systematically resented, as their visits were held to
More
bring luck and prosperity.
powerful races generally feured them
as formlduhle muglclans, who knew
the future and could cause or cure
disease as they pleased.

Trust Idea Is Very Old.
"Trusts," like many other things
supposed to be entirely modern, are
by no means new features of life.
They are, Indeed, ut Icust us ancient
us the pyramids.
It uppcars Unit the earliest form of
Irust was the cornering of foodstuffs
nnd their agents. Asby monarch
syrian records 7,HKI or 8,UJ years old
give accounts of these monopolistic
transactions.
In the days of the Ilomnns monopoly
was a recognized Institution. The
government farmed out taxes;
the lux fanner placed embargoes on
the food supplies of the provinces t
make up arrears In tuxes.
In the Middle Ages the trade guilds
controlled Hie output of certain arts
and Industrie, and also the means of
distribution. Tills form of monopoly,
like the famous league of the Ilause
free towns, was fur protection against
competition from towns not In the
league.
The most complete monopoly In the
Middle Ages wits the Venetian control of shipping In the Adriatic, which
whs powerful enough to turn an entire crusade from Its purpose to the
capture of a Christian town which
Venice wanted. It wns the price the
crusaders had to pay fur ships to
transport them to Palestine.
Uo-ma-n

see-alo- n.

white-face-
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T Relaa Medical Law.
Washington. Some relaxation in ex
governing the sal
urtlng regulation
of alcohol for medical purposes is under consideration, it was stated officially at the treasury. Complaint
from hospitals and medical associations have been received, it was explained, asserting that the present
treasury regulations are unduly strict
and cause unreasonable delay in th
distribution of alcohol for medical pur
poses. Effort will be mad, official
said, to simplify the regulation.
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Pumps Soft or Hard Water.

In domestic water supply systems It
line been necessary to have two
linrd-wnte- r
well
pumps, one for the

r
cisand the other for the
tern. Now this service chii be supplied automatically with one pump
fitted with a patented double-actinvalve, says n writer In Popular MeThis valve Is
chanics Magazine.
cylindrical In form and bas sit openings, two to the Inlet and outlet openings of the pump; two to the hard and
r
discharges, and the two
for the suction pipes to the hard and
r
supplies. In the barrel of
the cylinder are three pistons made
to move one way or the other, according to the direction of the greater
pressure, and tn close automatically
the ports so that when water Is
faucet the
drawn from a
r
ports are closed, and vice
versa.
soft-wate-

soft-wate-

soft-wate-

soft-wat-

hard-wate-

Homo Throe and Half Mile Up.
In "Nature,"
Mr. W. Harcourt-Bath- ,

ssys that to his personal knowledge
there is a house built at a greater altitude than the one mentioned by
professor Bowman, who. In his work
on "The Andes In Southern Peru," de0
scribes a Peruvian dwelling built
feet np In the mountains. In the
t
Donkla pass, Tibet, says Mr.
Bath, there I a stone hovel, which Is
occupied every summer by a Tibetan
outpost of four or five men. By aneroid measurement It stands at a height
of lt.4U0 feet (three and a half miles).
IT,-10-

Hat-cour-

Donets Basin Coal Fields.
The Donets basin. In southern Russia, la the most Important of the coal
fields of that country, according to the
commerce reports of the United State
During
Department of Commerce,
the month of March, 1121, It furnished
53". 4.10 long tons. The output of the
region was about 60 per cent of the
production of all soviet Russia and
about 75 per cent of the production
of soviet Russia in Europe. In July,
0
1921, production had dropped to
tons.
Mil,-32-

CHICAGO OPENS NEW MUNICIPAL
PARKING SPACE FOR MOTORISTS
r-c- srrr
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Automobile Entering New Parking Grounds at Chicago.
Chicago has a new municipal parking ground for motorists who huve business In the loop district, where they can leave their car between the hours of
7 tn the morning and 12 ut night for the small charge of 25 cents. The park
has two gates, one to enter and the other to leave and a uniformed policeman
la on guurd at each place. Upon entering the grounds the driver, who Is the
only one allowed to drive In with the machine, Is presented with a card beur-ln- g
r
the number of his license and which he has to present to the
In order to get bis cur. All motorists seem to be pleused with this new arrangement, as their cur will be much safer with the new regulutlun in effect.
gute-keepe-

IMPORTANT CARE

FUEL FROM

DRAINING

CARBURETOR CHAMBER

OF LUBRICATION
Part of Car That Must Be
Right and Needs Special Care

One

in Cold

Weather.

KEROSENE IS GOOD

Suction Device Illustrated Does
Work Easily.
Not Necessary to Remove Tank or Disconnect Heating and Feed ConnectionsAny Water or Parti,
cleo Drawn Out.

CLEANSER

In some
automobiles no
provision is made for draining the carreWhen Freezing Weather Arrive Test buretor, or vucuuru tank, without
moving them or disconnecting the
Oil to See If It lo Adapted to New
beating nnd feed connections aud alDo Not Permit
Conditiono
lowing the fuel In the vacuum tank to
Water to Accumulate.
run olT through the disconnected feed
pipe. All this makes a lot of work
Io not neglect to overhuut
anil trouble merely to remove the few
Is
fur
lubricating system until winter
drops of water or particles of dirt that
advanced. It Is a Job which the ordi- Interfere with the operation of the
nary man avoid because It gels his carburetor.
hands dirty. Hut serious trouble may
The little device shown in the drawfollow If the work Is nut done In time
will quickly draw ull the fuel froic
ing
writes Albert N. Atkinson In the New
York World.
Winter, with its low
temperature, brings unusual conditions,
and the various lubricants used on a
cor must he adapted to the change.
Doubtless the oil In the crank case
has been changed every l.tWO to l.rKKI
I 7
miles during the summer, a rule which
should he followed ull winter. But
frequently the motorist neglects to
clean out the crank case when changing oils nnd so the dirt and grit remain In the bottom of the sump to
cotitumlnute the new oil.
When Draining the Contents of the
Use Kerosene Method.
Float Chamber and
Carburetor
Vacuum-FeeTank of an AutomoProperly the oil base should be removed and the strainer, pump and
bile, the Suction Device Illustrated
Makes It Unnecessary to Disconplplea thoroughly cleaned. A new
nect the Float Chamber.
gasket must then be fitted nround the
joints. This Is more of a Job thnn the
nverage mail wishes to undertake, so the carburetor ami vacuum tank withthe kerosene method may be consid- out removing unythiug but the covet
of the float chamber.
ered fairly satisfactory.
Two pieces of metal tubing are InBefore putting In the new oil let
cork,
serted
through a
to
Is
It
us consider whether
adapted
the new season or not. The working fitted Into u quart bottle. One tube
to a common type of small bitemperature will be the same, but the leads
oil sump Is exposed to every blast of cycle pump, In which the leather washcold air coming through the radiator er on the plunger has been reversed
and the nil may be chilled to a point to produce suction Insteud of prest
Is dropped into the
where It cannot flow. As soon as sure. A
between the
freezing weather urrives make a cold short rubber connection
test of the oil as follows: pluce half pump and bottle, to serve as u check
a tumbler of the oil In some exposed valve.
By lemnvlng the screws holding thf
place where It may be acted on by cover
of the float chamber It can be
Watch It
the outside temperature.
from day to day. If It thickens up lifted off, then the second rubber tube
and refuses to run nt any time It Is Is Inserted so that Its end will reach
not suited to your engine. Use n the lowest part of the float chamber.
the pump, the contents
slightly thinner oil or one which will Upon operating
not be too sluggish at the low tem- of the carburetor and vacuum tank
are sucked Into the bottle without
peratures usually met at your
If Inconvenient or Impossible to spilling a drop, and any water or particles of dirt that may he present will
change the oil Immediately, keep the
car In a warm place nnd do not take be brought along. Popular Mechanics
It out until the engine has run ten Magazine.
minutes or so nnd warmed up the oil.
The hot oil flowing back Into the
sump soon brings it to a temperature
where the cold will have no bad effect
upon It. If obliged to let the car
stand any length of time with engine
not running, you will of course blanEvery motor vehicle In Madrid,
ket the radiator which not only pro- Spain, must be equipped with a luulller
tects the cooling system but the oil silencer.
e e e
as well.
A tire will "give out" sooner from
Overlooked.
Often
Danger
There Is one danger which Is fre- overloading than from almost any othquently overlooked and that Is an ac- er cause.
cumulation of water at the bottom of
The Free City of tanzlg, I'oland,
the sump or oil well. This comes
from the products of combustion leak- with a population of 3..ihri, has S01
motor vehicles.
ing past the piston nnd also from oce
e
casional leakage of the cooling system.
Truck tractors used with
If the sump Is exposed to freezing
as one vehicle
temperature this water will freeze. If trailers are
there Is enough of It. some may freeze in Pennsylvania.e e e
In the oil pump, wrecking It. So draw
New Tork city has been assigned
off a little oil from the bo'tom of the
sump at least once a week, carefully 243,1X10 license plates for passenger
automobiles for 1!'2Z
draining out all water. If found.
e e e
Change the grease In the gear-casUniversal do require greasing and
and differential case to a heavy oil.
A
grease or gear compound It is a good idea to grease tbe joints
will thicken up In winter and will every two months or so.
e
not penetrate where It should.
The production of motor vehicles
So pay careful attention to these details, as lubrication of the car is a In the United States this year, it is
l.Tmi.UUO cars,
matter which simply MUST be right. said, will exceed
a
e

''ir

tlght-tlttln-

g

BB-sho-

lull-tud-

see

two-hole-

e

semi-flui-

Have You a Fire Extinguisher!
Fire extinguishers are sometimes
Gifted Discoverer.
Belcher Columbus was a prophet like life preservers maybe you won't
Crane Xo, my son, Columbus wa ever need one, but If yon do need It,
to
a discoverer. He discovered America. you need It badly. Our advice Isone
"Tee, but when he first saw It find a place on tbe car to attach
conveniently, and to keep it there redidn't he shout, 'I see dry land-1ligiously against that emergency we
Answers.
hope w ill never come.
Not Efficient.
Value of Soap.
Youth
Fenton
accomplishes very lit.
few owners and
Comparatively
tie Indeed.
Hilton Tes; at sweet fifteen a girt 3 rivers of motorcars are aware of the
Is always too busy giggling to have value of soap for sealing leaky Joints
tn the gasoline system.
time to do anything else, Answers.
"

.

.
Don't
and overloading account for fully 9i
per cent of all tire trouble. Use a tire
caliper or a pressure gange.
Under-inflatio-

under-inflate-

e

not to pinch the Inner
tube when applying or removing sn
outer casing, l'ass the band around
inside before reapplying the outer bead,
F.e careful

see

A new tool has Iteen invented for
motorists, small enough to be carried
on a key ring, and serves as an adjustment gauge, igniter breaker, point
file and spark plug cleaner.

VERSATILITY

OF TALENTS.

Hy courtesy of the Surveyor General, who received it as a Christmas
is permitted
KrectiiiK, State Kecord
to reproduce the following Circular,
which is reported as being the firM
one of record in the General Land
Office.
Hesidcs showing the diversified responsibilities of the Registers of the
local land offices, it recalls to the
inds of the present generation what
was the l''ar Wet at the date of it
rc mitigation.

SPECIAL XMAS
TURKEY AND CHICKEN DINNER

65C

i

)M

Cream

KelUht--

Pour

)!. ai

Celery

MiJk

Jloa-- t

Kim

Circular to the
Registers of the Land Ofl"ice
The United States

kle

Turkey withSau--Knplish Dressing

and

Drv sinij

ami

''rinbetrv
Vouuk Stuffe.l chk km with

KoaM

Ciaiibci ry Saui

e

Augratin T'tatn

Sir

ayonai e

M

OrlnkM
Milk, Hut

Coffee, Swt

Dressing

Tea or I'ostum

i:u(ree Itfutlf i Serv
Chnken Slew Irih Style
rhu ken C.ihlt'ts Sail If with Lima lieans
"hir ken Livers in faKsttrul
Chicken Hashed Club Style
Chicken a la King
Ureas t of
Asparagus Same
Com hi na lion I,uik-1Tra vcU-r-

.45c.
.4 lie.
.40c.
.40c.
.46c.
.60c.
.45c.

Ctii-k-

IttlHWl
45c.
JEoat I'rime Ribs of I!eef with maslred potatoes
Ii a t I.oi ii of Pork with Apple Kauce
45c.
Itoast Stuffed Vtiung Chi ken with June Peas
t0c.
60c.
lioast Mik Keii Turkey with Knglish Dressing
KoaM l. k (f M uitmi with Spinach
45c.
65c.
Kvti a 'ut I'rime Kilts of Iteef wit n String leans
iSuiip, Mashed I'utalnts, Cardine, Spinach, Ice Cream and Cake)
Coffee, Hot Tea, Sweet Milk or I'ostum included with the above
Kn trees and lioast lieady to Serva
,

CAPITAL CITY CAFE

MAMMOTH

Snow-Storm-

CLEARING SALE
.a'

OF HIGH GRADE

MERCHANDISE

AT HALF PRICE

EVERYTHING

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
SALE HAS JUST STARTED

AND

WILL CONTINUE UNTIL OUR ENTIRE STOCK IS SOLD

THESE LOW SALE PRICES FOR

CASH

ONLY

LINES OF MENS' AND

COMPLETE

STOCK COMPRISES

Grandfather selected a wife for her
virtue and her domestic accomplishments; father chose a mate for her
There are people who do not con- beauty and culture;
sonny ia looking
a
sider
thing worth retelling unless for a
"
with plenty of "pep"
warned they were told in strict sec- and a good cellar. Helen
Croland.
recy El Paso Herald.
The last word usually brings on
"Say it with jobs," is the slogan the first blow. Chicago News.
of the American Legion. The flowers can wait. Birmingham Age
The result of the presidential cam
paign retires Mr. Stephen B. Elkins
"side-kick-

heaven be praised for that! The territory of New Mexico may not be
overjoyed at the prospect, but the
rest of the country is. Mr. Elkins
cut a wide swath at the June convention, but his boom collapsed in
a very short time. Now he goes back
to Albuquerque to breed sheep and
mine silver and nurse his frusterat-eambitions. From Eugene Field's
Column, "Sharps and Flats," in the
Chicago News of Nov. 27, 1884.
d

Many a mother thinks the timet
have returned to normalcy, now that
the children are in school again.
The attendance at some; of the
churches might be larger if they had
more parking space for automobiles.
Young Mr. Rockfeller has gone to
China. He can't speak Chinese but
he can hire all the interpreters
he
needs.

of

HOTEL DE VARGAS

,

with Cake

(rean

;

how much?"

:

will rcceic, with this, se
i
ral blank forms of a Mctcorulo.u-c.-.iwgistir, to .which t beg leave lo
'equest your attrition.
The I'uited States have already cs
tahlUln-vi;
twenty
At Detroit, in Michigan; at Woofer
Zanesville
Stcubcnville,
Marietta,
(
hilnothe, and Cincinnati, in Ohio;
at Jetterson, anil Vmcenncs, in Indi
;iii:i ; at Kaskakia, Shawneetown, anil
Kdivanlsville, in Illinois; at Sai.it
loins, in Missouri; at New Orleans,
Opeloiisas and North of Red River
in Louisiana ; at I luntsville, Washington, Saint Stephens, and in the tciri-to- r
lately acquired from the decks
in the Mississippi Territory.
'I hese Offices arc
dispersed over a
pace of about thirteen degrees of
in
and
ton
Latitude,
Longitude, viz:
in the morning, at i v. M. and in
the evening. The coluniu entitled Mis
cellaueous Observations is intended to
comprehend a variety of objects,
among which are the following, viz
1.
The time of the unfolding of the
leaves of plants.
2. The time of flowering.
3. The migration of fiirds, whether
from the North or South, particu
larly of Swallows.
4. The migration of fishes, whether
tii or from the ocean, or other
places, and the time of their tU
position of spawn.
5. The hybernation
of other animals, the time of their going into
winter quarters, and their reappearance in the spring.
o.
I'lie pliacnomcna of unusual rains
ami inundations.
The phaenomeiia of unusually severe drouths. The history of Locusts and other insects in unusual
numbers.
Remarkable effects of Lightning.
and
tornados, their course, extent and
duration.
10.
All farts concerning earthquakes
and subterranean changes.
Concerning epidemic and epizootic
!" distempers.
il- -.
The fall of stones, or other bodies.
from the atmosphere, Meteors
uieir enrecuon, apparent velocity,
etc, and, particularly the interval
between their apparent explosion
and the hearing of the report.
1.1.
Discoveries relative to the antiquities of the country.
il4. Memorable facts as to the top
ography of the country,
A notice of any, or all, of the above
articles will he highly acceptable.
I
wish you to transmit your observations monthly, with your monthly official returns.
Whatever information may be thus
obtained will be public property.
My only object being the increase
of our physical know ledge of our own
flatter myself that you will
country.
not think my request unreasonable.
I have the honor to be
Yen- respectfully vours
JOS I. Ml
General Land Office
April 1'', 181".

Ganline Spinach

Cf.rnhi n aliwn Salad w i ( li

"Out

i

Turkey Soup wiih like

of

tient, feebly.
Exchange.
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.

The De Vargas is the Center of the Hotel Life in this Ancient City.
Built in Mission Style, with
Wide Arched Verandas.
Thoroughly Renovated and Newly and Comfortably Furnished.
Large Lobby
and Attractive Parlor. The Headquarters of the Tourist and Commercial Men and a
Restful Home for

the Permanent Guest.
Telephone and hot and cold water in all rooms; many with private baths. European Plan:
$1.00 and up.
Excellent Cafe Service. The De Vargas Bus meets All Trains.

WITHIN two blocks of the De Vargas Hotel,
you will find the Elks' Theatre, also an Elks' club
house, City Public Library, Knights of Columbus
Home, School of American Archaeology, The
Palace of the Governors, The New Mexico Historical Society, The New Mexico Museum, The
Post Office, U. S. Federal Building, Scottish Rite
Masonic Cathedral, and the shady Plaza with its
comfortable seats.

Rooms

SANTA FE is rich in historic interest, and
ideally located as a Health Resort.
Its imme-diat- e
surroundings possess great science beauty.
On all sides rise majestic mountains to a
height
of 13,000 feet, while to the East, West and North
are national forests.
Twenty miles to the west
is the wonderful Pajarito Cliff Dwellers Park
with 20,000
habitations, which are
ever a source of wonder to all who view them.
pre-histor- ic

Whether it be Business or Pleasure or a combination of both that
Brings You to Santa Fe, Vou
Will Enjoy Your Visit Here the Better if You

STAY AT THE DE VARGAS

T

CLOTHING

WOMENS'
AND GIRLS'

AND FURNISHINGS,

CLOTHING,

BOYS'

DRY GOODS, SHOES, ETC

'I

Mil-OS-

CALL AT YOUR EARLIEST

OPPORTUNITY

FOR YOURSELF THE WONDERFUL

AND SEE

CLOOMY'S

VALUES WE ARE

COLUMN

all; of limitation on arms would
seem to be premature so long as a
.'.liming army is needed to quell
riots in the penitentiaries in the good
old V. S. A.
'I

OFFERING

AT THE BIG SALE.

J

THE POPULAR STORE

Santa Fe county, with four
s
for as many offices, had a luVh
place in the sun at the last Rcpubli- ... ..
V.'tll
C
t n 1...
xlitirtit
....w,,. .irtin
now,
jtwilh three candidates forluuiiiy
governor,
threatens to absorb the sun.

INSURANCE

FIRE
AUTOMOBILE
PLATE GLASS

our fire insurance policy guarantee indemnity forlon of
property
seemingly of little importance, but after loss It becomes a documentspecified
of great va?M
are all strong reliable stock companies.
Their resource, are your
Complete
Indemnifies

candi-l.itc-

A. RICHARDS,

PROP.
X

224-22-

SAN FRANCISCO ST

6

-

SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE

4

a

service
I.at

Minute

nunc HO

The 'Praying Colonels" of Centre
couegc win play the I niversity of
"Wildcats" at San Diego on
next Monday. Arizona has the greatest team in the southwest, but Centre, with McMillin. Roberts anH S,,.i.
dy in fightiuir mood. shnnM uin 1.,- di least three touchdowns.
But von
never can tell, at that.

4
PRCE

PHONE

your i'iiristnias. Those
the pick front the lest.

Suj'ftim

who shop early always fret
Xmas Candy
Oranges, new crop
Florida lraie Fruit
On-ir,.tApples
Colorado Apples
Mixed NuM

2v.

35c, 40c, 50c Ih.
dozen 50c,
oc, 8oe
each 15c

i

15c

4

lbs.
b.

Walnuts

II,.

Peanuts
"luster Iv'aNm.

lb.
lb.

imjortel

Louisiana State university will plav
the Cniversity of Florida a game of
football in Havana, Cuba, on Christmas day of next year. Listen for the
howl from the
league.
Marshal Ferdinand Koch lia
turned to that dear France, after hue.
illg stu nt several wi eld on tr,n,i.,.l, .1
tours throiiL'll (
ami tlx.
ed States.
No other foreign soldier
nas received so great an ovation from1
.nicrica. And he deserve,! it all

lb.

25c
40c
30c
25c
.j;,-

I';t

MARKET
o't have tint jjiwn
at once

a--

,

your order for Ttirkev, do so
over rtir orders.
PORK
BEEF
MUTTON

11

cording to an A. P disnateh
Aires, the Peruvian dotrs of
war nave men unleashed, and eon.
ii ins w ho think their Peruvian birk
is worse than their bite herebv are
permitted to sav so 1". P. Adain.

we will only have a few

DRESSED POULTRY

HOLLY
MISTLETOE
WREATHS
WE SELL SKINNER'S THE HIGHEST GRADE
ARONI EGO NOODLES SPAGHETTI
AND
OTHER MACARONI PRODUCTS

i

notes an

I
FIRST CLASS

exchaiiL--

e

Rnl

Insurance Policy protects your family If you die.
It provides for your future if vnn llv
It cultivates the habit of saving.
It supplies ready money to discharge obligations anJ settle estates.
It safeguard, mortgage on real estate, and pays off the mortgage.

REAL ESTATE

e e'l rent
'nd
real estate. Improved and
There is a demand for small adobe house, to be remodeled. unimproved, city property, ranches and grants
We now have for tale a room adobe house with small lot on good residential street
for 1500 00
In the Estancl. Valley, near Barton, N. M., we have 110 acres for sale on
easy term, ' or will ,e'M for 8
year, and rental paid will be applied on the purchase price.
Within the City Limit., 2 mile, south of the Plata, we have 7S acres for sale at f 10
aer
We have listed, dry farm land selling from $S to $10 per acre.
Houses for sale from $2500 to $8000.
I'nimproved City lots 50U25 can be bought from $3 00 to $1000 depending on location.

'.

SIGN PAINTING

Pi.tr

A man named Pink
..M '
ent of Troy. Alabama, recently diej
after having established an unusual
claim to notoriety.
Some 20 years!
ago he ulaced in his own virA
marble monument which he dedicit-i- l
iei lo the Memorv of John Wilkes!
Booth for the killing of Old I ii
coln."
m

AUTO TOP TRIMMING

The Ijs Vegas Daily Optic has
new head. It's a good looking!
neaa, ion snappy "n ever thing.
'

If the livestock indmtry in Xcw'
Mexico is in a prerariou
condition
and unquestionably it is it has no- thing on the poor guys trying to male'
a living in the newspaper game.
"
''You'll be otlt in tvn mfrV c "
' the eminent specialist, as he he.it-- I
f
ateJ for a moment at the bed of a
patient making 2r7 other calls scht- 'duled for that Har.
"Thank, doctor," replied the pa- j

THE VALENTINE SHOP

j

Santa Fe, New Mexico
,

fp.

'

--

tr

The Hayward Agency
Casseil Building
J. M. Avery
g. Bowman
Call at the office for any information you may desire on ANY KIND of Insurance.

ITS DEPOSITORS
I

0

',,n

a

Back Curtains Top and Side Curtains Repairing

Safe, and Interior Hold

IS THE FINAL TEST OF ITS ABILITY TO INSURE ABSOLUTE SAFETY TO

,:.

'.;.

Mmcrioriu- il.wsn't iir.-.,from leading a dog s life. Crantland
e.
ish

j

333 San Francisco SL

LIFE

A Life

The Capitol Stock Of a Bank

"On the basis of comparative sizes,
flea can oiitiumn a man oil to I "

'ela-ti- c

AUTO PAINTING

We write Residence Burglary. Mercantile

Packaee. will go astray.

fi--

I'.ucnos

MAC-

the assured against loss resulting from the accidental breakage of
plate glass, mirror., etc.

BURGLARY

Anti-Saloo- n

-

Klre, Theft, Collission, Property Damage and Public Liability.

Thieves will steal. Merchandise will burn. Railroad trains will suffer collision
Parcel Post Package, may be involved in any of these disaster..
We will inure the safe delivery of Parcel Post Packages.

An-zon- a

for

Includes,

S

MAIL PACKAGE

-

Seekers after detailed information
concerning certain schools of art should
consult Charles S. Rawles, sometime
ol Santa re.

coverage

' U. U
n? cou,Panle

The combined capital and surplus of these strong banks, is the guaranty of
complete
security for funds entrusted to their care.

The First National Bank
OF ALBUQUERQUE

The First Savings Bank and Trust Company
STRONGEST IN THE SOUTHWEST

lowing as high as 33 and one third office. In the next year many of
per cent for depreciation you will you will doubtless be up for
find it no longer necessary to allow
but gentlemen, I want to say
depreciation for failing war prices, that 1 think when you lose a vote bed numerous cause you have done your duty, you
You wi"
merchants who w.ll be cla.m.ng
will gain two because you have done
LegUtatur.'. Mi.Uk.
1
last paragraph of Section 4, Pref ' a,t'on from war Pr'c" but ,.th,"k your duty. I am reminded in this
av.e P'fct.cally connection of Governor Campbell of
?r Pr'c
Chapter 54, aluding to the placing of ,h,at,,,een d.scounted
Arizona. He was a Republican asduring
value on livestock in November for ,a"
a"d " ' "ot be
sessor in a Democratic county. He
taxation for the next year by the tax
"lal'e. war allowances m the was so energetic and so fair in his
stands repealed. I do not
believe that the stork interests of fV,u'e; Certain depreciations such as assessment that the Democrats quit
and damaged merchandise nominating anyone against him. And
the State or any other interest of
lare-edg- e he told
me himself that he claimed
the state has had any notion or knowl- - !s ahva'? P"""'We dopcnd.ng
As to be the father of the taxation laws
of Roods.
fl,a"ter
of repealing this clause, yet it
on,,Je
are
a"
Arizona
of
and as you know, he has
know.
c,.r,.am hnes.
stands repealed and the duty of plac- - of'?"
like provisions and been elected governor of the Demo- -'
ing value on livestock in the state
devolves upon your gentlemen, the groceries, that have rapid turnover,s cratic state of Arizona three times.
are
entitled to the same depre-'"Aassessors
cia.ion for obsolete and damaRed goods
BALANCING GOVERNMENT
the stock interests
ahvays hat ot,,cr
ladies ready-thel"10,8 ,s.m'1'
BOOKS
come before the commission to aid
including ladies dresses,
""ear,
in fixing the values for the next
..
coats, and hats are entitled to. lour The budget statement submitted to
i i
i... j ,!,. ,
w... mc ...
J"K-Congress by the President and Buddevolves upon you gentlemen, the as- suc,hr ",a,te)r-tget Director Dawes is exceedingly
sesors and the tax commission and rcl,td ,'',on
conservative. It takes no account of
Dry
try to reach a uniform value on
"The success of farming without possible, and probable, reductions of
livestock for assessment next year.
This is a matter that must be dis- - irrigation in New Mexico on what is expenditures in the near future, nor
of increases ill receipts. As it stands,
cussed in the conference. There is known as dry farming lands, is
more pernicious or damaging coming so important that it is no the .statement indicates a grand total
to equitable assessment than to have longer an experiment. The dry farm-th- c of expenditures for the fiscal year
same grade of cattle and sheep ing lands of the eastern part of this ending June 30, 1923, of $3,505,754,-72and a grand total of receipts of
d
assessed at one price in one county slate is woefully undervalued in
another price in another county, portion to the earning capacity and $3,33K,1 S2.750. That leaves an appar
The origin of this clause in Chapter also in proportion to the value of ent dificit at the end of the year of
But at the beginning of
under irrigation.
I'nder the $107,571,977.
54, laws 1915, was the result of past lands
experiences in assessing livestock. One Klephant Butte project in the Mesilla the next fiscal year it is estimated
balance in
county was assessing livestock at one Valley and also in the tipper Rio there will be a favorable
fund of the Treasury of
d the general
price and another county at another Grande, in Pecos and San Juan
about
to
$4J),KIO,OJ10, ample
care for
g
cattle and sheep that were graz- - leys and in many other districts
if it actually materializes.
along county lines where such der irrigation in the state the assessed the deficit
it
But
be
must
remembered
that
is
?S0
to
around from
differences existed invariably returned value of land
the Navv budget for 1923 amounts to
their cattle in the counties where ?70 per acre, according tn
from transportation, etc. Vet much $431,754,000, only $47,0)0,000 less than
the value was the lowest.
the expenditures for the current fisof these irrigated lands do not
Can
last Legislature which passed duce but little if any more than the cal year. If the Hughes program of
Chapter 133, under Section 507, gen- - best ol our dry farming areas. While naval reductions is incorporated into
a treaty and ratified by the Senate,
eral powers and duties of the com- - many of the old timers were
among various" sections which al, in fact, more than skeptical, they there will be a saving of approximdetermine the duties of this commis- - did not believe it was possible that ately $.fl,000,000 in that figure, but
sion you will find
9, which these lands in the eastern part of the of course, no mention is made of that
reads:
state could be successfully farmed probable economy in the budget.
"'If in the judgment of the com- - without irrigation, yet within the last Congress is on the point of enactten vears it has been de mnntrntud ing into law the bill creating a commission any county assessor has
failed to properly assess the prop
that 'here are great possibilities in mission to negotiate the refunding of
these dry farming lands. Great areas the foreign debt of about eleven and
erty m any county either in
of this portion of the state are being a quarter billion dollars. The Treaswhole or in part the commission
shall have the power a.nd be chargsuccessfully farmed year after year. ury is not now receiving a cent on
I am told they have had three years account of interest on that sum or
ed with the duty of causing the
in succession of splendid crops. This in reduction of the principal, but the
property in such county to be reassessed either in whole or in
being the case, it seems to one, and refunding commission is expected so
to adjust matters with the debtor
part as in the judgment of the I am so advised by the attorney gen- countries
that long before June 30,
commission shall appear neceseral, that the land that is in cultiva1923, receipts in large amounts will
tion, should he placed at a proportionsary. The actual cost of such reassessment shall he paid by the
ate value with other property. It has be coming into the Treasury from
been the custom in these eastern foreign sources. It is highly probable
out of the gen
county
counties to strike a horizontal value that, instead of an excess of disburse,
eral fund of the county.
"Now, gentlemen, this with other of these lands or as in the case in mcnts, over receipts in 1923, the resections in this Chapter 507 largely C urry county, to divide it on a system ceipts will lie in the lead by several
determines the duties of this commis- - of zones so many miles wide reach hundred millions of dollars.
sion. Now we will apply these duties ing out from the principle town. In
A KI MKJY TO (ilHLS
g
to the question of placing values on ("urry county these values are
lands and livestock which by ed out from the town of Clovis and I
the repeal of Chapter 54 and Laws am told that they are valued by quar-o- f Tell us not ill mournful numbers
1915 and the repeal of Chapter ter sections, 1,000 dollars is the value
Girls are but an empty dream;
113, Laws of 1919, has taken from of a quarter section in the first zone For the boy is wrong who thlnketh
the commission the duties of placing out of Clovis. That means six dollars
Girls are only what they seem,
a value on grazing lands and livestock, an acre when there is probably not CI lis are real, girls are earnest.
First by this
And the marcel's not their goal.
9, Chapter a quarter section on the first zone
507, you can see that this commission out of Clovis that would not sell for Girls have brains behind their makehas greater powers than it ever has much more. In many instances ten
up.
had before, so it is necessary at this times more. I am only mentioning
And they really have a soul.
conference to eliminate future tron- - Curry county to illustrate a point, not Not enjoyment is their purpose.
hie by arranging schedules of values to criticise, because we all rcroenizi
As this poem will prove to you.
for grazing
lands and livestock that the development of the dry
For the girls have helped tills issue
of
I
has
been
one
the state. And,
From the start to finish too.
trial and
know ing areas
of no better way to handle this sub- - tribulation to the settler during his Lives of great men all remind us
Girls can make their lives sublime,
ject than by open conference, rather experimental stages, but the time has
than by committees.
come when these farming lands in And departing leave behind them
eastern part of the state must
Merchandise Assessment
Footsteps on the sands of time.
"The assessment of merchandise is ,:,ke tlu',r ,nare of ",p ax '"irden. Therefore, fellows, you remember
That you're not the only ones
one in which the assessors should pav Tl,e a'tnrney general tells me that it
particular attention. Where a compre- - is Perfectly legal and proper that the- Still achieving, still pursuing.
cultivation on a quarter seeGirls will always shine like suns.
hensive system of accounts is kept
The Sesalpha.
S''"1'1 ake the value according
by a mercantile establishment it is
worth whilr ,ne nnplowed or
not a hard matter to arrive at the lo
uncultivated
land
of that quarter
There are still a few
average value of merchandise. Now
merchandise
has practically ,ion "'""ltd take another value,
people left, thank goodness! who
reached the bottom from the high
knew what spar erlbs and backbones
Campbell Once Attestor
war peak of prices and which the
"You gentlemen, have all had at are, and we rejoice with them that
commission recognized for 1921 by'al- - least one year of experience in your the season Is almost here.
CHAIRMAN SAINT'S ADDRESS
TO ASSESSORS AND OTHER
TAXING OFFICIALS MONDAY
(Continued from page 1)
county has made provision to do it

J"

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

EWA

11

m

pro-an-

Val-an-

un-in-

pro-"O-

skeptic-missio-

MS

Christmas Dinner $1.25
Dinner Served From 12-- 2 and
.

CREAM OF TOMATOES

FRUIT COCKTAIL

CELERY

6-- 8

CONSOMME ROYAL
SLICED TOMATOES

OLIVES
BAKED BARRACUDA A LA PROVENCALE

n,

n

ROAST YOUNG TURKEY,
BRAISED VEAL SWEETBREADS

CRANBERRY SAUCE

STUFFED,

MUSHROOM SAUCE

ROAST FRIME RIBS OF BEEF
MASHED TOTATOES

CANDIED SWEET POTATOES

DINNER ROLLS
CAULIFLOWER

LEMON MERINGUE PIE

HOT MINCE PIE
VANILLA ICECREAM

WALDORF SALAD

IN CREAM

ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING

TEA

HOME-MAD-

FRUIT CAKE

E

MILK

COFFER
CREAM OR PIMENTO CHEESE
QUALITY RECEIVES

FIRST CONSIDERATION

UNDER THE PERSONAL

MANAGEMENT

OF

grad-grazin-

W. J. Lackie

The Famous Howard
V

Overdraw

see-th-

Heaters

a

Made to save fuel and produce
more heat

THE SCHOOL OF BEST RESULTS IT'S DIFFERENT
A Banking and Calculating Machine Course would add to your

qualifications and enlarge your
A thorough Business, Stenographic or Secretarial Course in this
school is a Worth While course and one that every young man
g
asset. You can
and woman should take. It would he a
take a course by mail if you can't enroll personally.
A Course in Pace & Pace Standardized Higher Accounting would
put the finishing touch on your education. Class just starting.
Our Winter Term will start January third, hut our work is arranged
so students may enter any time.
Personal and Private Instruction will insure success.
Mention the STATE RECORD
Write for catalog
?
Why Not Become an A. B. C. Graduate and Get on the
E. L. Hosking, Principal. L. A. May, Manager
pay-chec-

MADE

k,

RIGHT

AIR TIGHT

life-lon-

EVERY USER A "BOOSTER"
SPECIAL FEATURES

Pay-Roll-

ELECTRIC SHOE REPAIRING

ingot

Grates are duplex as in a
range.

Doors are ground to fit
each individual heater air

oblong made
sectional to prevent cracking.

Extra large top feed door
Polished "Armco"
iron body

Don't Throw Away Your Shoes Just
Because They Need Repairs
We Use Only The Best Materials That
Money Can Buy

r

$S
B. TONMES

Proprietor

We Guarantee our work to give Satisfaction
Our Prices Are Reasonable

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS
will repair them acSend as your nhors by parrel poet, and
cording to your instrartion, and rrlara them the day after we
receive them.

123 E. San Francisco

St

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Firepot

o

tight.

WORK DONE WHILE YOU WAIT

If You Wish

o

is

Linings made of cast iron
with interlocking shields
to top of heater.
Diaphragm directs the flame
downward.

The inverted conical base
tends to throw the heat to
the floor.

The stove pipe fits inside
the collar to prevent creosote running down to the

floor.

BECAUSE OF THEIR SHAPE THEY WARM THE FLOOR
Wood-Dav- is

Hardware Company
"If It's Hardware, We Have It"

IMPROVED

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

SimdaySchool
T

Lesson

T

(By REV. P. B. F1TZWATER. D. D.,
Teacher ot English Blbla in the Moody
Bible Institute ot Chicago.)
Copyright. 1J1, Western Kawspaper Union.

LESSON FOR DECEMBER

25

CHRISTMAS LESSON THE VISIT
OF THE WISE MEN.

cklisterias

i r

LESSON TEXT Matt 1:1-1GOLDEN TEXT And when they had
opened their treasures they presented
unto him gifts; sold and frankincense
and myrrh. Matt. 2:11.
PRIMARY TOPIC Wise Men Visit the
Buby Jesus.
JUNIOR TOPIC The Wise Men and
the Star.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC
The First Christmas.
YOUNG PJXJPLE AND ADULT TOPIC
The Most Joyous Day in the Year.

reetmas

rom Ae

v.

The King Earnestly Sought (vv.
2).
These Wise Men who sought Jesus
were either Arabian or Persian astrologers students of the stars. The
appeurance of an unusual star attracted their attention.
Perhaps
they were acquainted with the famous
prophecy of Balaam (Num. 24:17).
Doubtless through the Influence of the
Jews who remained In Chaldea, or the
direct Influence of Daniel extending
to this time, they bad become ac
quainted with tjie hope of a Messiah.
The light they hud wus dim, but they
lived up to the best they had. To
those who uct upon the best light
they hax, God always gives more.
To those who refuse to act upon the
knowledge given, God not only re
fuses to give more, but brings Into
confusion Unit which they already
possess (Mutt. 23:28). Tlieije men
were really wise. Let us leurn from
them :
1. That all true wisdom leads to
the Savior, for lie Is the Logos the
fulness of wisdom.
2. Thut God's Word shall not return
unto him void (Isa. 55:11). The aeedl
cast upon the waters of the East
brought forth fruit after many days.
No work done for the Lord eventually
falls.
3. The grace of God calls men from
unexpected quurters. Some who have
the least opportunities give the greatest honors to Christ; while others.
blessed with the richest opportunities,
shut Him out.
II. Herod Seeking to Kill the King
1.

1,

President o ie United States
HE Christmas Season of 1921 comes
if
to a world which I think u?e all realize
II
has now set its feet fairly and firmly in
the way of rehabilitation and of return to the
safe waus of proaress and construction.
MB

Our own country may well regard itself as
peculiarly fortunate both in its own bounteous
resources and by reason of the opportunity
which it has enjoyed of making its own good
fortune and means to help others.
I
I

wlt this Christmas Season, I hope and am
sure that our people will return deuout

(vv.

The news brought by the Wise Men
struck terror to Herod's heart. Us
was not nlone In this, for all Jerusalem
was troubled with him. The news
ought to have brought Joy. A glimpse
at the social customs in and about
Jerusulem ut that day will enable us
to understand why this news brought
uneasiness to the people. They were,
living In the greatest luxury. Fins
dresses, sumptuous feasts, fine houses,
etc., led to gross immornlltles. They
did not want a Savior who would
save them from their sins they
wanted to continue In them. Herod
demanded of the priests and scrlbei
Information as to where Christ should
be born. They soon were able to tell
hliu. Tliese people had a technical
knowledge of the Scriptures, but had
no heart for the Savior set forth
therein. They had no disposition to
seek Him. This all occurred lu Jerusalem, the city of the King the place
of all places where He should have
been welcomed. It seems where the
greatest privileges are, there Is the
great est Indifference shown as to
Where the light
spiritual matters.
once shone the brightest, the densest
durkness now reigns. It Is true todaj
that the luxuriouHiiess of the wealthy.
the frivolities of the fushlon-lovlnand the gross Immoralities to which
they lead, make Jesus Christ unwel
come In ninny quarters.
III. The King Found (vy.
The Wise Men having obtained the de
sired Information, started Immediately
to II lid the King. As soon as they lefl
the city, the star which had guided
them from the East appeared again
to lead them on. Not that It had
riiaupitt-arefrom the sky, but tht
dwellings of the city, no doubt, shut
out the sight of It. Oftentimes out
spiritual vision Is obscured or hidden
by the things of this world. The stal
guided them to the place where the
Those who earnestly
Christ was.
seek Jesus shall And Him, though all
hell oppose. When they found Him
they worshiped Him. In this they
displayed true faith. They did not
see any miracles, only a babe, yet
they worshtied Hire as King. "Blessed
sre they that have not seen, and yel
have believed" (John 20:29). Note
God's overruling providence In all
this. Many hundred years before, tb
prophet said that Christ should com
from Bethlehem (Micsh 6 :2). God so
ordered affairs that Mary should be
brought to that city to give birth ts
Christ. God so ordered that these
men should depart another way, thereby defeating Herod's wicked purpose.
The Lord put gifts Into tlie bands of
Joseph and Mary before going to
Egypt. Doubtless this served a good
purpose la meeting their expenses dur
ing tbelr stay there. Truly "All things
work together for good to then that
love God." (Rom.

uejjl

thanks for the blessings that have
been bestowed upon them, and

renew their pledges of service
and usefulness of earnest effort
and safe advancement in
behalf of the best thinors

g

J

in life.
0

8.-28-

Puff Pastry for the HoGdays
Butter, quarter iMWin-1- ;
flour, quarter pound; egg. half of
water, a little; lemon Juice, a

ptry

few

drojm.

Take bslf the yolk .f ecg. mix. tint
Co not
in a cup with two
f water and a few drops of
lemon Juice. Mix this Into the flour
with a knife, adding sufficient water
make the douro tlie right cmlat-ew- y
; knead lightly an4 put oat en
fell floored board. Rod ant Into an
t.

try baa been folded and rolled seven
times, letting It stand between each
rolling. Bake In
very hot oven, but
oblong about quarter Inch thick. Taka watch carefully, aa It U very apt to
Plum pudding for the Christmas
the butter and pot on a clean doth. burn.
feast should be made as early as poswith
lew
until
the list
heating lightly
sible, as It Improves with age, and Is
'
Mora Urgent Matters.
than half the sire of the dough, aqaeez- easily reheated. A good recipe for the
Ins ont all the water so aa te make It
"What's that yon are playlngT pudding ralla for one pound of cura dry aa possible.
asked Mr. Twobble of lira. Twobble, rants, one pound of raisins, one pound
liton
the
In
butter
was seated at the piaco.
who
the drniph
Lay
s
of shredded suet,
of
tie dabs, fld over, pre edges lightly
It 'a a meditation."
f
pound of bread crumbs,
cuproll
out
and
fold
"I wish yoa would postpone your ful of grape Juice, one tea spoonful of
together,
carefully
In three, rut away In
cold place for muical meditating for
little while doves, one teaspoonful each of cinnatern minute.
Then floor the board unto I ran meditate on ways and mon and allspice, one pound of sugar,
means
f
to par our Christmas bills."
again and repeat the process until pas--1
pound of citron,

Plum Pudding for Christmas Feast

j

j

three-fonrtb-

i

one-hal-

one-hal-

h

of a pound of flour. Are

eggs,

one-ha-lf

nutmeg (grated) and nuts ir desired.
Beat the eggs and add the sugar, which
baa been mixed with the spices. Add
the bread crumbs, which hare been
soaked In the grape Juice for
few
minutes: then add the fruit ant th
suet, both well floured, and the remain
ing nour. stir the mixture well, then
place In greased poddlnc molds: on.
Poind baking powder cans may be
a
used. Fill the molds
fun
twe-tblrd-

and steam for six hours. The pudding
may be reheated by steaming It In the
original mold, or It may be cut Inte
slices and heated la a steamer.

What Oed Gives.
I sleep. I eat and drink, t read and
meditate, I walk In my neighbor's
pleasant fields, snd see the varieties
of natural beau ties, and delight in all
that la which God delights that Is,
In virtue and wisdom, In the whole
creation, and la God Himself. And
be that liath so many caoses of toy.
and so treat, la very mock la lore
with sorrow and peevishness, who
loses an these plea so res, and chooses
to sit do-r-a upon his little handful ot
thorns. Jeremy Taylor.

A Pretty Taffeta "Sac"
For this yoa require a piece of taffeta twenty-on- e
Inches long and
Inches wide, of lining the same
Creation of CeeL
amount, one and a quarter yards of
The B.Tt creation of God la the
cord, and twe strips of cardboard ten works of the
days was the lirtit of
and a balf Inches long and one and
' : the last wss the light of rear
a half Inches wide. Shot taffeta makes
son, and His Sabbath work ever atnea
charming bags with plain iap or sateea Is the Illumination of the
spirit. Be
linings.

i'
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DIFFERENT, OFF THE STAGE MOTHER!
Matter Crook Had to Sack Ordinary
Mortal to Perform What Would
Seem Simple Task.
Piirflinm

Drake, the

world-famou-

MOVE

CHILD'S BOWELS
CAUFORNIA

WITH

IS SEASON OF COATS;

FIG SYRUP

HATS FOR THE MATRON

s

film villain, had had a very busy day

at the studios.

sick child
Hurry, mother I Even
loves the fruity" taste of "California
Fig Syrup" and It never falls to open
the bowels. A teaspoonful today may
prevent a sick child tomorrow. If constipated, bilious, feverish, fretful, bat
cold, colic, or If stomach Is sour,
tongue coated, breath bad, remember
good cleansing of the little bowels Is
often all that Is necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine "Call'
fornla Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! Tou must
say "California or you may get an
Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement.

In the performance of part nineteen
of The Master Crook" be had deftly
cat open with big electric saw five
formidable safes, mastered swiftly the
mysterious combinations of nine more,
and with a nonchalant air bad picked
the lock of his prison cell.
And now, bis day's work finished,
he breathed a sigh of relief as he
alighted from bis car and readied the
door of his flat
It was locked.
Anxiously lie searched every pocket
of bis clothes for the latchkey, but
failed to unearth It.
"Here's a fix!" he groaned.
No Offense.
After another vain search the
Chairman Lasker of the shipping
Muster Crook walked around to the board
said, In an Interview:
nearest locksmith's shop, flung a $20
"These men are taking needless of
bill Into the counter and begged the
fense.
were taking offense where
onshaven man In charge to come and none IsThey
Intended.
I
his
"blessed"
door
open
"A tall, gaunt, vinegar-facewornun walked Into Wawa Million one day
ATTORNEY SURELY A WONDER and suld to the ticket
agent :
"'Gimme
a ticket for Chester
But Old Darky's Admiration Must Heights.'
Have Been Embarrassing Under
"'Single?' asked the agent.
the Circumstances.
'The woman's eyes flashed steely
sparks.
In Alabama they tell of a prosecut
"'None o' yer darn business,' she
ing attorney who was so uniformly hissed. 'Gost knows, though, I
successful with his cases that be be might have married a dozen times
came both the terror of
In over if I'd been willin' to
grubstake
the vicinity and the admiration of all, some shiftless,
monkey like
especially the dusky portion of the yerseif.' "
population,
Upon his withdrawal from office he
Not for a While.
was at once sought out by those
He was a bachelor In the forties and
charged with crime. Much to his dis- she was a sweet young thing of twengust, the first two cases that he de- ty, but he loved her and was courting
fended resulted In the conviction of her vigorously in all the ways an old
his clients. An aged darky, named Joe bachelor knows how to woo a
young
Clinton, who had watched his prosecu- maid. Then one night he derided he
tions with wonder and who looked would sing to her.
Going to the piano,
on with equal amazement now he con- he
picked up some loose sheets of
ducted the defense, met the attorney music and began to play.
Finally he
Just after his second defeat.
came to one which pleased him and
"Mlstah Cal," said the old chap, In began to sing:
awed tones, "yo' shore Is a wonder.
"Grow old with me
The best
No matter whicli side you Is on, they
Milgoes to the pen just the same."
But the sweet young thing had In
waukee Sentinel.
terrupted lilm very forcibly. "I won't
do It," she tossed back impudently, "at
CHOICE BETWEEN TWO LOVES least, not for 25 years." Brooklyn
Standard Union.
Can Otic Wonder That Malvina TurFine Eyes.
tledove Hesitated When It Came
A young woman og Baltimore re
to a Showdown?
cently visited an old chum In Washington whose husband she bud never
Mnlvina Turtledove weeped bitterly. Those dear, bright blue eyes were met. "You told me," said the BaltiIn danger of being wushed cleurer and more girl one afternoon, "that your
husband lind sueh fine eyes; but really
bluer still.
I haven't found It so."
Plie was In love I
"Huven't you?" said the other.
Then she dressed hurriedly, In prep"Just wait until the milliner's girl
aration for Jack's expected visit.
comes with my new hat and the bill."
Promptly at eight he arrived.
"Jack," she breathed, "I am so worJohn's Discouragement.
ried."
Little John sat upon the stairs look
"My pet, my angel, what is it T"
ing disconsolate.
asked Jack, Id great concern.
"What's the matter, Johnny?" asked
"I hove got to give one of you up,
and I don't know which I love best. Cousin Isabel kindly.
"Well, you see, Cousin Isabel, they
Can't I " the maiden wept.
"No!" returned Jack, determinedly. let me hold the baby on my knee,
"Tou must choose between us he sometimes, though he can't even hold
his head up straight. And they weigh
or I!"
"Jack," the wept, "show me some hlra every single duy, but since they
began It he's gained only two pounds
mercy !"
Hut he showed her none, and so, and three ounces. And I've Just been
with a last look of love, Malvina thinking that I'll be an old, old man
threw ber I'omeranlun, Bob, out of the before that fellow'U be of any use on
the team."
window and sold:
"Jack, I am yours!"
N Ev'rythlng.
No Labor 8aver.
"My own !" ho exclaimed, as they
A traveling man was eating In a were starting on their wedding Jourstuffy little restaurant one very hot ney. "Does It niuke you happy to
day where there were no screens at know that you are mine all mine
windows or doors. The proprietress forever?"
"Yes, It makes me awfully happy,"
herself waited on her customers and
"shooed" flies from the table while do- she replied. "Now I can eat candy
ing so. Her energetic but vain efforts without being afraid of getting fut,
attracted the attention and roused the and huve a charge account and everysympathy of the traveling man, who thing, can't I?"

IIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
Is

a coat season and It will do for her or to ber. She is thereby another one for fore the milliner's most exacting and

THIS followed

already the coats of spring are
e
under consideration.
Since the
frock has come to share favor
equally with tailored suits, no wardrobe Is roatlesg and tills season presents coats In great variety and of
wonderful smartness.
Nearly alt of
them are long, but there are
and
models, sponsored by great names among
Style originators.
In long coats, short coats, straight

most faithful patron, discriminating
and appreciative, with, usually, a nice
sense of what Is suited to ber style
and type.
The designers of the five hats for
matronly wearers, selected for Illus
tration here, may well point with pride
to these achievements In their art.
There Is not a hat in the group that
Is commonplace and none that Is
bizarre; they are brilliant and beautl
ful and calculated to beguile one Into

one-piec-

half-lengt- h

iTSV

Conservative

ef the Long Coat.

Interpretations

or flaring coats sleeves ere featured
This Is the
whatever the lines.
dominant style note and It has been
worked out lu many ways. The next
most Important feature of the styles
Is the use of fur with cloth In clever
new ways, so that coats present much
that Is original and smart.
In the two conts pictured, conserva
tive Interpretations of the long coat
appear Hues In both are ample and
charming and the sleeves In one of
them will please those who are looking for something new. They contrive to form a cape-likdrapery at
the back and call attention to this In- -

thankfulness for reaching middle-age- .
The hat ut the center of the group
It Is of
will find many admirers.
velvet, with a narrow, graceful brim.
Its crown lines are definite and
spirited and Its trimming brilliant and
In keeping.
One can Imagine It In
purple, blue, dark brown or other
favored colors or In black.
The hut at the upper left Is of black
panne velvet and bus a soft crown and
split brim studded with jet beads
and fringed with ostrich flues. Its
rival at the right employs velvet to
cover a shape with an eccentric, pointed brim and coque feathers over Him

e

He As much as you love yourself.

naught.

became

as

MORE ABOUT

CANDY

MAKING

Foundation.
cupfuls of gran
of
uluted sugar,
f
t cupful of white com sirup,
of milk and one tuhlespoonful of
l
butter.
Iioll to the
stage.
Set away to become slightly cool, then
add flavor and any desired nuts or
fruit. If cliocnlute fudge Is desired,
l square or two of chocolate or an
equul quantity of cocoa should be added when put on to cook.
Fondant. 1'ut two cupfuls of granu
lated sugar and one cupful of water
Into a saucepan, stir until the sugur is
of a
Unsolved, then add
teaspoonful of cream of tartar. Cook
very gently without stirring. As sugur
heglns to form around the sides of
the pun, wipe down with a brush
illpiied in water, or with a small rug
fastened to a skewer. As soon as the
sirup uiiikes a soft hall In cold water
pour out carefully on a large buttered platter or marble slah. Do not
rtruln the dish, us one or two grains
of sugar will form n chain which will
"ill the whole muss. Cool until it
fun lie dented with the linger, then
work from the edge toward the center until it can lie kneaded like bread.
After It is blended to a creamy mixture, put nwuy, covered with waxed
paper, until remly to make up into
bonbons.
It is much better to make
fondant In small quantities than to
risk spoiling a largo amount of material, lie sure to make fondunt on a
If the fondant
bright, clear day,
crusts over when cooled, udd a little
water and boll again.
Peanut Candy. Shell nun pound of
freshly roasted eumi(s and roll until
Hull for eight
like coarse crumbs.
minutes, from the time the hubbies appear, two pounds of brown sugar and
twelve level tuhlespoonfuts of butter.
Htir In the nuts ami pour at once Into
a greased pan.
Murk off in squares
before It gets too hard. This Is the
best of peanut candles. Other nuts
may be used If desired.
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It has a sash of wide ctre
and Is develop! In Mack with
coque In tls natural colors. The soft
hat at the lower left Is a turban,
draped with beige velvet, with funcy
Itself with plain, full sleeves with feather In a much lighter shade; the
handsomely embroidered cuffs, but Is Inst hat again features black in hatter's
provided with a cape collar of squirrel plush on an Intricate i4iaH, with wing
fur and panels of embroidery at the ana nean trimming.
bottom of the skirt portion.
No one knows so well as the
matron, the awesome Importance of
bats she has learned by long and
varied experiences Just what they can
carwsoHt at iuiw stenwu umkm
perilous feat with handsome tassels
that mark their finish. A collar of
fur and deep cuffs which serve for a
muff add to the apeal of this model.
The full coet at the right contents

l(o)HH
Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Rheumatism
Colds
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia .
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Haady tia boxes ef It tablets Bottles of 14 aa4 100 All druggists,
la i i m bm tn m at aasr Mmhiwi et snauiutiiaiiiin t iiijaiM

Fancy Hatpins.
The large bat will be a good deal
worn this winter, which brings hatpins
Into prominence again. Where there
la little trimming, as Is the case In
many of these bats, the pin Is ornamental a well as useful. One such
pin baa a tassel of colored beads dan
gling from a fancy ball head.

crown.
rlhlKHi

e
fashion In dre
the
effect
which stressee the Idea that two sides
a
cowtnme
of
need not be Identical at
to length, drapery or ornamentation.
one-sid-

Longer Skirts.
Winter modes stress slender lines
and longer skirts. Fashion has generously taken care of the large figure,
for one's proportions are slenderized
by the long graceful panels, soft etde
Earring bi One Ear.
Wearing an earring In one ear only draperies and longer bem line that
the left in a fancy of the moment. dominate the svasoa's tendencies.
' nwwV Is In keeolnc with a similar

pipe-tobac- co

pipe-smoke-rs

MARGARIN COMPANY
Park at Virginia Avea,
Si Louis, U. & A.
Rot Springs, Ark, Oct a, 1920.
Lanu A Bra. Co.,
CROWN

RIGHT

IN

LIGHT

Mom Taylor Undoubtedly Had
the Situation Sized Up, but Who
Got the Dime?

"At the end of a Georgia negro
meeting," says an Atlanta man, "it
was decided to take up a collection for
charity. The chiilrmaii passed the hat
himself. He dropped a dime In It for
.
a
Every right hand encountered that hat, and yet, ut the end,
when the chulrmaii turned the hat
over and shook it, not so much as his
own contribution dropped out.
" 'Ko' de land's sake !" he cried. 'I
has even lost de dime I started with!'
"All the rows of dusky faces looked
puzzled. Who was the lucky man 7
Finally the venerable Mose Taylor
summed up the situation.
" 'Gentlemen,' he snld solemnly, rising from ids seat, 'dor 'pears to he a
great moral lesson round beah
!' " Pittsburgh Plspntch.

Yours

He Is a poor lawyer who mistakes
the will for the deed.

Relief
Sure
FOR INDIGESTION

truly,

(Signed) J. A. Pierce
General Representative
CROWN MARGARIN COMPANT
Como Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.

This man tried cigars; he tried out
least one other brand of
He was so glad to lay hold of
Kdgeworth again that he sat down,
and wrote us how good Edgeworth
smoked.
That means something.
we have never
th
told you that
hasn't an
for
flavor,
equal

at

nest-egg-

some-when- h

Va.

Richmond,

Gentlemen:
I I have bees a user of Edgeworth for
over three years and during that time)
I AetH) Mter yt met iu eesai us
flavor, maotAnM nd high fMaitfy.
it happens that 1 arav
Occasionally
unable to get Edgeworth in my travel,
so I change to cigars until 1 get in m
town where it i to be had.
Last week I ran out of tobacco and;
was unable to replenish my lupply. So--I
bought another brand of tobacco in
its place.
1 went into a
rigar store upon vnf
arrival here and when I got my hand
on a can of Kdgeworth, it made me
think of Briggs' cartoon, "Ain't it
Grand an' Glorious Feelin'T" It was
bite meeting an old friend.
Put me down as a permanent
member of the Kdgeworth Satisfied!
Smokers' Club.

o.

8

Edge-wor-

smoothness ana
high quality. But
we are more than
willing to let one-o- f

our customers
tell you that.
Do you smoke
8
that no other
can take the
place of? If not,
we would
to have
you join this new Edgeworth Satisfied
Smokers' Club.
It will cost you a postcard.
The tobacco will come to you postpaid.
It tnny be the
you)
have always hoped to come across.
down
name
and)'
Merely set
your
address on a postcard. If you will
add the name of the dealer to whom
you will go for more in case you like
Edgeworth, we will make sure he has
it in stock.
We will mail to you samples of
Edgeworth in both forma I'lug Slice
and
Edgeworth Plug Slice is formed into-flacakes and then sliced into thin,
moist wafers. One slice rubbed for a
moment between the hands furnishes
,
an average pipeful.
is rubbed)
Edgeworth
You
for
it
straight
pour
up
you.
from the little blue can into the bowl-o-f
your pipe.
lioth kinds pack nicely, light quickly, and burn freely and evenly.
For the free sample's which we invite you to judge, address Larus &
Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merehanttlt
your Jobber cannot supply you
Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
cart ore
a
parcel post one- - or
of any aize of Edgeworth Plug Slice
d
or
for the same pries)
you would pay the jobber.
pipe-tobac-

6

Bell-an- s

water
Sure Relief
Hot

S

ELL-A-M
25t end

754 Packages. Everywhere

Shave, Bathe and
Shampoo with one

Soap.

CatltOT ftaap

la they

Cuticura
favoHtcf cvaaf tyrauoreheTfea;

Fix Your Ford Brake

ADVANCE

172

free.
AUT0M0BIU ACCEUOsiES

Atim.

Prairie

Rcady-Hubbe-

d.

t

Ready-Rubb-

two-dow-

Ready-Rubbe-

PATENTS
Rttee rMoDb

Pa lent Iwrer, WMbtnin.
U.C. AdYlrAsvnd book free.
Ulibetl reference.. ifteakMme.

CORP.

Chicaee
1U

DON'T
DESPAIR

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
KioiwHalr

1

I
RetorM Color end
1 HoJef
BtMtjtr to Grey end Fedo-toe. ertfj 91
ei 'run-i- n a.

HINDERCORNS
tni 1
!a,

Iouim.

it. ..

ru.

to Ua

(., t!klnK t'v. rqiun,
l r nail or at Itrue- gift, u mops Cteomlol Work. tUL,um. H. 1.
I

f"-t-

If you are troubled with pains or

aches; feel tired; have headache,
indirection, insomnia: Dainful pas
sage of urine, you will find relief in

went

1

'js

COLD MEDAL
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

21.

On the Other Hand.
r
The lulo
Sallus. lie brilliant
and satirical novelist, said one day lit
a New York wedding breakfast, where
tin- - brlilcgriMini
was a millionaire of
Kil-a-

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Laok for the easse CoM MU1 ea every ka

forty-live-

:

"(Mir Rockefellers nrnl Siliwnlis mill
IliisselJ Sages married In their first
Tit for Tat
youth. Well, our successful men don't
Jack So you broke the engagement I marry now ns curly as tiny used to
loin Yes, but not until after the but, on the oilier liiiml "
Ami Mr. Saltus looked round t lit
engagement broke me.
tulile with u bland smile.
"On tlie other hand, they marry
Supply iiixl dciiiiind will regulate
ofteiicr."
rnluos If they lire allowed to.
an accept

imitatwa

mm:ULS)S)
7TT1

(PfcOfcO

It

Spanish Sausage. Tut two green
pepliers Into narrow strips, brown
with one sninll onion In one
of butter. Add six sausage
cakes, one cupful of tomatoes, pepper
and salt to taste; simmer thirty minute. Hemove the meat to a platter
and thicken the tomatoes with one
tablespoonful of flour, nib!sd smooth
with one half cupful of cold water.
fit
Cook for a few minutes, then pour over
serve.
the meat and
Sausage used In place of salt pork
Couldn't Fool Him.
Surprise for Mother.
to bake with beans makes a change
An Indianapolis woman was visiting
Mamma, were you at home
Marjory
from the usual which Is well liked.
her
when I wiis bornj
grandson, and one
I was at day saw him standing before the mirMotlier Xo, darling.
ror looking at himself, and saying:
.
grandma's In the country.
"Yes, that's me."
Marjory Wasn't you awfly a'priseft
when you beard about It?
"Thomas" said grandmother, "yew
should say. That's I.'"
From Common Derivative.
Cuticura for Pimply Faces.
"Well, It might be I, but It looks Ilk
When she escapes from the vigilance To remove pimples and blackheads me."
of chaperon It would hardly occur smear them with Cuticura Ointment
New flannels and small boys hare
to a fair damsel that her action and Wash off In five minutes with Cutithe person eluded are of common ori- cura Soap and hot water. Once clear been known to shrink from washing.
gin. A cape I a covering for one's keep your skin clear by using them for
shoulders, a protection; a chaperon dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to Inwas originally a kind of hood, also a clude Cuticura Talcum. Advertisement
protection, now a protector; slipping
off one's cape (ex cappa) one makes
Taken la Turn.
MM
..
one's escape. From cape also la de"Let's see, whom were we discusrived "chapeU" originally a shrine In sing T "I forget
Who went out of
whk was preserved the cape of St. the dressing room last? London
-f CsjeWeojOQtojaaV
Martin.
MalL
Qevv ooefe 0eejrteje) Heaaltryjf
Voo ffes
table-spoonf-

Hats for Matronly Wearer.

Old

THING

Write lac the iaterating dory el "Cork huert"
'

farmers and small town
"put down" sausage, pork
chops and other parts
of the freshly butchered
use.
for
winter
pig
SuUMige prepared from
tlie family's cherished
reclH', made into balls,
rolled In Hour ami fried
brow n on both shies, then
packed Hose In quart
Jurs and covered with
hot laid and sealed, will keep M'rfe"t- ly. This sausage niny lie cooked with
cabbage or served simply reheated and
covered with gravy. The following
ways will lie only suggestive:
set the Jur
When using the
into a pun of hot water, then when
Die lard is melted the cakes may be
removed without breaking.
This Is
the advantage of putting up the
suiinge lu quart Jars, as one will be
used In a few days or. If the family
Is fond of sausage, nt one meal.
Boiled Dinner. Tut a staiill firm
cabbage bead Into eighths, four carrots into slices; put all Into a kettle of boiling water with six medlum-slref
a Jar of
onions, pluiv
siiusiige cakes on top nml boll briefly
for half nn hour. Then ndd eight
medium sized situtoes and salt and
iepier needed to season. Add water
from time to time as It Is needfd.
There should I one cupful of broth
or less when the vegetables are
cooked.

SAW

BRAKE
FOR. FORDS

tl

vV

We make it a practice not to harp n
what a good
Edgeworth
is. We know that
lika
to form their own judgement.
Here is one who has formed his ow
judgement:

If you need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sites, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten rents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Hinghamton, N. Y., for a
ample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper Advertisement.

ccirasEitT
LINING

THINGS

one-hal-

In This Club?

ADVANCE

Many
women

a..

Ton naturally feel secure wbea you
know that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Ewamp- Root, kidney, liver and bladder remedy
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swmn Root.
It is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant end is takes in
teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, brer and blad
der troubles.
A worn statement of purity ie with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp- -

If your Ford ihakea sod rattle wkea you
work the bake, ban your dealer iaitall

After a day of cloud and wind and rain
Bumrtlmea the setting sun breaks out
again.
And touching all the fields until they
IrukIi ami sing.
Then like a ruby from the horizon's
ring
Props down Into the night.
Longfellow.
GOOD

Are You a Smoker

iioot.

Hattie d'Autremont.

EVERYDAY

r

dear?

thought

To which earth's shocks

soft-hul-

said:

A Bad Case.
She How much do you love me,

hiawipsper t'nluB.
The winds rage sod haul niy cabin
about.
With ghoulish glee they clamor and
hout.
Tlwy roar down the chimney and
shake the walls.
They try to appall me with shrieking
calls:
But serene. In warmth and peace I
hurl
Defiance to their deafening whirl.
In anchorage Arm, my house anj I
Fierce storms and threuls forever
defy.
For my house and I are types of

one-hal-

d

Occasionally a girl marries
Ideal, but be soon outgrows It.

CupyrUrUt, 1921, Wwleri

one-thir- d

of"

4

Q

Fudge
Take two

evil-doe-

The Height ef Deception.
"Wouldn't It lie better to have your
windows and the door screened?"
"Why were you not suspicious of
"Well, yes, I suppose that would that thief who grabbed a tray of diahelp some," siie replied, after a mo- monds and darted out of the door?"
"He disarmed suspicion," said the
ment's reflection, "but don't you think
It would look kinder lazyllke?" Har- Jeweler.
"Yes?"
per's Magazine.
"He said he wanted to look at some
The Court Understood.
engagement rings, and the fellow acted
the part so well he actually stammered
"Tou admit you were speeding?"
and turned red." Birmingham
"Yes, your honor."
"A frank confession goes a long
way In this court. What excuse have
Did She Admit It?
you to offer for exceeding the speed
limit
"Well, remnrked a gentleman, after
"A man In a little old rattletrap fliv- a long argument on the question of
ver drove up behind me and bawled mnn's superiority over woman, "at
to roe to get out of the way and let least there Is one good, sweet and per
somebody use the street who could fect Uilng which a man ran have and
get more out of one cylinder than I a woman cannot."
could get out of six."
"Never!" cried his wife, passionate'
I do a little motoring my- ly. "Never!
I deny It! What do
"Uinph
self. I'll let you off with the minimum you mean?"
"A wife." The Scotsman.
fine tills time." Birmingham

LXJ

Most candies are made from fondant
or fudge mixture.
Fudge, as it Is
bus more often
known,
cliocnlute or maple flavor. A delightful change
is made by adding can
died cherries to a beau
tiful white fudge, iluvor
lug with almond.
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liveries will be made on both Sunday and Monday. This will be a great
convenience and pleasure for the patrons of the office, who would otherwise be compelled to wait until after Christmas for many of their gifts
which will naturally arrive about that
time.

Judge Colin Ncblett and Stenographer, Miss Belles, have returned from
Koswell where the judge held Federal court for a couple of weeks disposing of many cases which arose in
that part of the state.
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MODEL 10S
THE TONE AMPLIFIER (sometime called th
have to take it.
at the tievt
all oyter sujipi-Has All Latest Brunswick Features
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violin.
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mountain
the
a
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10.M,
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home
at
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thing.
meeting, January
Play All Record
It It oval In shape, approximating the form of the
Really. It looks as If the
of Mr and Mrs. F L. Criger Sev- - the nations of the world to disarm
Iacluding 9JVOO worth of record
have to disarm or dis
human throat and mouth, and the music flow out In
eral guests were in attend, inci froni'thev will be able to rav us what thev menU w
PRICE 970.00
band.
full, rich, and perfect tone. There is no metallic sound
owe us just that much sooner.
Wagon Mound.
in BRUNSWICK music, s no metal I used In the con.
OTHER MODELS
structlon of the Tone Amplifier.
Model 207 Mahogany or la Fumed
ii
or Golden Oak Cabinet
THE TONE MODIFIER, by which one can make
PRICK 91S3-0desired.
the music as loud or a toft
Iacluding 910.00 worth of record
THE BALANCE TOP the top that neTer fall.
All models listed in this advertisement are
Model 210 Mahogany. Fumed or
Golden Oak Cabinet
equipped with all of the New Brutwick Feature.
Equipped With Record Album
PRICK 9100.00
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Chase Mr. Gloom so far away he simply
By having the best music in your homes.
can't get back. Try to bring more sunshine and happiness into your hearts and into
the lives of those with whom you mingle.
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The First National Bank

Of Santa Fe

a,.

WISHES YOU A HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON
AND
MUCH PROSPERITY DURING THE COMING YEAR
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MODEL 200
Mahogany or Oak Cabinet
All New Brunswick Feature
PRICK 9110.00
Including 9 10.00 worth of records

Including 910.00 worth of records
Model 212 Mahogany or Oak

BUSH AND LANE PIANOS
VICTOR PLAYERS

Equipped

We have all the latest bit la sheet music, play
er roll and record. Century Editioa ia het music
at fifteen cent a copy.
MAIL ORDERS GITEX PROMPT ATTENTION. WRITE FOR CATALOGUES

with Double Mica Ultona

and Record Albums
PRICE 9910.00
larludiBX 910.00 worth of record

We handle everything fa the Musical Line from
a Violin String to a Pipe Organ.

Model 1 17 Mahogany or Oak
Play 14 records with oa winding
Double Mica Utlona aad Record
Album
PRICK 9273.09

Albuquerque Music'

Including 923.00 worth of record

Store

311 West Central Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Phone 778
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Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
liftice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 17, 121.
Notice is hereby given that lllh.llo
(ran-iaof Santa re. New Mexico,
l,n,
on August 7. IHIfi, made Homestead
entry. No. H2727", fur SW,NV,,
NV ,SW
See. 13. and S'i.NE1, . Sc-tio14 Township 12 N., Kanrfc 12 E..
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three year proof,
to establish claim tn the land aiiove
described, before the Register and Receiver, l". S. Land office, at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, on the 3rd day of February, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Luis Martinez and Isidro Martinez, of
Lamy, New Mexico, and Jose Antonio Wuintana. and Manuel Sandoval, of
Santa Fe, N. M.
A. M BEROERE, Register.
First Pub. Dec. 23, 1921.
Pub.
Last
Jan. 18. 1922.
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Real Bargains In Millinery
VALUES UP TO $8.00 FOR $5.00
MILLINERY TIIAT WILL PLEASE THE MOST FASTIDIOUS

THE LATEST IN STYLES, WITH QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP UNEXCELLED
Our Old Customers Know This to be True, New Customers Realize it From their First Purchase.
A beautiful new hat as a Christmas Gift would gladden the heart of any woman.
We still have in stock many beautiful hats for your selection, at very reasonable prices
HATS AND BONNETS MADE TO YOUR SPECIAL

ORDER

FIHT JIIIKII. IIITKIIT I V
ami rimI'Rthk roi tv of

IF DESIRED
i

We Also Carry in Stock at AH Times, the Following:
Flosses and Embroidery Cottons and Silks
Good Shepard Knitting Wools
Unbleached Bed Spreads for Applique Work
Ribbons, Velvets and Laces
Goods
Children's
Dresses, Card Table Covers
Package
Royal Society
Etc.
Towels,
Aprons,
YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING WILL BE MADE A PLEASURE AT OUR STORE

MISS A. MUGLER
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Southeast Corner of Plaza
WE WISH YOU ALL A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
ooooooooooocoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeooc

ST4TK OK
tTt SKH .n
MEXICO

Crum
Plaintiff.
No. 822- vi
Florence K. Crum.
alias Florence E. DeWItt,
Defendant.
SI sIMONg
To The Above Named Defendant:
Ton are hereby notified that suit has
been filed against you in the above
entitled court In which court said
cause is now pending, by the above
named plaintiff, tn general objects
ofiTe
of said suit beingtoa rt
of said suit being ! obtain an abso
lute divorce from yon. as will more
reference to complaint
fully appear by
filed In said cause. Unless yon enter
your appearance in said cause on or
before February I. 122, judgment will
be rendered against yon in said cause
The name of the plainby default.
tiff's attorney is R. P. Fullerton. and
his address is "anla Fe, New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof 1 have hereunto set my hand and the seal of said
court at Sania Fe. N. M, this lth day
of December, 121.
ALFREDO Ll'CERO,
County Clerk.
By JULIAN 8ALAA.
Deputy.
Published Dee. 21 and 30, 121.
and li. 122.
and Jan.
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CHRISTMAS

OTHER COUNTRIES

if We wish to extend

to all our friends and

custo-me-rs

our thanks and appreciation for their business
during the past year, and to assure them that we will
continue to serve them to the best of our ability during the year to come.

stock many articles suitable
for Christmas gifts. Do not forget your relatives and
friends at this happy season.
You will find in our

We extend to you all our Hearty Greetings For

and
A

HAPPY NEW YEAR

HENRY PICK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Lamy, New Mexico

As Christmas Day draws near, and
our minds are filled with the true
holiday spirit, it is appropriate as
well as interesting to think about
Christmas celebrations in other coun-

Galisteo, New Mex.

fasting.
Christmas Eve
In Spain, also.

the greatest day
That night lurge bon
Is

fires are built everywhere, especially
around the churches. Shoiw are brilliantly lighted and crowds of people
gather in groups, after doing their
lust shopping, and Join in singing
and games around the fires.
Everyone, including the poorest,
in Denmark, has a Christmas tree,
liunquets of roast goose, apple cake
and rice porridge, take place in many
homes.

Batteries Charged For $1.00

An almond is always put in
who
The

the porridge, and the person
finds it gets another present.
trees are lighted at dusk and
children dance around them

the

und

This performance opens ttiej
restiviiies; men the presents are
given, after which the young people
sing.

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER YOUR BATTERY

Expert Repair Work On
All Makes of Batteries

WE ALSO REPAIR GENERATORS,

STARTERS

AND FORD MAGNETOS

Expert Advice and Service on all Ignition Troubles

We Buy and Sell Used Batteries

From traffleklng with treason
Krom virtue fur
Krom hatred without reason
f'runi flim-liinfrom the sword
From sin of unbelieving,
From overijuli-- forgiving,
ruin loo great ease of living
Uuod iord deliver us.

dance.
St. Nicholas is the yearly visitor
On Christmas Eve the
in Holland.
children place their wooden shoes by
the chimney where they believe St.
Nicholas, with the help of his little
black slave, will fill them.
The Children of France watch for
the baby Jesus instead of Santa
Claus. The night before Christ mas
they place their shoes by the chimney, where they know the child Jesus
will be sure to find them and fill
Christinas is a
them with candy.
real girt giving day in Fruuce for
every one gives and no one is slighted.
There is no nation in the world
that make as much of Christmas a
It is Raid thut the
the Germans.
ladies of the family spend months
preparing for It. Several weeks before Christmas the shop windows in
tiorinany are decorated. In the smaller towns where Christmas shop windows are impossible, the Christmas
spirit is still there, for rows and
rows of Christmas trees of all sixes
are put on sale.
The young folks of Germany are
proud of that fait that, as far as
ran be learned, the tree which Is so
important a part of Christinas in
many lands was first used In
Before our ancestors came
to the 1' lilted Stales the little children of Germany were decking Christmas trees with candles and presents.
In some places the only presents that
are put on the tree are those intended for the parents. The other gifts
are hidden in the pockets of the givers and presented after the parents
have had theirs. However the tree
is never missing in any home, and
sometimes every child in the family
has a tree of his own.

Day, is no more imother day, but
because it marks the beginning of
a new year we are accustomed to
make it a special day.
Thia Is the time for reviewing
the past, and making plans for the
future.
We cannot plan intelligently for the future unless we keep
in mind what has gone behind.
So, when we come to make our
new year resolutions, we must, if
we are to act intelligently,
spend
some little time in looking
Year's

New

portant than any

the sea gull off, which was on the post,
and sent him on to another one.
"Then be did the same to the next
seu gull. Von saw us doing that?"
"Yes," said the Seuslde Fully, 'and
It did look so .funny. Every one of
you did the same thing. Ami you
each moved the other away!
"Just as though two of you couldn't
urated with petroleum was In grent get along together."
"(Hi, but that wasn't what we
quantities. Fire wits set to the htiild-Ing- .
Everybody In the building per- meant," said the Seu Gull.
ished In the conflagration, If nut suf"It was simply thut we were runfocated previously by the fumes. All ning our own kind of u race.
around the building armed guards had
"What have you been doing today,
been left, so that the dreadful kutI-(- Seu Side Fairy?"
e should be carried nut uiidlsiurhcd.
"I uiis watching what was going
When the awful thing was consumon," said the Sea Side Fairy.
"1
a linlc girl gathering many
mated the gilurds shot each oilier. A
few men lost their nerve ut the Inst pretty shells to take to some children
moment and survived tu telj the laic. In a hospital. The children in the
This scarcely believable Incident lake
hospital can't get out and pick up the
us hack a long way.
Muss suicide
hells themselves and they will be
.
is lint unknown In the history of
glad to have the ones gathered for
Brought to despair by adininis thelll today!
"I once
native persecution or to escue facard of a small boy In a
mine mid epidemic,
entire villages hospital who played with a little to
have committed wholesale suicide, swan and who used to have (he swan
often this was the result of religious sll upon a piece of blue paper to make
t
beliee the swan was In a real point.
fanaticism, l'eter I, who was
"And then someone gave him a sea
Bolshevist In the enforcing of his
reforms, was met In northern Itussla shell which had really come from the
Involving
sea, ami he smelt the seu shell to sec
by numerous roiifhigriitloii
hundreds of deaths. As late us the If it smelt salty!
rclu'ii of Alexander III a case occurred
"Well, the Wishing Fairy sent this
III the south when a crowd of families
inesvng,. to the little girl who gathallowed themselves lo be buried uJlve ered the shells today, for the little
by their religious teachers.
girl wanted these hospital children
mid this little hospital hoy, to have
some shells which had come right
Bulgaria Hat Queer Taxes.
The peasants are now tlrinly estuh. from the seu Itself! And right ulong
Ilsljcd III power In Hulgiiriu and leg- hy the seashore.
islative bodies, both suite and pro"She found so many beautiful
shells.
vincial. In which their representative
Some were pink and others
are In the majority, lire elicited In were blue, unit some looked like little
transferring the buriten of taxation houses, she said.
to the shoulders of the despised ciiy
"of course, they were the shells
folk.
where the Sand Children live ufter
The district council of Itniisichoiik the shells are tossed up on the shore
lias evolved the following tav.es which by old Mother Ocean,
It styles "American":
"Then I saw a beautiful white butFor carrying a parasol Ml levin, terfly with black spots. Ills wings
lit
cents
each), year- were edged with deep blue nnd he
(iinmliinlly worth
ly; for wearing skirts more than was so beautiful. Anil I beard some- eleven Inches above the ground or silk
stockings, TiiNI levns; for wearing
f
1!
gloves between April 15 and September 15 without a doctor's certificate,
'JOU levas;
for wearing Jewelry,
levas; for keeping iet dogs, Mm levas;
for us of walking cane by persons
less than llfty years old In gxl health,
(Ml
levas; for wearing shoes with tops
exceeding eleven Inches III height, L'K
levus; for wearing fur tippets or muffs,
."SMI
levas, and for using a bahy carriage In cities. 'Jt levns.
A eus
of muss suicide is reported
from the village of Opatovo. Kukmi..
in the Tamhoff province, where the
peasants to the number of mure than
ItiMJ, usKcmbled
together, men, women
and children, In a spurious wooden
bathhouse. Doors, windows ami other
apertures were hermetically sealed ami
nulled up. In the cejlar firewood sat-

buck-war-

"orn
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891 W. SAN FRANCISCO ST.

satisfied-

SANTA VB, NKW MKXICO

JUST TO WISH YOU
A

VERY

MERRY

CHRISTMAS

AND
A

MOST

HAPPY

NEW

YEAR

ALSO
TO ADVISE YOU TO
MAKE THE COMING YEAS
A BRIGHT

Ytrv-

ONE IN YOUR HOME

WITH

A

DELCO LIGHT PLANT
WRITE US FOR INFORMATION,

I

ATTENTION!!
LAM) SEEKERS

I

I

some-wliu-

have land for sale around Stanley at prices ranging
From $:.0 lo $20.00 per acre

according to improvements and distance from railroad. Good tillable rich soil, suitable for beans, corn
or grains.
Also KelinquUhmcnls and locating Homesteads

WUITI: Ml: TOR PKIC1:S AND TFWMS

L

GNAGEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
IOC PALACE AVE.

SANTA FE, N. M.

i

it

PHONE 233 W

t

t HH

P. MATIIES
NEW MEXICO

STANLEY

i
RIDE IN STYLE

1

Child's Call Reached Mother.
Although she has no know ledge of the
n
occult or thought transference
mother heard II
ry of her child.
nine tulles away. The woman togelhet
with her husband was sent tu lull in
Chicago, because they were unable tu
a note for $700, necessary to
pnului-the settlement of an estate. A month
dragged by and there was no one to
care for the three children, six. four and
two years old. Social service workers
finally took them to an orphan asylum
Henry, four, became 111 and was taken
to the Isolation hospital. At about the
same hour bis mother, unaware of
what bad been done, liecame hysterics)
In the Jail and declared her child wst
CHRISTMAS MEANING
dying and calling for her. Jail uu
thorltles thought her demented and
When the Christmas season comes, transferred her to the Jail hospital
with all the bustle and flurry of its Social service workers went liefora
preparation, few people stop to think the Judge the net day nd told lilts
about the real meaning of the day. ill three children would .lie mile
We know that families are reunited, their mother was restored to t belli,
Joy reigns and peace is present. and be ordered her Immediate release.
Whjrt Christmas Is a special thanka-glvln- g
day which commemorates the
Water Needs of Dahlia.
greatest thing for which we should
As a general rule dahlias should
be thankful, the greatest gift God
has given to the world the bless-lu- g never I watered. With good cultivaof Christianity. As gifts were tion, enough moisture wilt be found In
first given to the Christ child, we the soil to stimulate the roots' growth.
now give them to each other, signifiIn seasons of protracted drought. If
cant of love and friendship. There they show any signs of wanting water,
too
be
which
would
la do way
great
It freely: enough to suetrate a
to celebrate Christmas it meant so give
ftiot below the surface.
Superficial
thins.
big
Is worse than none at all,
So midst onr Joy and happiness, watering
applies to other plant as
let as think seriously and earnestly and this
of the real Christmas Day meaning. well. Mure damage Is done by such
la given.
watering than when
Oldest Religious Celebratlen.
waiver !
The Jewish feat of It
ne of the most undying link that
bind together this very old world. It
relehratloa
la the oldest religion
known to mankind. It had Its lilrth
im the batiks of the Nile 4,oi years
age in the twilight of liUtury.

;

i

--

Itus-sla-

CADILLAC AUTO SERVICE
TRUCKING

"Veu

Are Looking

Impatient.'

sie say that the beautiful white hut
tertly looked almost artificial because
he was so gorgeous looking.
"And it seemed strange to tue that
when
eople think tilings are ver
lovely, they say that they hardly look
real, or thut they look like lovely pictures!
"And when people see lovely pic
tures they say how real and lowlv
hey look. Just like the real things!
Strange, Sea Oull, very strange, I say.
"lint Sea Ciull, you are looking Impatient You are moving your wings
a though )oo wanted to be off."
"Yes, Seaside Kalry, I must be off.
for Me ure going to hate mure races
again this evening. You see, out only
lid we have our races going up to the
harbor and beyond to the river, but
wa raced back again.
"And we found it was such fun that
w
want to run those rsces again,
"(iooii by Seaside Kalry, you'll see
ui again."
And off flew the Sea Gull to run
mure race with bis friends and family and relatives from the gate of the
ea. up Into the harbor, beyond to the
river, and then back again.
'tieod by, Sea tJull," said the Ses
side I airy, and she smiled as she
watched the Sea Gull soar up luto the
air aud fly off!

OF ANY

KIND
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COMPANY
DICK RILEY
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PRICES, ETC.

What is succes, anyway?
great many people now believe
that success consists not in what we
get out of life as in what we put
More and more people
into life.
are believing their lives on this
basis.
And it is the people of this kind
who make the world go forward.
People who live selfish Uvea,
whose efforts are devoted solely to
for themselves without
acquiring
thought of service to others, do not
advance the world or any good cause
in it.
The success of the selfish man,
even if be achieves what may be
called success, is a bitter thing. It
gives no pleasure to him or to any.
body else. He is a man whom nobody loves or envies, or strives to
emulate.
The greatest success in the world
If
is lo lead a clean, useful life.
a man does this he will be happy
and contented, no matter what his
work or his station.
And if we make a resolution, on
the coining year New Year's Day.
to lead a life of this kind during
the coming year, there will be no
need to worry about anything else.
All the other things will take rttra
of themselves.
A

What have we done during the
past year? And how have we done
it?
What have been our success?
What have been our failures?
Why did we succeed?
Why did
we fail?
These are deep question, but we
must meet them and answer them
honestly, to ourselves at least, if we
are to make the new year better
in any particular than the une Just
ended.
All of us want success, but not
all of us will be permitted to
achieve it. It was a wise old philosopher who said: "It is not within the power of man to command
success, Seinprouitis; but we can do
more, we can deserve it."
And during this coining new year
we can,' all of us, strive to deserve
Nothing Is Secret.
success in whatever it is that wo
is secret, that shall not
For
iioiiiiiig
do.
neither anything
illcv!
The effort to deserve success will lif made
h.ill led he known and come
that
hid,
us
so
we
will
have
that
keep
busy
little time for wondering if we are uhload. SI iile N:I7.

Oer-mun-

Western Battery Station
-

YEAH

er

AARV GRAHAM. BONNER.
Frum vlfclun blind to beauty
tries.
Intolerance and cant
It might be well to first notice
an duly,
masked
InjuNttce
some of the customs very near our
1'nsouud and arrogant
8EA GULL RACES.
A regular Christmas
own homes.
From ancient wrong- uurlghted,
performance in Alaska is known as From counsel uninvited,
"I must tell you all about It," said
"going around with the star." A hVom bigotry benighted-Go- od
Lord deliver us.
the first Sea Gull tu the Seaside Fairy.
large figure of a star covered with
"In the first place the reason you
bright colored material is carried at From friend'
Intentions- saw us acting as we did was because
the head of a procession of people
From scorn of others' faith
who go in this form from house to From unasked Interventions
we were running ruces. We were runhouse every night during Christmas
Krom fear of life or death
what is known as relay races.
ning
week. They are warmly welcomed at Krom worship of the blameless,
Each one of us ran so fur at a time,
and
Kftorm
aimless,
misprired
each place and after singing carols,
and then the next one ran.
prideless ways and shameless-Ho- od
and enjoying cakes and other good
"You see, all along the harbor, right
us.
deliver
lrd
things they go to the next house.
T. Davis. In Arkansas fialrtl
C
out to the gate of the sea there are
The natives of Hawaii say that
Santa Cl.ius goes over to the islands STRANGE MANIA FOR DEATH posts where there are buoys. Now on
each of these posts was perched a
in a boat. Perhaps he does, for he
sea gull. That was when you saw us.
gets there some way. He is looked
"Well, we were all racing toward
for as eagerly there as he is in the Peoplt of Russian Village Comm'e
tlie river which is beyond the harbor,
Suloldt in a Body, and In Pecu.
lands of snow and ice and even if
he does nearly melt in his furs, he
und so each time one of us raced to
Marly Horrible Form.
never disappoints these children.
the lieu post beyond us, we shoved
The Filipino looks upon Christmas
On
as a great religious festival.
Christmas Eve the churches are
opened and the coming of the great
day is celebrated by a mass at midnight. Mass Is held every hour during Christmas day so that every one
may have an opportunity to attend.
Many religious plays are also given
in the Philippines.
During Christmas week the young people hold
merry gatherings in the open air,
where they dance and play games.
In Russia it is not Christmas day
but Christmas Kve that is the great
time of delight. It is then thut the
beautiful bright Christmas trees are
Kvery one in the family
enjoyed.
numerous
and
receives
presents
great merry making takes place.
Christmas day is spent in prayer and

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

nearing success, and If we go at it
in the right way we can get bo
A year is an arbitrary division
much enjoyment out of the effort
of time, made for the purpose of
onabllng us to keep track of the 'to deserve success that it won't mat-jtvery much whether we achieve
passing events of history.
The beginning of a new year, or what is regarded as success or not.
THIS NKW

LITANY.

Recerd far Clutteny
of New York ate.
Aa
alooe and unassisted, eleven pound
and twelve lamb chops
of
at a dinner of the Federal Hub. The
e
svelglied 3mi pounds
taking ea the cargo, la thia
rocerdT
I

A Misused Art.
It would be sltuust better net to
leara to apeak at all. than tu use the
magic of speech to wound and anger
those about as. Who would supMe
mbea the baby's little tongue Is struggling with hard cousonaut aud iu
terious diphthongs, that alie would
uaastrr tlie must wonderful vf all arts,
only to be better equipped for wound
lug the hearts of her lira neat aad dearest I Tlie art of sperh la cruelly disused, unless it Is uaed only for tlie
iirl' Couipunloo.
hlgheat thing

beef-stea- k

te-fur-

WATER. & LIGHT

A Giver Is Known By His Gift?

GIFTS REFLECT

DO YOUR

YOUR

GOOD JUDGMENT AND TASTE?

Why noi stlirl ;i jiirturo tli.it will T.OOST
for OLD SANTA I F.. That will heroine a permanent and artistic part of
f the limne.
the furni-liinir

Von owe it to yourself to inspect the varied
ami interesting assortment of Science

and Indian Studies at the Studio of

ten.

In A nether
She "Before we were snsrrled yoa
aald yo etxildnt do enough for me."
I rnes time has thrived
He nv.-ll- .
that I
right."

COMP.ANY
WISHES YOU ALL A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
I

Ttmea for Gratitude.
of Bla4 la
Tliere la Back greatne
Ike owning of a good tarn at la the
Out tig of It; and we mnet aa taore
force a requital out at annual the a bo
waauDg in u awei.

T. Harmon Parkhurst
West Side of Plaza

Santa Fe

Xew Mexico

rector of the Taxpayers' Association both to the taxpayers and the tcach-i'i- g
force of the state to come into
would .ike to lead the public to
that the work in the department the office and by helpful suggestions
can be done with the same help as see that all funds, both from appro1 have noticed in the Santa Fe New
SERVICE RECORD
tiny had in that year. For the past priation and from certification arc
Mexican where the Director of the two months the present state super properly expended, rather than .to
hands t !. i intendcut has been obliged to manipu to hamper the office of the state
laxpanrs'
By many Mcdonough.
State Department of l'diiration a left- - late the typewriter because of the stay on the outside and endeavor
handed compliment to the effect that fact that the contingent was exhaus superintendent) in its work by en FOUND OCT ALL ABOUT IT
withdraw
to
from
of
use
is
the ted and he could not hire extra help. deavoring
the
there
tile failure on the part
There is ail immediate need for of tl.e department, funds of the 'atc Pasasr-By- "
". Sir UcClara Newesaser IrsSleate.
State Department of 1'Miieation to
Curiosity a to th Ac
in the Board collected by him and admin
turn into the treasury some $5,00(1 an additional stenographer
She
was a yeomanett
tion
of
Unfortunate
Glazier
an efflcleul
receded from institute and exainina- - State Department of Education, due istered by them for the advancement
e
Should Have Been Satisfied.
servant of Uncle Sam. She
of the teaching force of the state."
tion fees in the' face of the require- - to the increased work caused by
was very lovely In her service uniform.
incuts of lie- public moneys ait of much larger number of teachers re
Glazed and glassy were the glazier's
All day the click of her typewriter
l'l.V
quiring certification in the state. In
eyes. Before him, on the sidewalk. In sounded lightning-like- ,
all night hoi
Now the farts are the law is that 115 thev were about 1,200 teacher:
WONDERLAND.
a
needle flew, for there was a
all hi s received bv the state superiu- - in N'cw Mexico, while in 1921 there
what
It is pecu Sweet eye by morrow still unwet.
tendent of public instruction shall lie are over 3,500 teachers.
pieces, lay
and, laden away with lavender-scenteTo you the world la radiant yet,
I ne
had been
sheet
turned over to the treasurer.
liar that the same expert who
embroideries, were prayerful
A palace hail ot splendid truth
of fine p I a t o hopes that be a lowly doughboy lu
State Hoard of Kducation collects fees chief clerk of the Department of
by the golden blaxe of youth.
for teachers certificates through their cation in 191.1 was howling for ad Touched
destined France would return te her, sound In
glass,, drawing-rooWhere hopes and Joy are ever rile
regularly authorized sci rctarv. This dilional help and additional funds, i Am Id the mystery ol lite;
for the
body and mind.
money is collected and disbursed by unable to see the need of this help And seeking all to understand.
window of
She grew horribly lonely at times.
the State Hoard of Education. What and these funds in 1921, when the The world to you Is Wonderland.
10 Swell street.
Occasionally other (Iris, situated like
It is used work has tripled, but the expert has
is the money used for?
drawing-But that
I turn and watch the unshed tears
herself, would accept others' Invitations
lor extra clerical help; payment ol become Director of the laxpayers Th
room
window Just to help ease away the
furrowed track of ended years;
gnawing
examinations, Association.
graders of teachers
see
I
the eager hopes that wane.
would have to go ache of loneliness. Not Eileen, bow- r cent of the cost of which
not 50
"There is a great deal of bookkeep
The joys that die in deathless pain.
windowless, for a piece of orange peal ever.
is provided by legislative appropria- - ing, not only with the State Depart-tion- ; The coward Faith that falsehoods
aiiak. had caused his downfall, and the
One day Roy Bobbins, first lieuprinting the course of study, in- - mint of Education, but also with the Tim soul that faint, th heaxta that smashed and shattered
break.
fragments tenant on a warship anchored la the
stitutc manual, rules governing the vocational work which was never be- The
livid
were
alone
Truth
Slow
to
left
bemoaned.
the
tell
tale.
by
tip
exA
teachers'
into
consideration.
of
fore
taken
certificates,
issiiing
great The Right denied, the wrong entlironed-An- d,
harbor dashing, and already with a
ly he began to gather together th
annual ion ouestions, etc. These funds deal has been said about loose book
notable sea record had occasion to go
striving still to understand,
debris.
have thus far proved inadequate by kicping, etc., but the facts are that The world
me
to
is Wonderland.
over some records In Blleen'a departover SL'.tno oi meeting the expenses if there has ever been any lack of
"Helloa, my man ! Inquired
ment. He thought her "different" and
of the necessary printing already svstcin it is probably due to lack of A HtU time, then by and by
cheerily. "Dropped your glass!" charming, and found several reasons
The pussled thought Itself shall die,
done.
funds. The present state superintend
The
the
at
glazier
glanced
speaker
for returning.
When, ilk the tlirob of distant drums,
"The Director of the Taxpayers' cut has not only invited, but has in The
with a look of proud contempt.
call inevitable come
One day he said: "I auppoae some
Association knows very well that the sisted that these experts, official or To
look
It
as
"Does
If
I'd
and
brain
It,
limb.
weary
dropped
blurring
1
Department of Education has always otherwise, come into the office of the And when the aching eye grow dim.
he drawled out. "Fact Is, busybody told you I was married;
guv'iior"
been hampered by small appropria State Department of Education to of- - And fast the gathering shadows creep
suppose you think in th proverbial
I've
the
craze.
What
got
you
a sweetheart In every port,
he contingent is not all that ter whatever suggestions thev may To lull the drowsy sense asleep,
uis.
see before you U a Jig saw puzzle, an' sailor with
W two shall slumber hand in hand
it should
I'm ant. But I admit I hav been
be; the amount allowed for deem necessary to the proper admin To wake,
I'm
to
tit
Wonderland.
the
in
in
Jest
perhaps,
pieces!" married. However, there's a separateachers" examinations is not suffici- - istration of the school affairs of this
London
Harry Thurston Peck.
cut ; the allowance for per diem, mile- - state.
tion, which will undoubtedly end la
"We need a great deal of help in
age and other expenses for the State
prompt
divorce, though It was not my
WOMEN
RULE
WORLD
SEES
A
PARROT
LIVELY PASSENGER
Hoard ol" Education is inadequate; and this state in order to straighten out
wish. I would bav told you all had
the Department is always short of school matters and to place our school
you given me the privilege."
The present state superintend- - affairs on a business basis.
The last French Professor Make
Prophecy Offended at Restriction of Its Liberty,
help.
Eileen's lovely face flushed. She had
That May or May Not Cause Feeliiit oi public instruction was obliged legislature acted wisely when it proBird Retaliated With Trick That
the
Ideal of marriage,
t'i wage a fight before the legisla- - vided for the appointment of a school
ing of Alarm.
Irritated
Sailors.
with all Its sacredness.
She was
t ut e - in order
to get what money the auditor and this auditor has already
shocked and offended.
Old maids are cuing to rule the world
department now has at its command, placed a number of counties upon
Jack
a
O'Brien,
big green parrot,
"I'm so
she said, sincerely.
the proper running basis. Mis re- - within aliulher feneration, and when
Can't Project
was one of a consignment of 100 birds "I refused sorry," because
"The truth of this whole matter is port before the Taxpayers' Associa-tli.i- t that
the aianal
you only
sensible
all
men,
happens
looking
Booth
on
the
liner Justin during a love and am
instead of allowing the State De- - tion two weeks ago, showed that
to Is In France,
promised
will try to tie
for
existences,
happy
trip from Munaus, Brazil, 1,000 miles fighting. I'm keeping loyal for Just
p.iitment of Education sufficient funds there are over $300,00 worth of
which to project intelligently, it standing and unpaid school warrants, this earth mid try out Ibe planet Mar - up the Amazon, which ended ut this htm. But tell me about yourself !
Thin
In
Jirthe
of
Professor
opinion
has been the custom to allow it to What is the reason of this?
port yesterduy, says the New York
The
So Lleuteuaut Bobbins, divested of
French World.
drill in any old manner and to fudge' truth of the matter is that experts oult, probably the
Jack was made a pet by his
graceful manner and official auin
who
economy,
political
those ou board, aud he accumulated
lis way the best it could. That is the from the Taxpayers' Association went authority
was now Just an unhappy,
na. on the State Hoard of Education before the various boards of conn-li- addresses his beliefs to the University g whole bagful of tricks. One day thority,
lonely man, telling his woes to a good
deemed it necessary to raise a ty commissioners and suggested and of 1'nltlers.
when the vessel had headed
north woman.
"Women are going to assume leadseparate fund from the school teach- - insisted that the tax levii s w hich
from Burbndos, her lust port of call,
"It's sbiurd. and so easily straighting coips. They realize that unless had already been decided upon be ership, particularly in Kurope, for Urn Jack took offense because one of the
tins had been done the work of the reduced and by following the
next hundred years," Professor Glroult officers shooed him out of his room ened out!" Eileen exclaimed. "I'm
aure she still loves you. and somehow
would have been so ham- - tions made by these experts, the says. "This does not meua that civ- when the bird
Interfered with the mak I
feel thst through It all you'll always
pen d that necessary work could not counties were unable to raise the ne- ilization is becoming effeminate, nor ing out of a report.
have been performed. The teachers cessary funds with which to pay their does It result
love Jut her. Wouldn't you
from the fact that
simply
a
For
Jack
brooded, spendlug
day
also know that the money collected current and outstanding expense. If women will be
"No use fanning the ashes of a dead
stronger. Ids time with the chief engineer.
in mi fees is used to pay for print- - this is business, it is a poor business But there are too numerically
love." bitterly. "The last spark's aswomen
for
the
many
the
the
next
of
examination ipiestions, payment l'ersonal interviews with some of the
Karly
morning
ing
parrot
of graders, and the printing of the heaviest taxpayers
in the state, marriageable mules and hundreds of went to the cages of the oilier birds pired."
Suddenly cam his orders to sail.
he teachers are some of whom were member of th' thousands of them are being compelled and liberated at least a seme of them.
nurse oi study.
marriages In This caused consternation aiming the Came. too. the call for volunteer yeonilling to pay this fee to raise the association, brought out the fact that to make
which the man. In nenrly every rase, negroes of the
stan 'aids with that of any other state, to say the least, activities of tin
crew, for parrots kept man (F) for Washington and the Great
luit tlu v surely would be unwilling kind are detrimental,
is the weaker partner.
out at them from dark place Lakes. Klleen grasiied the opportunity.
pupping
"It is the purpose of the present
too pay this fee if they understood
"In that way women are gaining the and screeching In their ears when not Kobblns' home was In Washington.
that it was to be credited to a inij- - State Superintendent of Public In- - ascendency and It Is a certainty Unit
expected. Finally ull the birds were I'erbnps she could manage to meet bis
If the present fee struction to place the affairs of the any
cclluneous fund.
wife; one could not foretell what sersociety ruled by women will Inek recaptured.
is
collected from certification
to be State Department of Education upon Intellect mil courage, logic and lull
officers were responsible for the vice she might render.
The
d
to
ited
any other fund but that a solid business foundation in accordWomen married to men who are story that Jack at 11:45 o'clock
Because she wss so lovely, so golden
i'i ir which
it was intended, the teach- - ance with the mandate
every
of the law
Eileen
s and
the public w ill understand It has asked the various experts, ol - their Inferiors will become embittered night, when the watch was changed, snd so
would mount the bridge and shout easily made friends of all classes. She
1'iat icrtificates cannot be issued as filial and otherwise, to make wlnl- - with life. Their eiterienee will diswomen
who
thinkother
are
found Marguerite Robblns, a lovely,
out: "f'hiinge watch!"
the department will not have suffici- - ever suggestions they may deem de- - courage
lender girl of 2.1 or 26. Marguerite
i in
clerical help or examiners with sirable and necessary for the better ing of marrlnge. Presently we will
a
mid
whole body of women, with a
vil.iili to do the work.
opened her heart. They had become
administration of the office of the
United After Many Years.
Ruin Own "Mill"
Klleen was consoling,
state superintendent of public iustruc huge and active majority of unmarMany years ugn a Wesleyan Method- fast friend.
" The work in the Slate
Department tion. The state superintendent leaves ried women controlling things, and ist minister living In the north of even optimistic.
of Education has increased material- - the question up to the public whe- - men will have a very unhappy time."
SunI.sler came a
Kngluml bud aiming his congregation
ly since 1915, but experts like the Di- - ther it would not be more help. fill
two young people who were engaged day afternoon, when Eileen was
This Frog Has Homing Instinct,
to find Lieutenant
Kobblns
to he married. I inference arose and
Tills Is the tale of a frog which; the engagement was broken off and awaiting her In the shabby Washingbeat Its niaster home on a Journey,! each married some one else. The min- ton hoarding house. She hsd written
traveling from Brooklyn to Itidgwond, ister left the district three years later and Implored him to look up her
N. V. A man who studied science! and heard no more of the
who hsd been wounded
couple for r-lover,
Slid natural history, learned thul frogs nearly 'St years.
He was reluming overseas. She never mentioned hi
are supposed to have the homing in hiHiie then from a Journey and met wife.
stinel. To prove it be bred a tail-- ! another minister who told him he hail
"A message from your man." Bobbins
pole Into a
bullfrog right Just otlieliiled at a Wedding of the lov- eiplnlued. "He was hurt rather badly,
In his own goldllsh howl, tied a string ers that Ibe first minister had known hut he's getting on.
They say he railed
to Its leg, attached a piece of pa pel In t'liiulierlnnd. They bad both be for ynu ceaselessly In his delirium.
Hith his mime and address, took It come widowed; the woman had he And when Eileen had shot her myriad
down to the river and bade It fare-- emne the mother of 21 children and scorching questioning about her Jim,
well. Hie man went to the niovie me man I ne rather or l'.i. r.verv one she ventured, "And youT"
and out for dinner. When he re- of the 40 children were present at the
"Only hoping some TNT will blow
turned, he says, tiie frog was croaking ceremony and
of their par my fool hesd off. Tea knew me better
on the front doorstep.
Whether it cuts.
than I knew myself when you said I
traveled by subway, elevated or surloved my wife. I do, but It's too late.
face car, or whether the long Journey
Golf Ball Insurance Now.
Hons closed up, and I understand
was made hy leaps and hops, remain!
The liegliiner at golf, although h there really Is another!"
a mystery. Anyway, Its owner sayt may not be able to drive hi hall very
"How cruelly untrue V Eileen wss
he knows now that frogs have devel- far, generally gets it Into the rough all eicltement.
"What foolish pride
sooner or later, and manages to lose keeps you from seeking herT She I
oped a love of home.
a good many of the exenxive little reslly lonely, sick and sorrowing. Just
a week ago, worn oat with brooding,
spheres.
At one of the country club
near she was ordered te a sanitarium on
New York, says the Sun of that city, the Potomac."
the caddie master is doing a nice litf.ste that afternoon th miracle haptle business Insuring halls. For f pened. Marguerlt Bobbin thought a
nt he agrees to replace with balls she saw the familiar
In good condition any that are loot. officer
approaching, that It was a viHis caddies are well trained and In sion. Rut she could not mlstsk th
most rases he comes out ahead, for glad, ringing voice.
he gives his patrons second-hanballs
"Sweetheart !" he cried, holding her
which have been found on the links close. "The long months Tve kept yoa
and repainted. Their root to hint la unhnppy! Hut I dldnt understand,
practically nothing.
dearest. I'm afraid we both believed
HOW ITS DONE
false
malicious.
Then,
gossip!"
Upon the first of every month
About
Fish's Death,
Qreed Brought
shacked, "How pal and thin you'v
Man hat a lot of bills to pay;
While walking along the north shore grown, precious!"
Ho sort thorn all; then paya tho of Horse Iske, British Columbia, a read'
"Roy. dear!" sh nobbed happily,
er found two dead fish under curious "Tou do rare, don't yon. dear Everysmall.
file
And
th larger ones away.
circumstance, a ling about three feet thing Is so beautiful and bright again.
long and a sucker about 13 Inches Why, I've Just got te keep living bow !"
Ministerial Dignity Sacrlfloed.
long. The ling had tried to swallow
Many mcnths later Eileen's Jlna
The heat melted ministerial dignity the sucker hesd foremost, but the
the war. The doctor
when mora than 100 clergymen. In at- body of the latter was too thick for came back from never
be well again.
he might
said
tendance at a midsummer conference his throat and the stiff fin on the back
wss
Eileen's
Rut
fslth
strong. Be
at the Union Theological seminary, In of the sucker, acting like the barb of hsd little
she hsd net
but
money,
M1.MP.FR
New fork, discarded their coats and a fish hook, made It impossible for
rrMd and ssved In vain. "I found
lh'f i.K m:i.FRS
discussed problems la their shirt- the ling to free himself.
dearest shack, away la the pine
the
ASS
IXTION
sleeves. Rev. Dr. Henry Sloana Cofwoods, when t had my vacation furfin, of th Madison Avenue PresbyMood of Skepticism.
lough." she told him. enthusiastically.
terian church, started It by saying:
"A boy w ith a bent
is likely te "Just the piece for a lovely, long
"If SO per cent of yon fellows will catch more fish than pin
will
with
you
honeymoon, and Just the place te retake off your coats, I'll take mine off, that expensive tsckle."
gain your health, Jlmmle, dear."
too." Th response was 100 per cent.
"Mehbe ," replied the patient an"Are you sure youTl never be sorry,
gler. "Anyhow, the small boy would sweetheart T he asked, anilea sly. "Tea
Fire Seven Shot at One.
be willing to trade even any rime I are so young, dear
very, very beaa-tlfA Belgian gunsmith has manufacmade the proposition. And. besides,
tured a firearm in which seven bar- how do ynu know that isnt one of
"t don't think yea want me." pouted
rel! are contained In one, the compos-I-t those entertaining flh stories that
Eileen, tesslngly. "and I've already
tube with Its cluster of parallel rant be verified V
aiked Marguerite Robblns te be my
bores being about the sis of a heavy,
matron ef honor."
li.22
Seven
barrel.
cs
gauge shotgun
Ancient Will Discovered.
"And Tve asked the lieutenant"
ber rifle cartridges are Inserted In th
The will of a centenarian who died la
Jim, with sly humor. "Under
laughed
breech openings, and fired simultanehss Just been found the
"
England in 1
ously by a single tiring pin and ham- hi the roof of an onthonse. It was
Well be very hsppy." finished Eimer. To shell ejector Is a removable dared 17A
leen, frm bis shoulder.
disk with seven holes, which swings
back when the lock la opened.
Modern Inventions Ceme Rapidly.
Of Twa Bvlle,
The telephone was a toy Is 1876;
lira. Crabehaw Ten asnat go te the
Cat Ha Adopted Puppy.
a
the
crude
typewriter
arrangement
dentist and have that teeth palled.
It la a rare occurrence for a cat te la 1878; the electric
a bahy
Willie Dnnt asy that, ma; T
adopt a puppy, and tend and nurse It la 1979. when Kdlona Industry
InInvented
the
as a kitten, but sue is the ease at candescent
rsther get la a light and bav tt ,
the
;
was
light
phonograph
knocked it- - New York Baa.
a farm la Ontario. Aa old cat moth- a
curiosity la l"i. and
picered a puppy which was take from
a flickering e peri men t In 131.
tures
Its mother at three or four weeks eld,
Hnvryl
aiming and taking aa much rare of
knew the people are behind
Our Day Upon Earth.
It as she did of her owa kitten. Oa
Cried
the
parlor Belanevtet. "And If
the earn farm a young rooster moth-We are but f yesterday, and knew
don't move ealck taeyTI catch
yen
three chicks, ducking te
nothing, bees use our days poa carta ap te yen," responded a
ar a ahadew.' Job .
esse from the aadlesc.

for several days the slave was
Tit UK very busy, begging bright bits of ribbon or cloth.
At last the gilt was
ready. One evening the slave carAs I lie t'hristmas season draws ried in a small
tree, di i orated w ith
near the question often arises as to all kinds of bright
things, and on
the origin of the Christmas symbols. every branch was a lighted candle.
An important one of these is the This was the first Christmas tree.
Christina tree.
Til" child was delighted.
lie beThe Christinas tree has been trac- came stronger daily and at last was
This story may or may not
ed to the Romans who used it to de- well.
light their children. This story is be true but it is very pretty.
told of a rertain rich Unman, CJuin-tu- s
From Home the Christinas tree
Flavins.
Klavius had one son traveled to (lermany with St.
.
who was very dear to him, but lor
The Germans introduced it
many months the child hud lain on into Creat liritain. .Many hundreds
his couch, daily growing weaker and of years later It crossed the Atlantic,
weaker, lie cared for nothing. None li is almost universal in the I'nited
of the costly toys and trinkets could
States, where the customs of so
make him smile.
many nationalities meet and gradOne day a slave who loved the hoy ually Mem into common usage.
Let us make our Christmas tree
very much came to Klavius and ask-l- i
in if he would permit him to try higher and be'ler this year, rememto make the boy a present that would bering what ii means to each one
Ina i'earl Marker.
make him smile. The father agreed. of us.
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Eusebio Padilla, the fifth man charg-tor- y
will be delivered as soon as the fac-- j County have increased 273 during the
is in readiness to receive it.
past year. The total pupils attend- - cd with complicity in the Mountain- -

NEW MEXICO

hold-u- p
mentioned last week, was
ing the various schools in the coun-;a- ir
ty are 2783. Of these there are 1408 brought in by the sheriff Saturday,
He was arraigned before Justice Bak- boys and 1385 girls.
MCKINLEY
Vith the above ratio of increase er, and on the plea that he wanted
there should be over 25,01)0 in at--1 to fret witnesses the case was put
Town Marshal Julian Turner ar- - tendance ten years from now. The off till Monday. On Monday he made
rested four men, the early part of! sweet potato growers will have a Ulie plea that he wanted to get a law-th- e
(Continued from page five.)
week, and it was later found that pretty good home market for their yer, and the hearing was continued
I he other
.
until Saturday, Dec. 31.
three of them were wanted in Fres-- 1 spuds.
. ..... f..,.,;.
a,
Although indicted at the spring ses-- ,,
!,,..
!,.,,!
Frank Simnin
sion of the Grant county grand jury.'Dick
V.
T.
from
Herald.
Anderson
Estancia
near
Guzeliaa
and Vaughn
Longs
Bogosian
J'ete (liirman, formerly ot ttie una
Three of the four it 5e,.ms had I'ortales had hi) acres in broomrorn
section, .was not aiprenen.iel until unicd and ocaten
thc f,)lirth onc tle 1ast season which produced 17 12
UNION
the past week when he was taken w)lo conlpaint.d to trK. authorities. tons of lirii-- h for which he received
into custody By ihu-- ueputy siierm jTheir arri..,t followed, and it devel-- , $87.50 per ton, bringing him $17.50 pe
Kay drayson 12a miles northeast
Sixty students won a place on the
opccl that there were wanted in Fres- - acre.
Alamogordo, where he was engaged'no or forgCry and larceny. It is al- high school honor roll for the third
in hauling salt for a ranch outfit. He
,hat arnot,K t)u.jr activities was When well N'o. 4, now Hearing com- -' ri hll'rt period, which ended last week,was brought back to Silver City and leged
number represents approximatethc ,K.ft of thrt.e alltnmohiles.
pillion, has reached a depth of lltf)
twenty-thre- e
,
lodged in the county jail. Turman is
per cent of the high
sur- towers
Iu.w
(cut
i)ra,i
To get on the
wanted on a charge of having as-- i
7
I... ills school enrollment.
thi -- nr Fm.it- - I
nn,!ml In. 1il fi V. li.wn
n.i
Silver City'; waj murd;'red aiul his both- burn-- ! will be placed over wills 3 & 4. Then ho"or ro" a student must make a
faulted his
t .,, a rrin in ll,..
tr.r.. I.nil.linrr llm i. :,l, r irnm ill..
Enterprise.
r,n ,tl fniir g IH Tal aver.lgC Ol ill least V". IW
which had been set on fire after the corners of the square will pump wa- - winning of a place on the honor rollllll'h every Stll'las nmiii it l.- -l ami 111, ilnrf'lpr inln i lir,
iii.ir,!, r
tnrnr
l.i I,,, is a distinction of
GUADALUPE
f the park. l"' should lie justly promt because it
rohbed. Kay Coon and assistants kept placed m the middle
m iiui
up an eternal watch, making imiuii v The dimensions of th storatre tank r' presenin a nigu suimi.iiii ui
J. M. Abercrombie delivered 400 into every rumor and chasing every will he 40 ft. in diameter and 5 ft. arsliip and achievement.
head of cattle to Coe Howard th clue.
high. It will lie a round galvanized
The Junior Ked Cross is busy fixi!!
early part of last week.
Work
Thursday of this week two Xava- - tank on concrete
.
Indians were arrested on infor- - commence at once- .- Elida Enterprise ing up boxes of "eats'' for the Christjjo
mas dinner of the tubercular soldiers
1,11
'x
illation furnished bv two witnr
in the United States Government sanfonrhico grant shipped five cars ofwno c,aim tha,
ncar(, t,,0 two!
iey
SAN
JUAN
week.
Rosa
Satna
cattle last
itarium at Fort ISayard. The Junior
oice. indians ,t.iiiB how the murder of:
Ked Cross joined with the Senior Ked
Lewis had been committed.
s
the
I he sheritt s otitic is in
The Aztec Syndicate well is now Cross to make
nAKUIIMli
possession
of information implicating these same down about oOo'feet and the ten inch ''MM'V during the Christmas l,ol.da.
.two Indians with other crimes that casing is being run. The log tallies Clavton Citzcu.
After viewing the smoldering ruins have been committed in this section with N'o. 1 except that they started
Katcliff Brothers shipped two carof thc beautiful $65,000 twenty room ami which has baffled the officers for about
0 feet higher.
''50 feet will
loads of cattle from Dedman on Satpublic and High School building which a long time.
probably tap the gas sand.
Des
on
was recently destroyed by fire at Koy
Rav Coon, W. E. Phelps and Hugh
The drill at the l.aplata well is down urday and one from been Moines acquite
the progressive members of the board Whitcman arrcstcl the
Indians
1200 feet with
a trifle more water Monday. They have
in
few
weeks
tive
the past
buying
of education held a meeting at the Gallup Herald.
than the N'o.
well, otherwise the live
Newt Click. is also
stock.
First National P.ank building. Plans
.
..
.....
.
log of the two tallies exactl
.r
ui
iiie snip
.iiosi
were outlined and the contract fort
the same amount of gas in the same ing extensively.
IvIUriA
incut of these buyers are from Iks
the erection of a duplicate building
sands.
&
C.
S.
Moines
the
over
insurance!
soon
as
let
will be
as
thc
is adjusted.
j he Wagon .Mound Motor to. was
H. F. N'otthiKham
SAN MIGUEL
four good
Detectives have been on the job broken into and robbed 'of tires, tubes,
llolstfin cows last Sunday on account
and from reports the guilty pa'ty' spark plugs and peneral auto sti
of their breaking into the ground feed
or parties will be arrested in the near 'plies also a shotgun was t.iken from Juietera Micra, a
n
ami gorging themselves. I'cs Moines
future The school board has offered. a tourists car. Nothins; was
ft in
was arrested at her home Swastika.
woman,
a reward of $1,000 for information the cash register when the RaraKe Kailroa'd avenue, and on information
that will lead to the arrest and eon- - was closed except pi nnies, the Iml sij to lavc i.(.n Kivcn by her
The Des Moines Trapshooting Club
of the person or persons wlm Kot all of them hut one. Mr T;ty-- 1 (,'rrs
0Hack, janitor at the Normal is
a big rabbit shoot
poured Basobne over the interior of lor the Manager and the local off.c- - Ullivi.rj,yi was apprehended at his on going to 2,give
l''2'. The permit has
January
the building and then set lire to same, jors are inclined to bchve it was loi- - 0nlc
S.
Officers
John
jy prohil.ition
been received from the state game
dl p.uues m.o .11.1 li e joi. aim 1,1. . R,.avo
,
j. Manila of A blliUlcr- - warden and the club is getting things
James C. T.lovd and W. G.
expect to get clues later,
iue.
lined up for a big time.
have purchased fifteen lots from John
The arrest of the Micra woman
These lots
V. Tobler of Mosntiero.
Kay Burgess one of our most suc- - came largely as an accident, it is said
M.oiit the l:tn.est wheat deal that
and feeders this ti
are located in the Brown addition cessful farmers
.
!,..
,i
i;,
I,..
"
in he south part of town. W. C. Me.; week shipped to the Kansas City Mar- - was
'soIll
.,,,
in
,mi(K.
ha,
'tin' week I v he O
'
Cure has purchased thc lease- on a kit two cars.of yearling ,,'rs- ,T,c,e neighborhood and started to look for V
1,
when
r,,
'
school section six miles north of Mos- - steers have been on feed for
dnys
: N,!,
i w h ."'risV
They r
,an .,,,,,. , ,,.,.
a
l.
and are in the finest condition
,uero of James C. Lloyd.
,,;
i,,- o,,tt.
I I,,
Slav
"
a),
Lr:i1 rami they will tip the scales at
J1"--- '
:
..;
:
of a ,,,,, if h km.w anv.i
"7sofh
,
,

Dcmtng Headlight.
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that part of town. The girl replied, - rt.'t, p,,r ,usu.i a, was $ rents
...hi pomieu ,
than anv offer that had been
rignt in mere,
to the Micra home.
!niacle them.
Tin v received offers
The officers entered and found two fr(, ,S(.V(.ra ,own, ;iolu, the railroad
.10
barrels containing
gallons of mash.
,,.ai,1(l with Mr. Johnson-As- ked
what the stuff was, the wo- - .frt,
',.i4
(J-

been organized at Mosquero with six
teen charter members. Paul Kmg- bury is temporarily 'in charge and
permanent officers will he elected
thortlv.

OTERO

At Orogrande three very succss- arent-earners ,.,
,.
inn meetings oi me
,,.,i:,.:., i,;..i, i,.
Association have been held. The last,was nll)lill(f on
LINCOLN
VTATK of r.w MF.mro
n,al, wllo sllffl.r.
session was a box supper and the; t.(, wj,h rheumat ism in his leg. Al
(l'l'l): KOIt PI HI.ICATIOV
boo
be
used for the
,
proceeds will'
flf j
ti,: ,i.v t,..,!
11 Bill' l.tMl Nil.K
Thomas Johnson, foreman .if tin fund.
once contained licpior, ami a copper!
hidalgo rorxTY
Ina
direction
of
the
I'nder
fourWork, still also were reported found.
Cattle company, shipped
Hatchet
...
" umee OI me
. ...
.,
.. "
.I...
:V"
l..l.
....
i
.,
M .ra woman
teen ears or came ironi i.arrizozn
,.,.,,.K.
Sauia Ke, New .Mexico,
ls sa
fo hav,. tnlli
i.and,
Nmice l hereby given that purnu-te- r
to the Kansas City market the lat- - ladies have prepared and enjoyed, the t)( 0ff;,.crs tnat tlp s,
wa ,,rovil- A pie supper
w,-rpart of last week. The shipment several luncheon,
and,,, ,ly Poai.k.
was made tip from cattle on the re- - sale will be lield shortly to raise funds arrajK,K., before I'nited States Com- - the lawn of the Mate of New Mexico,
' u.
scrvation and at Nabour s lank, ami."' purcnase supplies
niissioner V.(i. Ogle and bound over "" ru""" mi .
imiee. ins uiininwmiri '"".TJ",'"
nu .mi. Park school is iiijouik to awalt a ju.arlnR.
T
consisted of all classes from yearlings
were released i.ann
Kale to
..,
hey
will
at
u,.
offer
publicbetween on
the benefit of
o'clock A. M.,
l.lil.ler at
sufficient
believed
to
the
hold
hiahest
tip.
Parent-a
cacher s Association and .i
on Katurilav. Kel.ruary 2fth, 1922, Ini ...
ri...:
the town of I.ui ilsbut k. County of HlThe domestic science department of the Civic League. An entertainment:
flalgn, Ktate uf New .Mexico, In rront
the Lincoln county school at Capi-wa- s
a
given recently and the proceeds'
After
tve.i b,..,es of the court houce therein, the fol- ni
e
il ruT beil trnctrt of land. Vfa.t
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.In.-.- .
foe
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I
i nomas
,lu. jllrv ln Illc fasi,
v V w 'i
IMS- fee
i.T,
,,.!..
, school.
The two organizations biv- - I,.niKton.
lunches at the noon hour to all sttt-charged with the killing s''sC. Sec. t;' XKiixBll', Kec. h
'
1."
;
isec.
rlents carrying their meals to school, donated the equipment to the school f)f j1K, j rjt.,,ro,. on
i
NK Nv
,VK',XK',
nnnv. 7 ,,, Lnt
y.-n- "' P- children.
''w "sV:
OI, thr 'mai
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',l1'
H
KW.
as
of
well
as
the
local
of
the
;
turned a verdict of voluntary niai.-!iec. IS; NK'i,
N
proval
,
NK i , KK 4
Plans are being made for a field slaughter Fridav al'trnoon. The
N K ' N v U , Hec 21; W
rural patrons.
N v
Sec. 22; HHNW- .. NK'.- meet ill this city
frm
February, to be :,Itv'
V( :ir ,.,
Jose Montova and his laini'v from
icipated in by the schools of the j ,)u. slatl. penitentiary.
Pen'mtv-- 1 IS VV.'. i.o't. 3.4. w'iiHKVi, KW'. Wc!
nomas, county
the .licarilla ilistnct report tl ai tl.s'y jcoimty. .irs.
See. 21 All of Seen. 35; 3B;T.
;lttornPV served notice that thev
17 V., N',, SWU, Hec 3;
a tonjschooi
have just finished pick-n.siiperintendent, is conterring ,voi,i fj),. a motion for a new trial, TJ .. It.Sec.
5; l.olx 3, 4. H'jNE'x, Hec.
this
and
in
of pinon nuts
the Gallina moiiri- with the teachers along
line,
See. 7; l.olx 1,
i,.,lsrol. a short time before the
V'sSW'i,
H'iXW'i,
Don Jose says tint several it is hoped that the fieltl meet dates ,.,Iv
:l. 4, W'.NK'i,
See. li; K'NK'4,
threatened the defendant ; and
'
Sec. 21;
See.
IS;
KW'i.XK'i.
be
soon.
S'iSK'4,
When
the
can
as
families
announced
much
as
other
picked
they
,u. ,av ()f n,,. kjiincr pdetNcoe W',W'i, Sec. 27; N lx N K '4 , See.
28;
is held, a display of the work i,a,i ,,.
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.
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I
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1.
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K'4NK'.
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1:1c
si
mii.is
aim
toiiionicu gdiio tns ,01
iu
as they dro'e into
fiiuiis,
loiiniy
p, )n(,
us being accomLhshed, will he made.;tfnvn j jolitisoii
wi:i run into several tons.
rar al had vtyf sw '. nVu
,h,. (ll
This progressive step will meet with followed them f(.,a,'s
to the place where SK1, See. i'; NK'.SW ''. N 'SK'i,
of all, and we are sure t,e
Ithe
2,: w "?w l".;, tj'w W vVSwu"
oc-approval
dv
afterwards
shortly
LUNA
trap,
the homes of the town will be thrown enrred. Jealousv is supposed to haw y
Hec.' 23: HW
K
N t
mi ,
open for the entertainment of
the trouble as Miss Johnson Nvi. Nv ijniv ,,'Hec. n
well
New
of
the
at
Drillers
the
iNWV,,
ic; pupils during the field meet- .- had at one time been engaged tol ?w
& hkv.' See. 2;
State Oil Association in the Arenas. Mamogordo Clou.lcrofter.
2?;
Illedscoe.
4- valley have encountered a showing of
Hee. 35; T. 33 8., R. 15 W B H
K'.
14
K.
All
T.
34
of
oil at 73 feet, not in any great quan- M.,
4,
See.
Dr. J. R. Gilbert and T. A. Muir-titW,
XH'V,
SIERRA
Sec. 24; T. 33 H, K. Hi W XHNEH,
as yet but sufficient to permit head are doing preliminary work pre-th- e
34 H., K. IB W., All of Heca 2.
T.
Hec.
23;
collection of good sized samples, jparatory to setting out an orchard
3. 4, 6,
, 7, I. I, 10. 11, 14, IS. 11, 17,
The test well that was started a cf l.SflO apple trees of the Jonathan
18, 1, 2u, 21, 22, 23, 24; KWNK4, Sec.
The interior of Percha Theatre has 12;
34
T.
K5
H., K.
W., All of Heca. 1, 2. S,
few weeks ago is now down to
variety on their La I.uz property.
been remodeled and electric litrhts 4.
HI. It. 12, 13. 14, IS. 1, 21. 22, 23 24,
teet, hut firming was suspended on
K.
17
w.,
T
2.oi7 s
8..
have been installed.
.34
D. E. Heaton
containing were
.
.
, '.
account of a scarlet fever quaran...
i
i ..
orr. of which 40.uo acren
i electric
oruerea
j
a new movie
QUAY
in
ngnt
Fa
and
Kanta
for
acin
of
the
,h.
tine
the neighborhood
,c,,d Kallroad Bon Fund, Grant
plant and everything will be in read- - County
After a
tivities of the association.
No hid will be accepted for leu than
iness for the Christinas entertainments.
THKEK poiXAKS ($3.00) per acre and
The general merchandise store of
delay of two weeks the drilling was
Hillsboro Advocate.
!h.
.uct..fu bidder will b. required
resumed this week. All thc water in Florencio Martinez, at Logan, was
to pay for tha Improvement" that txlat
the well has been cased off at 60 robbed last Friday and several dot
SOCORRO
ted and no more water is entering lars worth of goods taken.
Except for latida selected for tha
Hanta Fa and (irant County Railroad
the well.
The thieves were traced to Tucutn- Rond
Fund, the ucreful bidder will
cari and located in a rooming house.
to pay at th. lima of aal.
H F Roihermit
a.,li.cr bfiverequired
,
cent of th. amount bid, tho
.a"
,r" ?
Ijiitcd States Commissioner T. J. While a search warrant was being'
EnCole of Columbus recently held
obtained they became, suspicious and
crne Conolly and Charles Pifer of. two of thc three Mexicans mad the first of the
leet.it for th. Santa F and Graat
week checking tip Coun(v
on
of
Railroad Bond Fund. th. .uc
transporting jtheir escape, but Jose Terrazas was the accounts of the
Deming
charges
local
rxchatie.eJrFiii.rul
to pay
bidder
$10110
bond
each
a
him
at
their
were
found
.
With
.
. . .. . hiA
. .. i will be required
. i . K in
,
,
..
....
i
liquor, fixing
raptured.
o
c
.L
It was stated by the sheriff s men number of the stolen articles. Ter-- 1 '
"p 'ur," ,ne .wr.tK';
Kt.San
inium
m
ml
Antonio
and San adianc. on th. unpaid balanc, to--h.1
who made the arrest that 18 gal- - raza( pleaded guilty and said the
cosIh incidental to tha:
ather with the th.
Ions of liquor were found at a spot'er two had gotten away with two,
adverlixln.
Bale, including
where it is alleged to have been hid- - suit cases filled with goods.
A
form of contract will
of
th.
copy
Miss Duncan's High School presh- furnUhed on application.
rlen by the accused.
b.
man
hel'l quite a heated debate
All mineral rlithtx In th. abov. !
-Q
Ko,-- .
lanl are r. served by th. Slate.
lie Sttbteit being Kc- irlbed
wnrii In ct nitli enthnsi- - liW frilVlose Morale, and Tnse Maria f.onez'or,.l cirli
Th. Commi.siinier of Public Land
nnstocles was
reserve th. naht to reject any or all
were arrested near Cambrav Thurs-'nsi- n
and eniovinir the hot lunch work
bldn offered at thix rale.
....... .,,l.ii.-- ,
Aiav tlinrnini, l.v llirru Rl.lin anrl II Tl.
, ,1... ol, ,1 greater Statesman than Pcricl
X. A. FIELD,
federal officers, and Dep. success in this school. A report savs So!nc very convincing argumrnts were
I'nrown.
Commltoner of Public Land.
-'
on
both side which show..
.
.
presented
i.:. ...i. I
of N.w Mexico.
Stat,
l.e,f Justic'eAt,.. C. ..... .1....
v Bpcl
thought and
P.. Iec 2
1
C
Rogers , he noon honr would get the
brought before
The judges decided m
here on a charge of carrying deadly pression that the project had be. n Preparatmn.
favor of the affirmative as thev tir- on there for some time
weajions while engaged in transport-'carrie- d
OTI K I'llK
lll.ll 4TIIISI
rccciefi in making live more poinls;
Morales stead of a few days.
liquor.
intoxicating
ing
or tne interior. i n. i.ann
department
than
Macr.lale.u
nrffativr
the
.Mws.
.,
x u . December
,.,.
pleaded guilty and was held to await
l2l. In iereb alvea that F.dwara
the action of the district court, but J. A. Oden shipped a carload of
Notice
was
'and
thc
his
Ixnirr fought
cattle from
ranch near Amarillo.
TORRANCE
charge
I. Arnold, of Morlarity, New Meilre,
bound over to the next grand jury in Texas to his big acreage near
what an 14 a v loth. dl I. made Home- of
si earl Kntry. No. H33(mi4. for HE1
Forrest
District
$2500.
Attorney
'Jf N:5'i' S".""--1 STT"
Kempson Brother, of Ornero are Tf
Fielder conducted the prosecution and
a,a.'fii,d notie 'of intention
The J. A. Oden ranch house, oc- - nr" gathering corn and report they
Attorney George Estes defended Lor
run them two; man. Thr..
.'"Vtri'jj1
citpied by Mr. and Mrs. Dave Snider, have enough feed to
pe.
.
have
dozen head of
,
The liquor seized by the officers wa, completely destroyed by fire
". They
and
intend
mulef.
work
horsci
consisted of 9R quarts of tequila and Thursday noon. The household goods
They
n.nta F Co, N.w Me.ic. oa tha
;
A
.
to nut in at least a hundred arm 20tk day of Jaaaary. 122.
18 gallons of alcohol, and the Dodge -ti1 lie: uaiiiakc
'a s s . , i .in UsX
Ill
name aa witneaiei
Claimant
u.;
iis.
K.,r:.i.
in
was
the
which
rar
being ed to amount over $2,000.
liquor
of otto. K. m J. w.
if
Encino
the
was
crops.
also
taken
Enterprise.
of
by
Btanley, ?f. M.. I landle. at
Wiley,
transported
Otto. N. Ja and Rolla Martla. of Otto.
officers.
The Rock Island Railroad has fin
x- . M -- ERGERIt Rei,ter.
Troop A of Estancia has received
lished laying heavy teel Tails on the
head of horse and nowrir.t
Dec.
The manufacture of the North
line at Glenrio. The foreman, thirty-tw- o
i2
mor- iuterest to the traintomatie alfalfa baler will be started George Vores, received orders for ten !he
tier. w. it h in th. next tniny Havs. ac- - more mi es extension
.
lor further- work;'"The stables are 3 ITTlOSl- finished, al- " . . v .... . . cordinr to a statement bv C S.!.-.- t
ditcher is now
of ni re.
I uc
a
"'
and
rooms
the
store
CVaver. president of the Mimbres l.ntracr-- H at th. ,ln nvlra. widening
quarters. Two,
used
tent
for
are
&
Utilities' Company, and the cut. The companv will put in a 'aw army
quarf2i.
Valley Ijind
hrr
hrrrh "Z'9Jihm1l1'mT
the number of hands to be emplovcd we anr coa shut at Cap Rock and ,c" n tht ,,0', havc ,nom f,xc ' .5.t'c
m the factory that will be erected mov, the well and coal shute fromi"P " regular army style for win-- , ZZZTli
fcer-will be 1500 to be increased later to Adrian
Th
ha hern 'er.
Trad l. ia faorilon 11. Townlil
X
2
buildings are fin- or more as the needs of the com- -i further reduced from 52 to 20 men.1. work will be pushed on the cori"iV"1T- lTribune.
pany demand more labor.
The factory will include machine
i.i'iutsiiiviKi .v
i . b. vom- im aoT frniM. Miort
X. if
fa'trround.
thc
at
furnaces and every other
ituiwer,
nAAp Lrir.
122.
.141
of
Janaary.
?
cility needed in an establishment of
E.
B.
storkcholle
the
this kind, and railroad facilities for
cirett. Veaieilaa Careitv.
lnejice.
The Portales Vallev News says .man. bought two hnndred and titty Jaaa Antonla Maniti.t. ajift Aatonlo M.
bundling the freight in and 'out of
Garcia,
the county yearlings and B. F. Pankev of
doggin! throuirh
the factory have already been
'hm;ROEIlK; .tlirter.
records tl.e Fe. purchased two hundred and fifty
Ttrt.' 1. l2l.
ured. Macbinerv to the value of school superintendnet's
laa. 11. 122.
fchool in Roosevelt corns, Howard Tayne, of Willard.
JO,000 has already been purchsed and pupils attending
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PARROT SHOP
GLADYS GILMOUR
l:-l-

PALACE AVK.

7

STATE TIMBER SALE
nticr in luret.y piven lliat purnanl
lllr lir.ivii.jns of llic law1
nl thc Stat.
Yw Mexico r.lalitm thcr.l., ami the
i'l
rriil.iti.iin ui lh- - Slate l.an.i Ml':. .', . fthe
I i.tii til i. si. .it. r
ef Pilhlic
I.an'ls
thc hi.-llsi
'ale at lnihlic am tion
l i. Her
M.. ...i
k. A
al Hi
10th, r'.'J, jti the tn. it ,f Alant..-r- .
r'l. .. IVutitv "f lltent, at ill- - fruit .h.,.r
it thc
ciiirt hiaisr. all .f thc ui rcl tiicl.ir
st.ttiihtiL' anil il.iwn. ami all the live tun-h.llmi itu:
the
r tnarkcl for eultiiii.',

I,, st
.it,.
I, Hillary

.Iccrtl..
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No.
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THE ONLY TEA ROOM IN SANTA FE
Luncheon
Afternoon

Tea

to

3 p. m.

Dinner

6

a p. in.

p. in. to 7 p. in.

GIFT SHOP IN CONNECTION
Painting, Books and Antiques

THOS. W. HANNA
LAMY',

X.

,

12 in. to 2 p. in.

la cart.'

A

lan.l:

Sec. 6, T. 17 S.,
M. 1" M.
Thurc is ctini.i.c.l
he av.ul.ihlc fur rut I in K .",
feet, i.
llnilL'las
fir, w hite fir, M xicatl white
N
Tn
aiel
tie. ii spru. c, tiicci. s.
M i. ct. I., in.,
Iml ..f less
ls p.-than
f.r Ihitinlas fir, Mexican white pine, an.!
an. I 11.-- 5
d't white fir
Ktichtiiati
spruce,
will he accepte.l.
line Will he f 'ertn i t te. .
t.. hi., wh.. lias n. ,t pricr to the ln.ur net
f..t the s.iel sale, .1. posit, il with tin Cum.
niissii.tier of I'lil.li.- l.ali.ls, or Willi his .il' tit
,
luclini: the sale, i he sum oi $.limil tc
nta1
invi r ci.sts of ailverlisinK and ini
D. poxits of unsuccexsful hi.l.lt ri
expenses.
liswill
r.'itrneil, hut the ileposit of t lie
lili.der will l.e applied in pay
successful
n. lit of advertising and incidental .xpetise.
and the halance will he credited as part
of first p.. incut on the timher fale airrce.
ttlent to he entered into by the purchaser
with the State of New Mexico in accordance
Intlll
with the trrtlli of sa;d agreement.
and all information concerning
of contract
tie rotuiiliimx of the sale will he furnished
to
In prospective bidders upon application
the Conimisxioner ol Public I.anut. The right
to r. jeel any or all bn.x is expressly reserved,
Sale

K.
In
til..

I K, NEW MEXICO

SANTA

MEXICO

X.

A.

First Publication Oct
l ast
Puhlicallon Dec.

JO,

NEW MEXICO

Manufacturer Of
HARD WOOD CHARCOAL
CORD WOOD IN CAR LOAD LOTS

and
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

I).

t'otiimissioiicr ..i I'uhlic L.indl
21.

l".'l

l'.'l

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
OIL AND CAS LtASE OF PUBLIC LANDS
COUNTY
GUADALUPE
Olfice of lie Comnilfisloni r of Public I.micti,
S.inta lre, New Mciico,
Notice in liercl.y niveti tlint p'trsu.itit tr
Act ..f ronress, aptlir iiroi isiotis of
lirovtd June 20lli, P'lO, the laws of the State
l
lie rules ami regulaof Ncu Misno, utel
tion! of the Si. It.- lain. Office, tile
oi I'ulilic I. an-lmil uifer for
ami
lease, for tile enplorat ion, .1.
production of oil atol kas, at fmlilic atle-liohi.
9
o'clock A.
to the highest
Her, at
M., on 'i
January Jr.l, 1,JJJ, in t he
tomn of S.itila Koa, I'otitity of l iuailalupc,
State of New Mexico, at tlie from iloor
of llic lourt Hoimc therein, the folluwinn
I. scril.e.l
it :
latols, ti.-K i, KW4. NK!XV!4.
Sale N.
SWi
Sntion
J; S'.SK!4, Section 1H; All
N!4,
of Section In;
.Scclion 22; T. 7 N.,
k. 22 K , I ota I ft 2. SW 'i, N'jSW'4, SKJ
R. .'1 E.,
Section 2: T. 7 N
SW'H.
R. 25 E.
Section
.; T. 7 N
NW'!.NW)a.
K!
MW'Sa, NVi.NWJi, .SKNW!4, Section It.;
NKU, NWV4.SKJ4;, isecuun J- -; Nfc.;4, Section
13 i T
N., K.
k., S1,, XWJ4. SNL4,
XW!NK!a. Siectioa Jo; T. t S K.
L.,
Section 2; W,. W.'jSK!,, SKJ4
Section J4; T.
SKS4, Siciiob 16;
NW3SKM. Seci ,N K. --'4 K.
tion 12, T. I N., K.
K. N. M. P. M.,
ronlaininx l.'Ml.ril acres.
for letl than five'
N'o bid will lie accepter,
centa per acre, which ihall be deemed 1.
include ami cover the fint year'a renlal for)
laii! land, an.) no peraon w ilt be permitted
to hid at auch iale eacept he iiaa, prior to
the hour aet ilierrfor, depnailrd with the
of rul.lic
Cnmmiiaionf-Lamia, or with,
of audi aale, caah or
tlie officer in
l
the amount of the
errlifird eai lianitr
aWove
hid.
minimum
Depoaita of all tin- hiil.lera will tie returned.
The
auccraaful
bolder will be
.hpotit of the aucceasful
of Puhtic Landa
held hy llie ( 'ominiaaioner
and by him applied in payment of auch
Iml, but if the auccraaful bitiiler ahall fail
to complete Ina purihaae by then and there
paying any balance due under hia purcliaae!
thr cut of ailvrrtiaing and the
including
eapensea inn. lint therein, then and in am h
eienl auch .1. posit ahall lie forfeited to the.
aa liquidated
State of New Mi au-Liase will be made in aul.itantial
oiiii.rniit y witli i..rm of oil and gaa leaae
No, ,1S on file in the office of the Commit- ion. r of Puhlie Landa, copy of w In. h w iP
The right ia
he furniahed on appheatioa.
r.aerved to r. ject any or all hida.
Witnesa my hand and the official teal
of the Slate Land Office of the State ol
New M.ai.o tint 4th .lav of n. toner, P21
N. A. MELD,
l ommis s.om r of Public Landa.
M'aico- of
Ntw
State

SKNW,

u

KWS'H,

Firat

a

Ki.it.,

PuWicalioa farlol.er

1921.

21.

last Pibleatioa

IWL

10

PI m.ll 4TIOV
MITM K
U. H. Land
DepHrtm.nt of th. Interior.
lilTir. at Kanta Fe. New Mexico, Dec-- I
ember 17, 121.
Notice la hereby given that Rvabell
Mlnnick, of Htanley, N- M.. who, on
November 2d. 11. made Homeatead
for EHUWlj, See.
entry. No. 03240S.
10; Wi H.c. 15: SWI; NSSWV,. .c-- :
12 N orth, Ranc.
Hon 22. Town-hi- p
K. N. M. P. Meridian, hat filed nolle,
of Intention to mak. three year proof.
to .atabllah claim to th. land above
d.arribed. befora V. rt. Commlaaioner.
oa tha
at Klaney. Kanta F. Co.. N.
Jrd day af Frbraary, 121.
Claimant name an
Mike Robinton. Alfred Karenaon.
f.4 Campion. Henry Winana, all at
Btaal.y, N. M.
A. M .BERGERE, Keflater.
Flmt Pub. Dee. 23, 121.
Laat Pah. Jan. 1. 122.
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20 per cent DISCOUNT
ON NAVAJO RUGS
during holiday season (o reduce our
stock before January inventory.
COURTEOUS TREATMENT
REASONABLE PRICES

Our Descriptive Catalog:
"THE INDIAN AS AN ARTIST"

Southwest Arts & Crafts

RAT-SNA-

P

Bark If

la
li

Rat-Hna-

Dor,

p

In Trwae claims
absolutely

gnaraa-tee-

sl

to kill rata and mice. Cremate

then.

P
Rodent
killesl with
leave bo mell. Rata pass p
all food to get at
Their
P
first meal is their last.
comes ia cakes. No mixing. Cats or
dogs won't touch it. Three sites,
Sold and gsaraa-tee- d
tic, tic,Collins
Drug and Stationery
by
Kasne
Co.. and
Grocery Co.
RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA-

t.ti.

RETAIL

WHOLESALE

44)44444444)44444

famous
illMALL Jlires
he

1

THE

HALL GI'AR ANTEK

ot tha

The Quality

HALL TlItES is titis ii pass.'., and we ba. k It
a Kuarantee
bappt--

that co.Ts most everything that can

Re Made

u

CORDS, 10,000 miles
HI

HKI. Ill

Y

SI. M

l

Following Mileage Basis

Hi--

FABRICS, 7,000 miles
l

FACKIC

SIZE

I'llK It H. II
COnil

3"x3i

1 1 mi
12 72
14 40

32x4
33x4
34x4
32x4i

1
1

1

SO

00
18 24
Lx

34x4
35x4 4

Si

....

2 30
2 50

3" 00
31 20
31 80
33 65
35.05

2 SO
2 0
2 0
3 42

3C.OO

J 0

50

3 70
3 0
4 30
4 50

37 20
42 50
44 7
47.25

33x5
35x5
27x5

Exprr.a or Parcl Poat

I'ltll i:
TfBES

22.44

30

3x4

I'

7S
il2.10

3"a.1

323',
?,lx4
33x4

nith

to a tire.

Adjustments Will

C. O. D.

(24
F. O. B. Santa Fa
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beautifully illustrated in colors, will be sent on re- ceipt of 15cts which may be deducted from price of
first purchase,
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Safe Delivery Assured

Purchases Packed Free
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A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Department of the Interior, United
Stale Land Office, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, December 8, 1921.
To George W. Wright, of Stanley, New
Mexico, Contestee:
o
Tou are hereby notified that
Martinet, who civea Lamy, New
Mexico, ai his postoffice address, did
on October 14th. 1921. file in this of
fice his duly corroborated application
to contest and secure the cancellation
of your Homestead Entry, Serial No.
ti3362. made June 19th, 1917. for N hi
XB'i, SWfcNE. ENW4, NSWVi,
18, Township
and NW14SKV4. Section
14 North, Hange 11 East, N. M. P.
Meridian, and as grounds for his contest he alleges that you never made
settlement upon said land, nor have
ever resided thereon, or cultivated or
improved the same in any manner
whatsoever; that your absence from
said land and failure to reside thereon or cultivate same was not due to
your service in the army or navy of
of the t'nited States.
You are, therefore notified that the
said allegations will be taken by this
office as having been confessed by
d
you. and your said entry will be
thereunder without your further
riiilit to be heard therein, eithei before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file In this office, within twenty days after the FOURTH publication of tills notice, as shown below,
your answer, under oath, specifically
meeting and respondingor toif these alyou fail
legations of contest,
within that time to file In this office
due proof that you have served a copy
of your answer on the said contestant
either in person or by registered mail.
You should stale in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
Dale of first publication Dec. 9, 1921.
Date of Second pub. Dec. 16. 1921.
Date of third pub. Dec. 23. 1921.
Date of fourth pub. Dec. 3d, 1921.
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Al.mg hark in
of St;ito Huglu--

when Secretary
was campaigning forj
tin- t:11 crnor-hi- p
of New Vork, tlu-of his as
to it;oti- a
1H
of In- - practical mind. There was
tii ki t a man of hit;h
lalibir and proved statesmanship, hut!
a x'tw ,IJ '"juring 'lis chances
One,'"'1'1
,t!.c Mory v.a-- circulated by hi
h id been con- that liU
ui t d of t.'alil)'4: a hcrp. A c.:t:titl'
liuiid. i;iiitin and Mrahitnir individu- tlie story, approarh- bad
;!;
uli.'- all'l HHpiU'Cl II lie lllotlIU
it iiLj'it t
01
npport tina man with
lull a blot on the family!
scuti hcoii. This was Hughe's story in
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aid he ynes.ed he's take the same'
'..r.l.- -.
The soup was brought in, the!
ruralite looked at it somewhat duhi-oudv, hut reing his cousin fall to
was gallic and finished his. 'Well, f'y.i
'what do you think of that dish? ask-'.. tin- eitv man when Iik utiest had1
'I'uity
pnrty good' responded ( y, 'hut it sure is going
fill far back for soup!'"
The fait that this government has
i'i'Im nted to participate in the niect- W on
the (iernian reparations nay- nietils strietlv on the condition that
coal ,;, ,ii ,,i,, confined to that
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Christmas
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buy your holiday
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glin to get in and knock
us cold. -- Bill Bluehill.
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"Where the Dollar Does Its Dut)'"

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

HARLEV-DAVIDSO-

INDIAN and
CLEVELAND

Also The Famous
POPE and EXCELSIOR
BICYCLES

Lightweight.

MOTOR-CYCLE-

DO

WHICHEVER YOU BUY
We Guarantee Satisfaction

" v

IT WITH A MOTOR CYCLE

Man's Cheapest

t'ftl.l HBIt
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I'mker of Ihr

Transportation

OP 17T

llierelr"

Aaarrli-a-

Gladden the heart of your boy or girl this Christmas by having Santa
Claus bring him or her a bright new Bicycle.
The most sensible gift for
both Pleasure and Health.

g

ox-ta- il

We also have in stock several
bicycles of different sizes all in first-clacondition. We carry a full line of SUPPLIES for all makes of wheels.

ss

re-bu- ilt

1

CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO ALL ORDERS FROM
CUSTOMERS. SEND US YOUR PUNCTURED TIRES OR BROKEN
PARTS WE REPAIR THEM AND RETURN THEM PROMPTLY
IF IN TOWN, CALL AND INSPECT OUR LINE
OUT-OF-TOW-

1
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We Are Agents For

Of Today
of the world"

COLUMBIA

can.l-.lac-

no worries on your

mind.

We Sell The New

-

They're fresh!;
They're fine! And
if youVe paid the
cash, you'll have
us.
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Navajo B!an-ket' medium sUe, In the
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Rumanian Girl Coming From Market.
oJ
Beware of Fake and
Xmltatton.
KI
he declares himself willing to
(PrapurM by th. Nt!onl (Sih'ruphlc
fense,
)
Washington, l.
,rm ' ",s
P
C ll R--t--JHI
I trade direct with tho
Paid, for $15.00
The natives of toe Interior of Africa mK" !'"""
Victualed
Why Mr. Joe Arinstioii);,
l.andis lias two ways of ire
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The poison, w libli Is derived from
of the
those
illfferent
from
I ton Trainer, 1ms Hal.
very
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Snap
basi liall players who might
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a
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native tree,
:onst regions who have absorbed Hie the hark
usually I
"Noticed rats around my kennels, show contempt of court.
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iiorst that clvlll.nt Inn lias to offer, b...u.ni
having hundreds of prize dogs.
jt) per cent reductlon on
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from
ulili tin imnlt fivt small
Mat mm Free Souvralr
Some pe.inle. we understand, have ret many a traveler, touehiuu only pttslH,
Couldn't take chances. Tried HAT-- j
Mexican goods
and
Indian
lOttVfri
mill tht'Sf im ;iilimiilsiii-tmitt T.
SNAP; in three weeks every rat dis-- j Kotieii on their feet lately by selling the fringe of the lark Continent,
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Fur Ladles
iiiiBiiii
uuiiii
Noticed that the dogs'tl .ir cars.
uih!s his Ideas of Its people on those after the other to the defendant. Mur
appeared.
never went near KAT-RAP. I tell
ing the next tifteeu lillllllt i, if it Is a
mor
?orruite.
Kin'opcim
by
alcohol,
I;. Is. s two P. mahc j marriage,
I'se
my friends about RAT-SNAP- ."
for t;aln either case of witchcraft, the bystanders
als, tin.! the
dis-- 5
this sure rodent exterminator, It'a and it tab. s at least thr.- to make a Oy fair meanspassion
In buying Christmas presents, especially
relatives and friends
or foul. In the llel-y'ln- n call on M olok (the evil principle)
fate. Comes in cake form. Three
I
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1
a mm
J
J
J
VI a
to come out.
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are
for
where
"
exauiple,
t'unpi,
more aDnreoiated it A.
Diaces. it is wen to remember
will be all
Sold and
cizes, 35c, fi.'c, $ I 2 .
A
r always wants yon to say to he met typical negroes of the trollThe poison usually acts very
guaranteed by Colling Drug and Sta- tin bmoth,
iini'i- - lo r. ro matter how ies, one tluils people who are frankly
it tuny kill I lie accused or cause
reflects the
and tradition of old Santa Fe,
you send something
tionery Co., and Kaune Grocery Co. uyle it.by is.
savimes, to he sure, with customs
in
settlement
the
States.
to the westerner but who
This - lb, tune ol y Mr when fo.it-- v
In tin- - second case the I
XOTICK
i
ball plav, r- - think 111.
amount to iiossess good traits for all Hint. If of Innocence.
At Landelario s you will find
of
such
the tribes me iippr.iueheil
Notice to owner of cabin on N. R. Olilrtllill.
properly prisoner is .otupeih .i t.. dig a hole.
corner of Sec. 28, T. 26, It. 10 K.,
linrilly one will lie foim.l which Is not lie Is then given a fow l to eat ami
W'e ui:l be back to normal when
to, move cabiu within 30 days.
to make liiin guile
naturally ko'i.I tempore. I, nn.l in most enough palm-win- e
NAVAJO BLANKETS,
CHIMAYO BLtVNKETS
MOCCASINS
Edward Puschel,
they quit selling five-cen- t
cigars for Instances hospitable and trustful.
Intoxicated. After this he Is laid in the
ten rents.
Servllleta, N. M., Nov. 22, 1921.
Stanleyville, Hie chief station In hole, or possibly goes and luys htm-- j
NAVAJO SILVER WARE and JEWELRY
aortlt-ceiitrOutgo, was a few yeurs self down, and Is then burled alive
In order to prevent Molokt escaping
I go a strange mixture of an Aral),
INDIAN POTTERY and BASKETS
with his lust breath. A large fire JT
Kuropean and negro town. Whatever
inrtn the Arabs tuny have done to tin) ia Kept aiigm uu me grave ror iwo t
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Special
Holiday
Excursion Fares
1921
On Sale December
Final return limit January 4, 1922.
1,

"ROUND TRIP RATE of FARE and

ONE-HAL- F

Fares will apply where one-wa-y
rate is $25.00 or less. The
excursion fare being $2.50
min-imu-

m

Here is your opportunity
it
grasp
Let me
detail actual
and
give you
Phone 4 2

GO!!

get your reservations
Santa Fe, N. M.

rates,

H. S. IA'TZ

DAIRY MEN AND STOCKMEN
Feed San Luis Valley Alfalfa Meal
I'netrrlled for milk production, when mixed with rrouai! Barley
No Waste
No Higher Than Hay
8atifartlon Guaranteed
Just the thing for lambing, or old ewes
WRITE IS FOR PRICES ON ANYTHING IN FEED LINE
W E HAVE I T

QUALITY ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED

THE FARMERS MILLING
ASSOCIATION
COLORADO
MOSCA,
(THE ALFALFA CENTER OF SAX

Ltlg

VALLEY)

USE THE BETTER KIND
It pays to supply your table with quality food
products, such as
Chase & Sanborn'i Coffee.

Hants Canned FruiU.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

KAUNE GROCERY CO.

HELP

A

...t...

tatoes, beans and many useful planU.
s
They have taught the natives
and estithllshed schunls In many
;enters.
The town Is much used as an out
fitting point for exiieiliiiniis hut at
times It Is disappointingly short of
In milking trips up the
supplies.
Congo river from Stanleyville one
must cross the river below the fulls
and have his luggage carted to a
water above the
point on smooth
cataracts.
Queer Bambala Customs.
Among the people of Congo few
possess stranger customs or present
mure
cuuirusis man ine nmu-bal- a
tribe, who live In numerous villages on the banks of the Kwllu Jumba
river In the southwestern part ut
the country. Kaeh village is under
Its own chief, who holds the position
by virtue of his wealth and Is sue
ceeded at his death by the next richest
man of the tribe. Ills principal funcr
to his
tion Is to act as
subjects. No tribute is paid to the
chief, but he has a right to the libs
of every human being killed for food
and to the hind legs of each animal
killed during the great hunts. If
chief Is young enough, he acts as
leader In war; otherwise one of his
sons takes his place.
Intermediate between the chief and
the ordinary freeman Is an hereditary
class culled inurl, who may not eat
human flesh nor yet the meat of fowls.
They are distinguished by an Iron
bracelet and a special headcoverlng of
cloth, which may not be remove.! by
any one under penalty of death, even
if the offender did not intend to touch
cleim-Ines-

money-lende-

It

The bracelet of a muri passes at
death to the nephew (sister's son),
who succeeds to the dignity, and the
heir must steal the skull of his uncle.
The corpse Is buried for some two
months, then the skull Is exhumed.
painted red, and placed In the house
its owner used to occupy.
The
nephew must gain possession of
It at night without being observed,
and, after hiding it for a few days In
the bush, take It home to his hut.
If a muri ts killed In war, his bracelet la sent home, but the skull has to
be stolen as before from the hostile
The chief privilege of a
village.
member of this claas Is the right to a
portion of each animal killed in hunt-tag.

Ordeal by Poison.
tn disputes, mliere two people of
the same village are concerned, a
poison ordeal Is employed aa Judge.
Whether a man la accused of witchcraft, parricide or of mm minor of--

Decorated With Scars.
In color the Itanihala are very dark
,04
brow n, the hair Is absolutely black, J
and the eye a greenish black with a J
yellow cornea. The face Is not of
ordinary negro type, hut much more
refined; thick Hps, for example, are J
quite exeepiiouui, ami only a sinuu
proportion have- flat noses.
Tattooing is not common, but both
men and women "decorate"
themselves with ornamental scars. They
rise above the surface of the akin
sometimes mure than an Inch.
The ordinary food consists of maniac
flour made Into a paste with water
and boiled. The leaves of the plant
are also eaten prepared with palm-oand pepter. Animal food Is not
limited to gouts, pigs, and other domestic small fry, for, frogs excepted,
everything helps to make a stew, from X
ants and grasshoppers up to man.
Human flesh Is, of course, a special
delicacy, and lis use Is forbidden to
women, though they do not disdain
to Indulge secretly. Other titbits are
a thick white worm found In palm- trees, locusts, rats, and blood boiled
with cassava flour. Human flesh ia
not the only food forbidden to women ;
they may not eat goat's flesh, liawka,
vultures, small birds, snakes, animals
hunted with weapons, crows, or par
rots. To the rule against flesh killed
with weapons there are two excep
tions the antelope and a small rat.
Rich people, who Indulge In luxuries,
eat kola nuts In great numhet
A
kind of native pepper Is known, and
oil Is obtained from the palm-nuBut
the chief condiment Is salt, which is
made of the ashes of water plants.
There Is, however, a strong preference
for the Imported salt, which is in
crystalline form as a rule, the crystals being perforated and strung on
a string, which Is dipped Into the
.
on a Journey salt is eaten
as a stimulant and salt water is
also drunk.
As regards animal food. If there Is
abundance It ia slmnlv boiled n.l
en with the finder, ft must k.
A
membered that meat for the Bambala
Is simply a bonbon, much as chocolates sre for us. Once when a white
traveler killed an elephant, which the
natives were at liberty to consume,
blood, skin, and bones. If they pleased,
after they had eaten as much as they
wsnted they went to him and asked
for their dinner.
Cannibalism Is an everyday occur
rence, and, according to the natives
themselves, who display no reticence
except In the presence of state officials.
It Is based on a sincere liking for
human flesh.
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The Original Old Curio Store
J. S. CANDELARIO, Proprietor.
THE OXI.Y KATIVK
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FOR MEN'S and BOY'S CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
TRUNKS, SUIT CASES and TRAVELING BAGS

t

Kuppenheimer Suits and
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We represent Ed V. Price And Co., makers of
l
i
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Made-to-Measu-

Over-Coa- ts
Clothing which

re

T

?

food-pot-

t
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week.

Suits

Neckwear
Gloves

Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Bath Robea
House Coats
Sweaters

I'nderwear
Pajamaa
Night Shirts
Garters

Arm Banda
Over Sleeves
Belts

Knit Jackets
Leather Vests

Overcoats
Sheep Lined Coats

.

Hats

Caps

frVl

Shirts
Collars
Riding Trousers

W

H
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H
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Overalls
Work Shirts
Leather Leggings
Traveling Baga
8ait Cases

Tranks
Clothinf
Hartman Wardrobes

Ont-do-

McCUNTOCK - MOORE
CLOTHING COMPANY
On the Plaza
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Cut ta the Nth.
Tan Theuaand Theeriee.
This phrase signifies wholly, or re
Ten thousand beantiful theories for
:he utmost degree. The expression la
bettering one's fellow beings Ue la
wreckage along the shores of time. tsken from a mathematical formula,
where stands for sny number. "Cot
The fei:w being objected.
te the nth, plus one." Is another form
tt the phrase,
plus 1 signifying
ore than any number.
Taking Na Chances.
The mil who flees from tempts-Bo- a
What's the Usef
generally blazes the trail so be
s man has managed to live
Msnj
raa flod his way back ! Wayside
ninety years and then be forgotten 1st
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